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PREFACE

One hundred and fifty years have passed since Arthur Schopenhauer (1788–1860) died in his
spartan apartment on Frankfurt’s “Schöne Aussicht” (Beautiful View) on the bank of the Main
river. During much of his life he had been almost completely ignored, but after the publication of
the Parerga and Paralipomena in 1851 his name gradually became known to the English,
German, and French public. In the 1850s, the composer Richard Wagner and his circle in Zürich
became avid readers of his works, and Schopenhauer’s “evangelists” did their best to spread the
word. Toward the end of his life Schopenhauer joked to a visitor that he felt like the poor stage
hand who, as the “comedy of Schopenhauer’s fame” is about to begin, is lighting the stage lamps
when the curtain inadvertently opens and the public laughs at the embarrassed worker. After his
death in 1860, Schopenhauer’s works were translated into countless languages and began to be
mercilessly hacked to pieces. Many of his essays were torn out of their specific context and
published as separate works—yet they still sold well, mainly because the philosopher was an
extraordinarily skilled writer with an uncanny ability to wring profound thoughts out of just
about anything.
Today, 150 years after his lonely death, Schopenhauer might well be the most read
philosopher worldwide. There is hardly a Chinese, Japanese, or Indian general bookstore that
lacks some work of his (or, more likely, a hamburgerized piece of one), and the same can be said
for bookstores in the West. On last year’s trip to the island of Sardinia, the only trace of
philosophy in the ferry’s tiny holiday literature bookstore were five Italian books by
Schopenhauer. I bought one with the title Il mio oriente (My Orient). It is in many ways a typical
modern “Schopenhauer” book: a pastiche of fragments from Schopenhauer’s published and
unpublished works arranged by a more or less knowledgeable editor. The book’s chapter titles
sound interesting enough: “Me and Buddha,” “Me and the Orient,” “Orient versus Occident,”
“the veil of Maya,” etc.; but these chapters contain disjointed statements written decades apart
that are stripped of their original context. Il mio oriente thus reflects less Schopenhauer’s Orient
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than that of the editor whose concluding essay about “Schopenhauer and India” exhibits his
predilections: India stands at the center while China and other parts of Asia are banned to the
periphery. However, as I have shown in a number of publications, Schopenhauer’s Orient
extended considerably beyond the confines of India, and not even his India was the one we are
familiar with today. His favorite book, Anquetil-Duperron’s Latin translation of fifty Upanishads
(Oupnek’hat), was heavily colored by Sufism and Neoplatonism (App 2006d, 2007), and
Schopenhauer’s interest in Buddhism was far more linked to Burma, Tibet, Mongolia, and China
than to India (App 1998a, 2008a).
With regard to Schopenhauer’s interest in India (App 2006c) and Buddhism (App 1998a,
1998b) I have noted that it is hard to find even a single publication whose author has studied
Schopenhauer’s sources from the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. Thus
Schopenhauer is often accused of not having known what we today are familiar with. For
example, the Italian compiler of Il mio oriente criticizes Schopenhauer for having ignored Yoga
exercises (Schopenhauer 2007:218), and Stephen Batchelor deplores that “although some of his
contemporaries thought of him as a Buddhist, he preferred listening to music than sitting in
meditation” (1994:259). The tendency to use modern sources and ignore what Schopenhauer
himself read—or, in rare cases, to read Schopenhauer’s European sources but fail to find out
what Asian texts they are based on—continues unabated. In my campaign against this tendency
and for more historical accuracy, I have so far traced the philosopher’s encounters with
Buddhism (App 1998a), Indian philosophy (2006c, 2006d, 2007, 2010b), and Tibet (2008a), and
published transcriptions of almost all of Schopenhauer’s early Asia-related notes (1998b, 2003,
2006a) and of his Weimar library lending record (2006c, 2008b).
There are numerous reasons why Schopenhauer’s encounter with Asia is of particular
interest. To name a few: Schopenhauer was the first Western philosopher to be influenced by
Asian philosophy at an early stage when his system was not yet formed. He also was pre-modern
Western philosophy’s most voracious reader of translations of Asian texts, and he may well have
been the earliest European to call himself a “Buddhist” (App 1998a). Moreover, from his teens to
his death he kept philosophical notebooks that are extant today and permit the detailed
reconstruction of the development of his views. With increasing frequency Schopenhauer is
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named as the first or even the only major Western philosopher to have taken Asian religion and
philosophy seriously. But there are also those who insist that he misunderstood it all. The very
people who canonize Schopenhauer as the first “global” philosopher or criticize his
understanding, however, habitually fail to study even his most important Asia-related sources
(most stunningly, his favorite book, the Latin Upanishad translation; see App 2006d and my
forthcoming book Schopenhauer’s Compass). Research on these sources is not only crucial for
understanding the genesis of Schopenhauer’s thought and his relationship with Asian
philosophies and religions but also for the history of the West’s discovery of the East in general.
It is a gigantic encounter spanning many centuries and involving many major and minor figures
in East and West; and in spite of its long past it is still just beginning. Schopenhauer has a special
place among the most interesting, important, and influential figures of this encounter not just
because he was a pioneer of the West’s discovery of Asian philosophies and religions but also
because of the extraordinary richness of extant documentation for his encounter with Asian
thought. Research that—instead of dreaming up grand theories and mistaking speculation for
history—makes actual use of these extant sources and tries to see them in historical rather than
speculative context is still in its infancy.
The present book addresses a domain that has hitherto suffered from the usual neglect of
sources used by Schopenhauer: his relationship with China. The fact that the Chinese sources of
Schopenhauer’s main reading materials about China are here for the first time identified and
described shows that so far very little has been achieved in this domain. After 150 years of
Schopenhauer research, even the most basic questions still wait for answers. What did the
philosopher learn about China in his youth and what did he read about it? What were his major
sources about China, and what Chinese materials were they based on? How did he see China,
and how did his views evolve? What was he primarily interested in, and how did this interest
develop? Why did he write an essay on sinology and what does it contain? To such hitherto
unanswered or even unposed questions (not all of which will be resolved in this book), I would
like to add one that regards the title of my present contribution: why can one call his relationship
with China a “love affair” of the “platonic” kind?

vii
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I would like to thank the editor of the Sino-Platonic Papers, Victor Mair, for his
enthusiastic acceptance of this book to commemorate both the 150th anniversary of
Schopenhauer’s death and the 200th issue of Sino-Platonic Papers. Both my forthcoming book
Schopenhauer’s Compass and the present one were written in the context of a very generous
Swiss National Science Foundation grant (SNSF grant 101511–116443; Oriental influences on
the genesis of Schopenhauer’s philosophy). The support of my tax-paying Swiss compatriots
makes research of this kind possible, and the innovative approach of Victor Mair and his SinoPlatonic Papers team to the promotion and free electronic distribution of scholarly work
guarantees a breadth of readership that conventional print publishers can only dream of. To all
people involved I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude.
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1. THE SMILING PAGODA (1803)

In his boyhood, Schopenhauer travelled widely all over Europe, spent two years in France where
he learned perfect French, and studied English at a Wimbledon school. These language skills
were instrumental in opening the door to publications about Asia. But Schopenhauer’s father did
not want his son to become a “breadless” scholar, and to entice him to a commercial career and
show him the joys of wealth, he took his wife and young Arthur on a year-long journey through
Europe (1803–4). One of the first stops was cosmopolitan Amsterdam. There, the fifteen-year old
boy wanted to purchase a Chinese porcelain figure and noted in his travel diary:
Wir stiegen in einem der vorzüglichsten

We alighted in one of the most

Laden von ostindischem Porzellän ab. Wir

excellent

fanden hier einen sehr mannigfaltigen

porcelain. There we found a most

Vorrath von chinesischen Sachen. Ich war

varied inventory of Chinese objects. My

eigentlich

einen

real purpose in going there had been to

chinesischen Pagoden zu kaufen, fand aber

buy a Chinese pagoda. But I did not

keinen wie ich ihn suchte, nemlich die

find the kind I was looking for, namely,

kleinen sitzenden grotesken Figuren, mit

one of those sitting figures with fat

dicken Köpfen u. freundlich grinsenden

heads and friendly, grinning faces that

Gesichtern;

in

make one laugh even in sullen moments

mißmuthigen Augenblicken lachen muß,

as they nod at one with such a friendly

wenn sie einem so freundlich lächelnd

smile. I found a great number of very

zunicken. Ich fand hier zwar viele sehr

beautiful pagodas, tall and pretty statues

schöne Pagoden, große hübsche Figuren, in

in

seidenen Kleidern, mit vielem Ausdruck,

expression, but they were not of the

aber doch nicht die welche ich suchte.

kind I was looking for. (Schopenhauer

(Schopenhauer 1988:51)

1988:51; tr. U.A.)

hergekommen,

über

die

man

um

sogar

1

silk

stores

clothes

of

and

East-Indian

with

much
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In those days the word “pagoda” was commonly used for Asian statues. Schopenhauer’s
description makes it likely that he was not looking for a painted plaster figurine sold by Italian
vendors, as Stollberg surmised (2006:8), but rather an imported porcelain figurine of the fat and
jolly Budai who is commonly called “the laughing Buddha.”

Fig. 2: Porcelain Budai figure in a Chinese Buddhist temple (Photo Urs App)
This figure, whose name literally means “cloth bag” (Ch. Budai, Jap. Hotei 布袋) is known as a
bringer of luck in China and became also popular in Japan where he is one of the seven gods of
luck (Shichifukujin 七福神). He is modeled on an eccentric Buddhist monk of the tenth century,
and legend soon made him into a proverbial figure with all the hallmarks of a Zen iconoclast just
as Zen became the dominant Buddhist movement in China. This happened in the twelfth century.
We will see that several of Schopenhauer’s main China sources date from this century during
which the Budai legend merged with a series of oxherding pictures that use the metaphor of
finding, taming, bringing home, and ultimately forgetting an ox. It stands for the quest to find
one’s true self, which in Zen texts often is equated with forgetting oneself. To show that this
religious quest is not divorced from the world and has—like Schopenhauer’s ethics—
compassion as its ultimate aim, a version of this series ends not with an empty frame (“herdsman

2
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and ox both forgotten”) but with laughing Budai entering the marketplace with a bag full of
compassionate gifts.

Fig. 3: Budai in the tenth oxherding picture (Suzuki 1978:129)
The twelfth-century Chinese Zen monk Kuoan Shiyuan 廓庵師遠 wrote a series of poems for
this picture series. I translate his poem for the last picture as follows:

露胸跣足入鄽來
抹土塗灰笑満顋
不用神仙眞秘訣
直教枯木放花開

3
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Bare-chested and with naked feet / He bursts into the market
Covered in dirt and ashes / His face one big wide grin.
No need for secret recipes / From deities and immortals:
He simply has a withered tree / Erupt in blazing bloom.

Of course Schopenhauer knew nothing about all this. He was just looking for a friendly,
funny face to brighten gloomy moments. Yet this unsuccessful search was a paradigmatic
beginning of his relationship with China.

4
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2. THE LAY OF THE LAND (1811)

Schopenhauer’s first notes about China stem from his days as a university student in Göttingen.
In the summer semester of 1811 he took a course in ethnography with Prof. Arnold Hermann
Ludwig HEEREN (1760–1842), a noted historian who was an India expert and for his time quite
knowledgeable about Asia (App 2003:14–19). Schopenhauer took extensive notes of his
ethnography course. My transcriptions of the sections related to Asia were published some years
ago (App 2003, 2006a). I present the first English translation of the China part in Appendix 1 and
will here only make a few remarks.
These notes do not represent Schopenhauer’s personal interests but those of Professor
Heeren. It is true that Schopenhauer missed few lectures by Professor Heeren and that notes from
the various Heeren lectures add up to the greatest volume of the Göttingen manuscript corpus.
But this does not mean that Schopenhauer was interested in China since his student days.
Much of the information about China supplied by Heeren was of an introductory nature.
A brief survey of European literature about China including famous books by Jesuits and of
recent reports of embassies is followed by a fair amount of geographical information: China’s
provinces, their main products, important cities, census numbers, the great wall, and the like.
Heeren then briefly mentions the Mongol and Manchu conquests of China and discusses the
political structure, class structure, commerce, and religion. It is interesting that Heeren, who was
familiar with du Halde and various other Jesuit sources, mentioned only the religion of Fo
(Buddha) and Lamaism and supplied almost no information. Also touched are some
characteristics of the Chinese language and of its writing system.
With regard to philosophy only Confucius is mentioned by name, and the Shujing 書經 is
called his main work. The China part of Heeren’s lecture closes with brief remarks about the
antiquity of China, its poetry and literature, its painting that knows no perspective, and its
architecture that in ancient times was excellent.

5
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3. A FIRST GLIMPSE OF CHINESE BUDDHISM (1813–14)

The first trace of Schopenhauer’s own interest in Asia is a note in the lending register of the
ducal (now Anna Amalia) library in Weimar. In early December of 1813, the twenty-five-year old
Schopenhauer, who had just received his doctoral degree in philosophy, borrowed the two
volumes of Asiatisches Magazin and did not return them until the end of March of 1814 (App
2006c:50). It is unclear who passed this reference to him and why he decided to get these
volumes, but chances are that their editor Klaproth was involved. Julius KLAPROTH (1783–
1835), 1 a renowned and ambitious orientalist with whose chemist father Schopenhauer had
studied in Berlin,2 was staying for two months in Weimar just when Schopenhauer borrowed the
Asiatisches Magazin. Klaproth had founded this periodical during an earlier visit to Weimar
when he helped Goethe cataloguing orientalia (Gimm 1995). In the fall of 1813, when Klaproth
met Schopenhauer, he was preparing the publication of a geographical work.3 Goethe, Weimar’s
most famous resident, was at that time very interested in China, borrowed numerous China books
from the ducal library, and questioned Klaproth about such things as a Chinese painting set
(Stieger 1988:758).
The first volume of Klaproth’s Asiatisches Magazin contained an article about the “Foreligion of China”, that is, Chinese Buddhism (Klaproth 1802). This was Schopenhauer’s earliest
independent contact with Chinese religion and with one of its famous texts, the Forty-two
Sections Sutra. Since the article was unsigned, the reader had to assume that it was by Klaproth.
Unbeknownst to most readers, however, Klaproth had only translated a Buddhism-related section
1

See the list of biographical sources in Gimm 1995:559 ff.

2

Klaproth’s father, Martin-Heinrich Klaproth, was professor of chemistry in Berlin and is known for his

discovery of uranium.
3

Geographisch-historische Beschreibung des östlichen Kaukasus, zwischen den Flüssen Terek, Aragwi,

Kur und dem Kaspischen Meere. According to Gimm 1995:569 the introduction to this book is dated
“Weimar d. 22. Dec. 1813”.
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of Joseph de Guignes’s Histoire générale des Huns that had been published almost fifty years
earlier. In his 1756 work, the sinologist de Guignes had presented a theory that was taken as
gospel by many of his contemporaries and apparently even by young Klaproth in 1802. De
Guignes argued that the religion of Fo or Buddhism is a pan-Asian religion with two main
branches: an exoteric one with a belief in the transmigration of souls and idolatric cults, and an
esoteric one that teaches a kind of mystical monotheism. In this scheme, India’s “Brahmanism”
as well as Tibetan and Mongolian Buddhism belonged to the exoteric branch of the religion of
Buddha. The representatives of the esoteric branch—de Guignes’s “Samanéens”—are
represented, among others, by the “talapoins” or Buddhist monks of Siam. The doctrine of this
esoteric branch of Buddhism, de Guignes argued, is found in one of the oldest (if not the oldest)
text of Buddhism, the Forty-two Sections Sutra.4 In the context of his presentation of Buddhism,
de Guignes translated this sutra from Chinese into French. It was the first ever published
translation of a Buddhist sutra into a Western language.
This presentation and translation formed the raw material for “Klaproth’s” article on the
religion of Fo. Though the German translation by Dähnert of de Guignes’s entire work on the
Huns had appeared three decades earlier (de Guignes 1768–71),5 young Klaproth translated its
Buddhism section anew (and with more mistakes) from French into German. Klaproth sought to
impress his readers by a “translation from the Chinese” and learned footnotes (all by de Guignes),
but this was cleverly disguised plagiarism. 6 Klaproth reproduced de Guignes’s mistaken
translations, repeated his fifty-year-old wayward theories, and generally added nothing of note

4

For detailed information about de Guignes’s view of Buddhism, his sources, and its genealogy see my

forthcoming The Birth of Orientalism (App 2010a).
5

The first German translation of de Guignes’s French version was by Dähnert (de Guignes 1768–71). The

German version also formed part of the first European collection of translations from Asian sacred texts,
the Sammlung Asiatischer Originalschriften that appeared in 1791 in Zürich (de Guignes 1791).
Klaproth’s translation was therefore already the third publication in German. Schopenhauer later also got
hold of a German translation from a Tibetan original (Schiefner 1851).
6

Klaproth translated even the footnotes of de Guignes without attribution; but in a note on p. 155, where

he added a single sentence of his own, he brazenly asks the reader to “compare” this to de Guignes’s work!
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except for some distortions and a new conclusion. It immediately follows the plagiarized Fortytwo Sections Sutra translation. Klaproth’s conclusion replaces that by de Guignes and is
diametrically opposed:
De Guignes, Huns (1756–58:1b.233–4)

Klaproth, Asiatisches Magazin 1:165

(trans. from French by Urs App)

(trans. from German by Urs App)

I thought I had to report here the

Such were the main principles of the

greatest part of this text that forms the

pure teaching of Fo; but they became

basis of the entire religion of the

gradually

Samanéens. Those who examine it will

mysticism that it [the pure original

find in it no more than a Christianity of

teaching] is hardly recognizable. He

the kind that Christian heresiarchs of

who examines it will find it is the source

the first century taught after having

from which all so-called heretics of the

mixed

Pythagoras’s

mixed

with

so

much

ideas

about

first century drew; and maybe this was

some

other

even the codex that the authors of the

principles from India. This text might

New Testament held in hand while

even be one of those fake gospels that

writing. It is certain that many Christian

were current at that time; with the

dogmas, the reason for many religious

exception of some particular ideas, all

wars, and the trinity of the divine being

the precepts given by Fo seem drawn

stem mediately from the doctrine of Fo.

transmigration

with

from the gospels.

De Guignes thus concluded that the Forty-two Sections Sutra was so heavily influenced
by early Christianity that it could pass for a fake New Testament gospel. Klaproth, by contrast,
suggested an inverse direction of influence. Just like Schopenhauer a few years later, Klaproth
thought that Buddhism had deeply influenced Christianity. This is the only instance where
Klaproth had significantly diverged from de Guignes’s outdated script and made use of more
recent information. With regard to doctrine, Klaproth could not offer more than a straight
translation of de Guignes who—inspired by Brucker and Fréret as well as his mistranslation of

8
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the Forty-two Sections Sutra (App 2010a)—portrayed the esoteric core teaching of Buddhism as
a form of mystical monotheism. According to de Guignes, this was the doctrine of the
Samanéens who represent the highest and most purified stage of transmigration:
Asiatisches Magazin 1:152–53

English translation (Urs App)

Dieses höchste Wesen ist der Urstoff

This supreme Being is the prima

aller Dinge; es ist von Ewigkeit her,

materia of all things; it is eternal,

unsichtbar, unbegreiflich, allmächtig,

invisible, incomprehensible, almighty,

allweise, gut, gerecht, mitleidig, und

all-wise, good, just, compassionate,

stammt von sich selbst her. Es kann

and has its origin in itself. It cannot be

durch

dargestellt

represented by any image. One cannot

werden. Man kann es nicht anbeten und

pray to it and worship it because it is

verehren, weil es über alle Anbetung

far above any adoration and worship.

und Verehrung weit erhaben ist. Aber

But its attributes can be adored and

seine Attribute kann man anbeten und

worshiped. That is exactly the origin

verehren.

der

of the idolatry of Indian and Central

und

Asian peoples. The true Samaneen

Mittelasiatischen Völkerschaften. Der

occupies himself with nothing other

wahre Samaneer beschäftigt sich mit

than meditating about this great God,

weiter nichts als über diesen grossen

to annihilate himself and unite with

Gott nachzudenken, sich selbst zu

him, and to lose himself in the bosom

zerstöhren

zu

of the divinity that brought everything

verbinden, und sich im Busen der

into being from nothing and which

Gottheit zu verlieren, die alles aus

itself is not material.

keine

Abbildung

Eben

Bilderdienst

der

und

daher

stammt

Indischen

sich

mit

ihm

Nichts hervorgebracht hat, und selbst
nicht materiell ist.

Given Schopenhauer’s early interest in mysticism (App 2010b) one can assume that such
passages did not go unnoticed; yet at this earliest stage of interest in Asia the Bhagavad gita
received more attention (App 2006c:59–76). A German translation of this Indian classic was also
9
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contained in Klaproth’s Asiatisches Magazin. In spite of numerous shortcomings, Klaproth’s
journal occasioned Schopenhauer’s first encounter with Indian and Chinese religious literature.
As a teenager, Schopenhauer had not been able to identify the laughing Chinese porcelain
figure whose smile he expected to brighten sullen moments. Ten years later, the freshly promoted
doctor of philosophy encountered in Klaproth’s magazine a text whose Zen background was just
as well disguised. Though the Forty-two Sections Sutra had for many centuries been hailed as
one of Buddhism’s earliest texts and as the first Sanskrit scripture to reach China and to be
translated into Chinese, this sutra is in reality a product of fifth-century China.

Fig. 4: The Chinese background of Schopenhauer’s first Buddhist text (Urs App)
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In eighth-century China, various Zen teachings and phrases were inserted into a version
of the text that later became the most popular edition. This “Zen” version was used by de
Guignes. In spite of de Guignes’s many mistranslations and overall theistic reading (App 2010a),
the text retained a Zen flavor. For example, its evaluation of accomplished beings and buddhas
ends with the claim that a hundred thousand million perfect buddhas are no match for a single
person without attachment to action and dualistic thought:
A hundred evil persons do not match one good man, and a thousand good men are
not worth one who observes the five basic precepts of my teaching. Ten thousand
such observers of my teaching are not equivalent to one Sin-ta-tan [who has one
more rebirth], and one million of those are not worth one O-na-che [who must
undergo no more rebirth]. Again, one hundred million O-na-che are much inferior
a single O-lo-han [arhat who is free of desire and rebirth]. A thousand million Olo-han do not match a Pie-tschi-fo [pratyekabuddha], and ten thousand million
Pie-tschi-fo are not worth a single San-tschi-tschii-fo [one of the perfect buddhas
of the three worlds]. Finally, a hundred thousand million San-tschi-tschii-fo do
not match a man who does not do anything, does not think anything, and is
absorbed in total unsusceptibility [Unempfindlichkeit] towards everything.
(Klaproth 1802:1.159; trans. Urs App)
This is a typical insertion of the eight-century Zen adept who put his own words in the Buddha’s
mouth. 7 Such insertions played a major role in de Guignes’s perception of the sutra and of
Buddhism as a whole.8
Schopenhauer’s first encounter with a Buddhist text was thus with an important and
history-laden text from the Chinese Buddhist canon that I have identified as the first Buddhist
sutra to be translated into a European language (App 2010a). Only in the twentieth century did

7

See Yanagida 1955 and Okabe 1967 for an analysis of such insertions.

8

See Chapter four of my forthcoming The Birth of Orientalism (University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010).
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researchers find that the Forty-two Sections Sutra had been manipulated by an eighth-century
Zen adept, and the source of de Guignes’s version is here identified for the first time.
Schopenhauer’s study of this text was thus not only his first encounter with Chinese Buddhism
but also his second incognito brush with Zen. In Klaproth’s alias de Guignes’s article
Schopenhauer read for the first time of Fo alias Buddha’s life and his “teaching of emptiness”
(Klaproth 1802:1.150–1). Moreover, Klaproth explained that this religion “is one of the most
widely dispersed in the world because all people from Mustag to the shores of Japan in the East
have adopted it with more or less modifications” (p. 169). Klaproth mentioned many countries
where this religion reigned, from the extremely populous China and India to Burma, Siam,
Ceylon, Vietnam, Mongolia, Siberia, Tibet, and Japan. His suggestion that this pan-Asian
religion of Indian origin (and possibly even the Forty-two Sections Sutra) had profoundly
influenced Christianity may have prepared the ground for similar views of Schopenhauer. But
most of Klaproth’s news were fifty years old and reached Schopenhauer exactly at the moment
when his interest in India began to explode.
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4. ASIATIC RESEARCHES (1815–16)

After the basic conception of his metaphysics of will in the course of 1814 and 1815 in which
Anquetil’s Latin Upanishad translation played a central role, Schopenhauer studied several multivolume histories of philosophy to situate his new system in historical context (App 2010b). From
November of 1815 to May of 1816 he read the first nine volumes of the Asiatick Researches that
had been mentioned by Prof. Heeren as reliable sources on Asian philosophy and religion and
jotted down no less than 45 pages of notes (App 1998b). What concerns us here are only excerpts
about Buddhism. They show how Schopenhauer identified several points of interest in this
religion before the beginning of his redaction of The World as Will and Representation in 1817.
While Buddhism exerted negligible influence on the formation of his metaphysics of will in 1814
and 1815, he used some of the information from the Asiatick Researches as illustration and
support of his argument in his major work of 1818.
Schopenhauer’s notes from the first seven volumes of the Asiatick Researches, whose
transcription is included in Appendix 2, show his interest in eight major themes related to
Buddhism: (1) the identity of its founder;9 (2) metempsychosis or the transmigration of souls;10
(3) the fact that the perfect beings of the Buddhists are merely men;11 (4) the existence of a large
body of Buddhist texts;12 (5) the large geographical coverage of the religion;13 (6) the atheist
9

See the notes to volume one about Odin, Fo, and Buddha (p. 425) and the dating of Buddha (p. 425);

volume two about the identity of Buddha and Fo (pp. 121–27); volume four about the double identity of
Gotama; volume six about Wotan, Fo, Buddha, and Shaka (pp. 260–63) as well as Sesostris (p. 258); and
volume seven (pp. 32 and 397)
10

See the notes to volume six (p. 179) and volume seven (p. 32, p. 397).

11

See the notes to volume six (p. 179, p. 180, p. 506, p. 530).

12

See the notes to volume six (p. 513) and volume seven (p. 397).

13

See the notes to volume four (p. 161, volume six (p. 179, p. 261, pp. 260–63, p. 506), and volume seven

(p. 32, p. 397).
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nature of Buddhism; 14 (7) its excellent system of morality; 15 and (8) its ideal of nieban or
nirvana. 16 All of these first impressions had an impact on Schopenhauer’s later image of
Buddhism, but the last four were of particular importance for Schopenhauer’s future relationship
with China. In Schopenhauer’s time, China was already known as the world’s most populous
nation, and this fact had played an important role in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
arguments about the consensus gentium: all peoples of the world agree, so the argument went,
that there is a single supreme divinity. That there should be a large nation of atheists that was
nevertheless renowned for its strict morality was perceived as a threat to established religion ever
since Pierre Bayle had singled out China in his Pensées diverses of 1683 and subsequently in his
much-studied Dictionnaire historique et critique of 1697. The question whether China’s ancient
religion was Noachic monotheism, a kind of sidereal cult, or even atheism was much disputed
since Matteo Ricci had in 1615 voted for the first possibility; and the monotheist and atheist
camps were pitched against each other in the famous Chinese Rites controversy that had its
heyday around 1700 but was a topic of heated discussion for over 150 years.
Schopenhauer’s notes show that he appreciated the importance of such an atheist religion
with an enormous following. He highlighted the statement that “The Sect of Gotama esteem the
belief of a divine being, who created the universe, to be highly impious” (note to vol. 6, p. 180)
and remarked that they have a good system of morality yet are “ignorant of a supreme Being, the
creator & preserver of the Universe” (note to p. 255). He was especially fascinated by the ideal
of this religion, Nieban, “the most perfect of all states” that consists “in a kind of annihilation”
(note to p. 180). This kind of “annihilation” and the conception of salvation as absence of
suffering (“weight, old age, disease, and death”) appealed to the young philosopher who had just
forged a system in which annihilation of will is a central facet.
Thus it comes as no surprise that in The World as Will and Representation this religion
without a God and its ideal of nieban received a place of honor in the fourth book and even in the

14

See the notes to volume six (p. 180, p. 255, p. 258, and p. 268).

15

See the notes to volume six (p. 255 and p. 258).

16

See the notes to volume six (p. 180 and p. 266).
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final passage that ends with the word “Nichts” (nothing).17 Since Schopenhauer had, thanks to
his study of the Asiatick Researches, understood that Buddhism is also prevalent in China, the
greatest nation of East Asia could serve as confirmation. But in Schopenhauer’s major work, this
role of Buddhism was still very limited and China played a negligible role. His knowledge about
both was still very limited, and this state of affairs did not change during Schopenhauer’s brief
carreer as lecturer at Berlin University at the beginning of the 1820s.

17

See Chapter 11 for mistaken interpretations of this passage.
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5. THE CHINESE DICTIONARY EXCERPTS (1822)

For unknown reasons, Schopenhauer around 1822 wrote some excerpts from a Chinese-English
dictionary into his notebook.18 The dictionary in question is by Robert MORRISON (1782–1834),
a Scotsman who is known as the first Christian Protestant missionary in China. He worked in
China for almost three decades and translated the Bible into Chinese, but his most influential
achievement is a pioneering dictionary built on earlier work by Jesuit missionaries that included
many phrases from Chinese literature with English translation. Schopenhauer’s English extracts
with page references, which were possibly made during his stay in Munich whose library owned
a copy of Morrison’s work, are from the dictionary’s first volume. Schopenhauer’s German notes
that lack page references can also be traced to this volume.
These notes and extracts from Morrison reflect three main interests: (1) The first principle
of Chinese religion and philosophy and its relation to theism; (2) The dating of Buddha; and (3)
expressions of Chinese wisdom. Since I include all relevant pages in Appendix 3 with passages
that were used by Schopenhauer in highlight, the third category is in no need of commentary.
The second category consists of four brief notes in German. The first three simply offer German
equivalents of Chinese terms and the fourth concerns the introduction of Buddhism into China.
Though Schopenhauer did not jot down a page reference, his note about Buddhism is clearly
based on the mistaken information given on pages 92–93 of Morrison’s first volume (see
Appendix 3). Here are these notes in German with my English translation

18

The date of this last part of the Reisebuch is not entirely clear since there is an overlap with the Foliant

I. Hübscher dates entries in this last part as stemming from “about 1822” (Schopenhauer 1985:3.703).
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Schopenhauer 1985:3.55

English translation (Urs App)

Jin heißt Mensch: — Jin & Jang die 2

Jin [ren] means human being: — Yin

Pole in allen Gegensätzen.

& Yang the two poles in all opposites.

Tëen heißt Himmel,

Tëen means heaven.

Die Lehre des Fo oder Buddha kam 250

The doctrine of Fo or Buddha came to

a. C. nach China, wurde zuerst verfolgt:

China 250 B.C. and was at first

erst Aº 50 p. C. wurde sie vom Kaiser

persecuted; 19 only in A.D. 50 was it

Ming

accepted

angenommen.

—

Also

ist

by

Emperor

Ming.

—

Konfuzius (A. a C. 500) älter als die Fo-

Therefore Confucius (500 B.C.) is

Lehre in China.

older than the Fo doctrine in China.

It seems that Schopenhauer was still trying to acquire a basic historical perspective of
Buddhism. This was typical of an age when speculation about Buddhism’s early expansion to
parts of Asia and Europe was rampant. For example, two years before Schopenhauer wrote this
note, the famous geographer Carl Ritter (1820) proposed in all seriousness and with much
documentation that an ancient form of monotheistic Buddhism had reached Europe in
prehistorical times and left traces in names such as “Bodensee” (the lake of Bod = Buddha)
which, I am happy to say, is beautiful Lake of Constance on whose Swiss shore I spent my
childhood. But in the early 1820s such speculations began to be put to the test by the early crop
of modern orientalists. It included Europe’s first professor of sinology, Abel-Rémusat, whose
chair was created in 1814, and Julius Klaproth whom we have already met as plagiarist of de
Guignes’s work. Both were involved in the foundation of the Société Asiatique in Paris and the
redaction of its journal, the Journal Asiatique. This orientalist journal and the works of Abel-

19

The English translation by Payne (Schopenhauer 1989:3.61) is, as in so many other instances, mistaken;

he translated the German “verfolgt” as “followed” instead of its true meaning (“persecuted”). Today we
know that no persecution took place in 250 B.C.E. since Buddhism was gradually introduced by Central
Asian traders from around the first century B.C.E.
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Rémusat and Klaproth were soon to become major sources of Schopenhauer about China and
Buddhism.
Schopenhauer might have come across the Chinese terms for “man,” “Yin and Yang,” and
“heaven” in many places in Morrison’s large dictionary, but the information on Buddhism could
be the result of a search for the word “Fo.” However, Schopenhauer’s notes related to topics one
and three appear to be results of leafing through the volume rather than targeted inquiry. The
excerpted information about the first principle is hidden in Morrison’s explanations about the
noun “mortar” (Morrison 1815:1.217) and the verb “to move” (p. 268). Both feature the concept
of the “great ultimate” (Ch. taiji 太極). The first reads:
Vol. 1. pag. 217 it says: “The Tae-keih (the first cause of Deity) contains 3
constituting ones.” (Woo-king-choo). This sense of Tae-keih is confirmed by a
sentence on the same page: “What is collectively denominated the Heavens & the
Earth, is, in reference to the inherent Deity, call’d Tae-keih.” — It must not
however be supposed that all the commentators speak thus clearly on the subject.
In the language of most of them it is difficult to discover anything of that
personality which is necessary to the idea of Deity. They seem to speak of some
principle of order or governance, but in which distinct personality is not perceived.
(Schopenhauer 1985:3.55; 1989:60–1)
What Schopenhauer underlined in this excerpt ties in with an interest that was already apparent
in his Asiatick Researches notes: the fact that the majority of humankind lacks belief in a
supreme deity in the Judeo-Christian sense. This is also apparent in Schopenhauer’s longest
excerpt from Morrison’s dictionary:
ibid: p. 268 seq: — The words Thung & Tsing “Motion & Rest” enter essentially
into the Chinese Cosmogony. “In nature there are the 2 states of motion & rest,
revolving in uninterrupted succession: exclusive of these there is no operation.
These (changes) are call’d Yih (the subject of the Yih-King Classic). But motion
& rest must have a Le, or principle of order, which causes motion & rest: this is
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that which is call’d Tae-keih or the First moving cause.” — We add this first
moving cause is the Deity an incomprehensibly great, wise, good & powerfull
being, whose existence & perfection are declared by his works. The philosophical
sect of the Chinese scarcely draws this natural inference. The principle of motion
& rest does not seem, in their apprehension, what we express by Deity. They say,
Taekeih un Woo-keih the extreme limit, or first moving cause, originates in Wookeih, in that which is illimitable or infinite. —
The first principle, in motion, is denominated Yang; at rest it is denominated Yin.
“Motion & rest blend or operate, & so produce Fire, water, wood, metal, earth.
These elements revolve one into the other as in a circle. Earth being constituted
the female energy & Heaven the male, all creatures were produced & are
continued in uninterrupted succession.” — It is perhaps impossible to free this
system from the charge of Atheism, for though in it, gods are admitted, they are
considered as beginning to exist & as inferior to Nature. (Schopenhauer
1985:3.55–6; 1989:61)
It is conceivable that Schopenhauer was curious about the Chinese notion of rest and motion /
Yin and Yang as expressions of a polarity within an all-embracing first principle. However, the
underlined words (“personality which is necessary to the idea of Deity”) seem to indicate that he
focused on the fact that the Chinese see this principle not as a personal God and can thus be
called atheists. Whatever interest Schopenhauer might have had, it still was so limited that he did
not comment on these excerpts nor mention China for several years. But in 1826, four years after
leafing through Morrison’s dictionary, China suddenly appeared in a new light.
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6. THE DAZANG YILAN DIGEST (1826)

Already in 1821 Schopenhauer was planning a second edition of The World as Will and
Representation (Schopenhauer 1985:3.88; 1989:97–8). Thankfully, he did not foresee that the
public’s disinterest in his work would continue for two decades and that his publisher Brockhaus
would eventually decide to convert most of the first edition of Schopenhauer’s masterpiece into
pulp. Though the philosopher seemed supremely confident that the time would come when every
word of his would be read with awe, his notes of the 1820s show an insecure man who did not
quite know what to do with the rest of his life. Should he translate Kant into English? Correct a
French translation of Goethe’s works? Translate Hume into German? Learn Spanish? While he
considered various options he was always on the lookout for confirmations of his philosophy in
various fields, and orientalism was one of them. In Berlin he had access to many publications
that reflected the rapidly expanding European interest in Asia. This was not yet primarily due to
imperialist and colonialist designs but rather stemmed from the lack of answers to fundamental
questions such as where the Europeans, their languages, and their religions had originally come
from and how they related to the rest of the world. In this quest for origins the French, Germans,
and English were at the forefront, and orientalists studying the archaeological and textual
vestiges of the ancient Orient became arbiters whose expertise could confirm or reject grand
theories such as Thomas Maurice’s vision of Stonehenge as a Buddhist monument (1800) or Carl
Ritter’s idea of prehistoric Buddha worship in Europe (1820).
We have seen that already in 1802 young Klaproth had turned de Guignes’s conclusions
on their head by suggesting that the Christian evangelists had written their gospels with the
Forty-two Sections Sutra on their laps. Klaproth was in good company. In France, Voltaire had
since the 1760s pushed the idea that India was the cradle of humankind and claimed that the
biblical Adam’s real name was the Indian “Adimo”; and in 1790 his admirer, the noted orientalist
Langlès, had even asserted that the Pentateuch of the Old Testament was only an imitation of the
far older Indian Vedas! It was difficult to know whom to believe in such matters affecting, or
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even undermining, one’s faith. This is one reason why pioneer orientalist journals such as the
Asiatick Researches and the Journal Asiatique were so avidly and widely consulted.20 Residents
of large cities were blessed with easy access to orientalist literature that primarily was of German,
French, British, and Russian origin, and Schopenhauer with his language skills and Berlin library
access was in a perfect position to take advantage of it.
In 1826, while looking through some volumes of the Journal Asiatique, he came across a
confirmation of his philosophy that went beyond his wildest dreams. He wrote elatedly in his
notebook:
In the seventh volume of Journal Asiatique, Paris 1825, there are rather elaborate
and exceedingly beautiful portrayals of the life and esoteric teaching of Fo or
Budda, or Schige-Muni, Schakia-Muni, which are in wonderful agreement with
my system. In volume 8, this is continued with the exoteric teaching that, however,
is very mythological and much less interesting. Both are by Deshauterayes, who
died in 1795. (Schopenhauer 1985:3.305; 1989:336)
Before we turn to Schopenhauer’s excerpts that document this “wonderful agreement,” a
few words are needed about these articles in the Journal Asiatique. They are by the French
Arabist and Sinologist Michel-Ange-André le Roux DESHAUTERAYES (1724–95) whose name is
sometimes also spelled des Hauterayes or Leroux Deshauterayes. He was de Guignes’s fellow
disciple under the early French sinologist Étienne Fourmont (Leung 2002) and had tried his hand
at translating parts of a Chinese Buddhist text. After his death in 1795 these unpublished
manuscripts slumbered in his dossier in the manuscript department of the Bibliothèque nationale
until Abel-Rémusat, Klaproth, and Landresse recognized their value and published them in the
Journal Asiatique of 1825 where Schopenhauer found them in 1826.
Deshauterayes’s translations probably stem from the 1770s or 1780s and are among the
very earliest translations of Chinese Buddhist texts into a Western language. Though their
publication was delayed for half a century, their impact was considerable. The best proof of this

20

For more information on this see The Birth of Orientalism (App 2010a).
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is Schopenhauer whose love affair with Buddhism seems to have begun the day he came across
this “extremely beautiful depiction of the life and esoteric teaching of Fo or Budda” and his
“esoteric” teaching as portrayed by Deshauterayes. From this encounter until the end of his life
in 1860 he was constantly on the lookout for information about this religion and read a vast
amount of material in several European languages. Deshauterayes’s text thus ignited a life-long
love affair, and Schopenhauer did not tire of quoting and recommending this translation. But
what Chinese text did Deshauterayes use? Because it included some Zen stories I knew since the
mid-1990s that it had to be a Chinese Zen text (App 1998a:47). Though I made use of all the
tools of the trade and questioned the most knowledgeable experts in the world including Prof.
Seizan Yanagida, I could only trace bits and pieces to various texts but failed to identify a single
source. However, thanks to the latest CBETA project DVD that includes texts from non-standard
Chinese Buddhist canons, I finally managed to identify Deshauterayes’s Chinese source. It
contains, though sometimes in different order, all the passages translated by Deshauterayes and is
a perfect match.
The text whose French translation triggered Schopenhauer’s love affair with the “inner”
doctrine of Buddhism is called Dazang yilan 大藏一覧 or The Buddhist Canon at a Glance. The
preface to its ten books is dated 1157 and states that the text was compiled by a layman named
Chen Shi 陳實. It is therefore a product of the Song dynasty, the “golden age” of Zen in China,
and its content reflects this. The text’s title suggests an overview of the Buddhist canon. Indeed,
dozens of Buddhist sutras, other canonical texts, and various treatises and apocryphal texts are
quoted. But overall they serve the author’s intention to promote the teachings of Chinese Zen
masters as apex of Buddhist doctrine, and this may be a reason why The Buddhist Canon at a
Glance was for a long time not included in the standard Buddhist canons of China and Korea and
not even in Japan’s vast supplements to the Chinese canon (Dainippon zokuzōkyō). However, in
the early seventeenth century the huge new Jiaxing Buddhist canon was compiled by a large
association of Chinese laypeople and clergy, and through inclusion in this canon our text finally
became canonical. It may be a print of this edition that was brought to Paris and fell into the
hands of Deshauterayes who chose a few segments and translated them into French. The result of
his efforts, after a 50–year long siesta at the Bibliothèque nationale, was published in the Journal
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Asiatique and sent to Berlin where it delighted Schopenhauer who first read and later bought
these volumes. He valued translations, and that is exactly what Deshauterayes furnished.

Fig. 5: The Chinese background of Schopenhauer’s second Buddhist text (Urs App)
In 1826, about a decade had passed since Schopenhauer’s encounter with the Forty-two
Sections Sutra and the excerpts from Asiatick Researches. He had been so fascinated by the idea
of “Nieban” or Nirvana that he mentioned it in his major work, The World as Will and
Representation (1819). But in 1826, after seven years of being criticized or—even worse—
ignored, the purportedly largest religion of the world seemed to come to his rescue.
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The Dazang yilan is conveniently arranged according to topics. But Deshauterayes did
not produce a straight translation of entire sections. Rather, he divided his presentation of
Buddhist doctrine into an “interior” or esoteric and an “exterior” or exoteric section. It is futile to
try to trace a transmission line of this categorization from Leibniz via Friedrich Majer to
Schopenhauer (Gerhard 2008) because in the eighteenth century this idea was literally
omnipresent in dictionaries, encyclopedias, and travel collections; and its use in Couplet (1687)
and numerous other books from the seventeenth century proves that the idea is far older than
Leibniz (App 2010a). De Guignes and Deshauterayes were thus not lonely exponents of a
wayward theory that had to be transmitted, to use a Zen expression, “from mind to mind.” Rather,
they were in the company of extremely popular authors like Bayle, Brucker, and Diderot—not to
speak of virtually all Jesuit authors. Deshauterayes explained this distinction, according to which
he chose to arrange the Dazang yilan’s teachings, as follows:
This sect [Buddhism] is the one of which the missionaries report that its doctrine
is twofold: an exterior kind that admits the cult of idols, teaches the
transmigration of souls, and forbids eating living beings; and an interior or secret
kind that only admits emptiness or nothingness [le vide ou le néant], rejects both
punishment and recompense after death, asserts that there is nothing real and that
everything is illusion, and regards the transmigration of souls into the bodies of
animals as a metaphorical passage of the soul into the brutal affections and
inclinations of beasts. It is a doctrine that in this respect is wholly moral since its
object is the victory of the soul over wayward affections—provided one accepts
that there can be real morality where nothing is real. (Deshauterayes 1826:152–3;
trans. Urs App)21

21

This portrayal by Deshauterayes tallies with Schopenhauer’s distinction between “exoteric”

metempsychosis and “esoteric” palingenesis, and it is probably here rather than in Majer or Leibniz
(Gerhard 2008) that one ought to locate the inspiration. However, since this “esoteric-exoteric” divide is
so ubiquitous in eighteenth-century sources and was also discussed in histories of philosophy such as
Brucker’s, it may be futile to try to pinpoint a single source and line of transmission in the eighteenth
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This distinction between “inner” and “outer” doctrines of Buddhism reflects ideas
originally gained in conversations with representatives of Zen Buddhism in sixteenth-century
Japan (App 2007:19–23; 2010a). In the eighteenth century it had become commonplace, and
Deshauterayes only repeated what so many others had written. But the time-lagged publication
of this view in 1825 in conjunction with translations from a Chinese text artificially arranged
under these two headings is of great interest for our inquiry. Deshauterayes did not follow the
topical arrangement of the Dazang yilan author and began with the biography and geneaology of
Buddha (Deshauterayes 1825:153–6) that Schopenhauer appreciated so much. The account of the
Buddha’s stages of meditation before enlightenment includes the following description of the
ultimate stage and the resulting “veritable peace of mind” (p. 164):

Dazang yilan 大藏

English translation (Urs App) of Deshauterayes’s French translation

一覧 (447c9–12)

(Deshauterayes 1825:164)

滅 有 對 想 。 入 識 [Adepts of this fourth stage] enjoy the advantage of not imagining anything
處 。 滅 無 量 想 。 anymore. They neither hold on to imagination nor to the body and plunge
識 唯 觀 識 。 入 無 into emptiness; they no more imagine that there are different things that are
所 有 處 。 離 於 種 opposed to each other; they enter nothingness [le néant]; images make no
種 相 。 入 非 想 非 impression whatsoever on them; and finally they find themselves in a state
非 想 處 。 斯 處 名 where there is neither imagination nor non-imagination [inimagination],
為 究 竟 解 脫 。 是 and this state is called the total and final liberation: this is the happy shore
諸學者之彼岸也。 that the philosophers rush towards.

Such passages, whose terminology reflects the Chinese author’s Zen agenda, could well
grace the pages of the fourth book of Schopenhauer’s main work where mystics and saints point
toward the sphere where philosophers cannot tread. The Dazang yilan’s Buddha and his disciples
describe the ultimate goal in terms that Schopenhauer must have approved: “All intelligible or

century.
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comprehensible things have their root in nothingness [le néant]; if you can keep to this root, you
will deserve the name of sage” (Deshauterayes 1825:167). The last commandment of the Buddha
in Deshauterayes’s translation (which is based on a quotation in the Dazang yilan of the Nirvana
sutra) also seems akin to the final passage of Schopenhauer’s main work:

Dazang yilan 大藏

English translation (Urs App) of Deshauterayes’s French translation

一覧 (450a11–12)

(Deshauterayes 1825:168–9)

一切眾生。皆因

The entire assembly was touched to learn of his imminent extinction.

無明起諸愛結。

When one of the disciples posed a question to him, he replied: Human

役使身心。不得
自在。若能諦觀
十二因緣 。究竟
無我。深入本

beings, because of their imprudence and folly, engage in all sorts of
cupidities and enslave themselves to them, which is why their mind is
never at ease. If only they could clearly know the nothingness of causes
and effects of everything that in their imagination exists, entirely empty
their being [évacuer entièrement leur être], and follow the impression of

淨。 即能遠離三

this innate simplicity or purity that they are endowed with (that is to say,

界大火。 此是最

pure nothingness [le pur néant]), then they would no more think of the

後付囑。汝當修

three worlds that now frighten them. This is my veritable doctrine; this is

行。

my last commandment.

In Deshauterayes’s text, the initial biography of the Buddha is followed by explanations
of the Dazang yilan about the names and attributes of the founder (1825:228–32), the definition
of Buddhahood according to his disciples (pp. 232–38), and Deshauterayes’s own reflections (pp.
238–43) about this religion whose doctrine has “two faces” (p. 238). These reflections conclude
the part that Schopenhauer found so interesting, that is, the part about the “inner” teaching of
Buddha. According to Deshauterayes’s summary, it represents the essence of this religion:
From all that we have said it is easy to see that both the disciples and their master
have taught only one doctrine, and that this doctrine has two faces. The first
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presents something real, and the second just emptiness or nothingness [le vide ou
le néant]. It is also with regard to the latter [“inner”] side that—since it reduces
everything to emptiness and nothingness—this religion is ordinarily called the
gate of emptiness [la porte du vide]. Because it admits only a single and unique
intelligent nature in the universe, it is also called the religion that equalizes or
identifies all things. It follows that all things are one and the same thing, and that
all is one; or rather that there is only Fo, only a single intelligent nature that exists,
and consequently that there is neither matter, nor mind [esprit], nor body, nor soul.
(Deshauterayes 1828:238–39).
Deshauterayes clearly followed the lead provided by the author of the Dazang yilan who
peppered the Buddha’s biography with Zen doctrines that emphasize “non-thinking” (feixiang 非
想) and “no-mind” (wuxin 無心) 22 and presented Zen doctrine as the heart of the Buddha’s
“inner” teaching. Thus it is logical that the definition of Buddhahood in Deshauterayes’s text
should be furnished by a disciple of Bodhidharma, the legendary founder of Zen:

Dazang yilan 大藏一覧

English translation (Urs App) of Deshauterayes’s French translation

(578c11–15)

(Deshauterayes 1825:236–7)

首領波羅提諫之。王怒

An Indian king asked a disciple of the Indian saint called Tamo23

問曰。何者是佛。答

[Bodhidharma]: What is Fo [Buddha]? This disciple Poloti

曰。見性是佛。王曰。

answered: Fo is nothing other than the perfect knowledge of nature,

性在何處。答曰。我見

or of intelligent nature. The king asked, where does this nature

佛性。王曰。性在何

reside? The disciple said: In the knowledge of Fo, that is to say, in

處。答曰。性在作用。

the understanding by intelligent nature. The king repeated: Where
does it then reside? The disciple rejoined: In usage and knowledge

22

For an edition and translation of an early Zen text attributed to Bodhidharma that is representative of

this line of teaching see App 1995.
23

“And Indian king asked a disciple … Tamo” is an explanatory transition added by Deshauterayes.
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王曰。是何作用。我今

[l’usage et la connaissance]. What is this usage, since I do not

不見。答曰。今見作

conceive it? asked the king. Poloti retorted: In the very act of

用。王自不見。王曰。

speaking you use this nature. He added: But you do not recognize it

於我有否。答曰。王若

because of your blindness. The king: So this nature resides in me?

作用。無有不是。王若

The disciple: If you can use it, you find it everywhere; if you do not

不用。體亦難見。

use it, you cannot discern the substance [discerner la substance].

This kind of repartee is typical of Zen texts, and this particular dialogue is popular in
Chinese Zen literature. The teaching that Buddhahood means seeing one’s nature (Ch. jianxing,
Jap. kenshō 見 性 )—translated by Deshauterayes as “perfect knowledge of nature”—is a
quintessential Zen teaching and forms part of the most famous description of Zen:

教外別傳

[It is] a special transmission outside of scriptural teachings

不立文字

That does not establish words and letters.

直指人心

It points directly at man’s mind:

見性成佛

Seeing one’s nature means becoming a buddha.24

Since Deshauterayes’s Chinese text is now identified, we can take a fresh look at the
passages that Schopenhauer not just read but copied into his notebook in 1826. He made three
excerpts (Schopenhauer 1985:3.305–6; 1989:336–7) that all stem from the “inner teachings” part.
The first is from Journal Asiatique vol. 7, p. 171. The first column of the following table shows
the Chinese text of the Dazang yilan as contained in vol. 21 of the Jiaxing canon (Text number
109). The second column shows Schopenhauer’s excerpt. 25 The third column is my English

24

Cf. App 1994:12.

25

In Schopenhauer’s notebook it forms a single paragraph, but in order to facilitate comparison I chopped

it into smaller segments.
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translation of the French text copied by Schopenhauer, and the fourth column features my
translation of the Chinese text.
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Dazang yilan
(531c20–25)

一切眾生。
從無始際。
由有種種恩
愛貪欲。故
有輪回。
若諸世界一
切種性。卵
生胎生濕生
化生。皆因
婬欲而正性
命。

當知輪回愛
為根本。
由有諸欲助
發愛性。是
故能令生死
相續。

欲因愛生。
命因欲有。
眾生愛命。
還依欲本。
愛欲為因。
愛命為果。

Deshauterayes’s
translation (as copied by
Schopenhauer
1985:3.305–6)
De toute l’éternité,
l’inclination au bien, ainsi
que l’amour, la cupidité et
la concupiscence se
trouvent naturellement
dans tout ce qui prend
naissance. De là vient la
transmigration des ames.
Tout ce qui naît, de
quelque manière qu’il
naisse, soit de l’oeuf ou du
sein maternel, ou de la
pourriture ou par
transformation, tire sa
nature et sa vie de la
concupiscence, à laquelle
la cupidité porte l’amour;

English translation of
Deshauterayes (Urs
App)

From all eternity, the
inclination to good as
well as love, cupidity
and concupiscence are
found naturally in
everything that is born.
From this comes the
transmigration of souls.
Everything that is born,
in whatever way this
happens—from an egg,
a mother’s bosom, from
rot, or from
transformation—takes
its nature and its life
from the concupiscence
to which cupidity leads
love;
ainsi c’est de l’amour que
so it is in love that the
la transmigration des ames transmigration of souls
tire son origine.
has its origin.
L’amour, excité par les
Excited by cupidities of
cupidités de tout genre qui all kinds that lead it to
l’induisent à
concupiscence, love is
concupiscence, est la cause the cause of the
de ce que la vie et la mort
continuous succession
se succèdent tour-à-tour
of life and death by way
par la voie de la
of transmigration.
transmigration.
De l’amour vient la
From love comes
concupiscence, et de la
concupiscence, and
concupiscence la vie.
from concupiscence
comes life.
Tous les êtres vivans, en
All living beings, by
aimant la vie, en aiment
loving life, also love its
aussi l’origine.
origin.
L’amour induit à
concupiscence est la cause
de la vie; l’amour de la vie
en est l’effet.

Love induced to
concupiscence is the
cause of life; love of
life is its effect.
30

English translation of
Chinese text (Urs App)
All sentient beings have
since beginningless
time undergone
transmigration because
of various kinds of
covetous love and
attachment to desire.
Regardless of the
manner in which all
species of the world are
born—from an egg,
from a uterus, from rot,
or from transformation:
all establish their nature
and life because of
sexual desire.
So you must know that
the basis of
transmigration is love.
Love arises through a
variety of desires,
which is why it is able
to reign over the
continuous succession
of birth and death.
From desire arises love,
and desire is the cause
of life.
By loving life, sentient
beings also depend on
its basis, which is
desire.
Love and desire are the
cause, and love of life is
the effect.
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Though there are some discrepancies between my reading of the Chinese text and that of
Deshauterayes, the overall meaning of the Chinese text comes through clearly: “love” 愛, which
in Chinese Buddhist texts commonly has the connotation of “attachment” rooted in desire, is the
driving force and basis of transmigration (Deshauterayes: “so it is in love that the transmigration
of souls has its origin”). Thus desire-driven love is portrayed as the cause, and love of life as the
effect: a vision that Schopenhauer certainly agreed with. I suppose he saw this as a confirmation
of his view of transmigration expressed before the publication of The World as Will and
Representation, in the summer of 1817:
Of all myths that have ever been devised, the myth of transmigration of souls is by
far the deepest, most significant, and nearest to philosophical truth—so much so
that I regard it as the non plus ultra [the supreme achievement] of mythical
description. This is why Pythagoras and Plato have revered and used it; and the
people with whom it prevails as a popular, general creed and exerts distinct
influence on daily life is for this very reason to be regarded as the most mature, in
addition to being the most ancient. (Schopenhauer 1985:1.479; cf. also 1988:531;
trans. Urs App)
In accord with the presentation by Deshauterayes that was mentioned above, Schopenhauer held
that the popular, “exoteric,” mythical view of transmigration posited a kind of transfer of
individuality “metempsychosis” or transmigration of souls (Seelenwanderung). By contrast, the
“esoteric” or more philosophical view, as expressed in Deshauterayes’s translation, regards such
individuality-transfer as an illusory phenomenon and focuses on the underlying unchanging
reality: will or desire.
This was Schopenhauer’s first encounter with Mahayana philosophy, and it was a
decisive one. Deshauterayes’s Dazang yilan translations and his explanations about the Buddha’s
esoteric doctrine presented, so it must have seemed to Schopenhauer, solid first-hand evidence of
a doctrine that reigned in wide swaths of Asia including China where Deshauterayes’s text came
from. In one of the excerpts that Schopenhauer copied into his notebook, the founder of this
doctrine expressed his vision as follows:
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Dazang yilan
(450b11–14)

Deshauterayes’s
translation (as copied by
Schopenhauer 1985:3.305)

English translation of
Deshauterayes (Urs
App)

English translation of
Chinese text (Urs App)

我以佛眼。
遍觀三界。

De mes yeux de Fo, je
considère tous les êtres
intelligibles des trois
mondes;

With my Buddha-eyes I
consider all perceptible
beings of the three
worlds;

When I observe the
threefold world with my
Buddha-eyes,

一切諸法。
性本解脫 。

la nature est en moi, et par
elle-même dégagée et libre
de tous liens;

nature is in me, and it is
by itself unencumbered
and free of all bonds:

[I see that] all
phenomena are by their
very nature delivered
from bondage.

於十方求了
不能得。

je cherche quelque chose
de réel parmi tous les
mondes, mais je n’y puis
rien trouver;

I look for something
real in all three worlds
but cannot find
anything:

Having searched in all
ten directions, there is
nothing that can be
grasped;

根本無故。
所因枝葉。
皆悉解脫 。

et comme j’ai posé la
racine dans le néant, aussi
le tronc, les branches et les
feuilles sont anéantis;

and because I have put
my root into nothing,
also the trunk, the
branches and the leaves
are annihilated:

and since there is no
root, all the branches
and leaves are also free
of bondage.

(c’est-à-dire qu’il n’y a
rien de réel, parce que,
selon lui, c’est ignorance
de croire qu’il y ait
quelque chose de réel; et
n’y ayant rien de réel, la
vieillesse et la mort ne sont
qu’un songe);

(this means that there is
nothing real because,
according to him, it is
ignorance to believe
that there is something
real; and since there is
nothing real, old age
and death are also only
a dream);26

ainsi lorsque quelqu’un est
délivré ou dégagé de
l’ignorance, dès-lors il est
délivré de la vieillesse et
de la mort.

so as soon as someone
is freed or liberated
from ignorance, he is
also liberated from old
age and death.

無明解脫
故。乃至老
死。皆得解
脫。

26

Because of deliverance
from ignorance, there is
even liberation from old
age and death.

This explanation, which Deshauterayes (1825:171) inserted in parentheses in his translation, was not

copied by Schopenhauer.
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Compare this portrait of deliverance with the one he had almost a decade earlier offered as the
culmination of the fourth and last book of his main work:
Rather, we confess freely: what remains after the total voiding [Aufhebung] of
will is for all those who are still full of will indeed nothing. But conversely, for
those in whom the will has turned and negated itself, our world that seems so real,
with all its suns and milky ways, is—Nothing. (Schopenhauer 1977:508)
Apart from the two excerpts from Deshauterayes’s translation that were presented above
along with my translation of the Chinese source text, Schopenhauer made a third excerpt. It
stemmed not from Deshauterayes’s translation but from his description of the Buddha’s inner
teaching:
pag: 242 . . . These three sects (in China, that is, the Hochang bonzes—sectarians
of Fo—, the Taossee bonzes, and the philosophers) all agree about the principle
that all things are but one, that is to say: since the matter of each particular being
is a portion of the primary matter [matière première], their forms are also only
parts of the universal soul [âme universelle] that constitutes nature and that
fundamentally is not at all really distinct from matter. (Schopenhauer 1985:3.306)
The view of a pan-Chinese (and more often even pan-Asian) doctrine of “all-oneness” had long
been associated with the “inner” doctrine of Buddhism (App 2010a), and Deshauterayes’s view
reflects a standard perspective of the second half of the eighteenth century. What was new is the
textual evidence for this inner doctrine in original texts. Deshauterayes’s presentation of this
“inner doctrine”—Zen-drenched as it was—served Schopenhauer as a kind of Platonic idea.
Such ideas are forms or patterns of categories of things in which individual things participate.
They are considered eternal, changeless, only apprehensible by the mind, and do not exist as
concrete things. Schopenhauer’s “inner doctrine of Buddhism” is such an idea: an Idealtypus in
which not just Buddhism but also other religions could, as it were, participate. Though some
characteristics of it had, as we have seen, emerged a decade earlier, Deshauterayes’s clean-cut
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distinction between “inner” and “outer” teachings of Buddhism and his textual evidence now
gave it definition.
Schopenhauer’s establishment of an Idealtypus (ideal type) of religion is evident in the
very note after the Deshauterayes extracts. There he discerned two major categories of “worldreligion” (Welt-Religion). The first comprises optimistic, theistic, and realistic religions like
Zoroastrianism and Judaism. They are optimistic and theistic in positing a good God who created
a good world and in attributing evil to Ahriman or Satan; and they are realistic because they take
the world of representation for real, think that it has a beginning and end, and regard their laws as
eternal. The second major category of religion, by contrast, is pessimistic, atheistic, and idealistic.
In his note just after the excerpts from Deshauterayes, Schopenhauer explains:
The other world-religion is that of the Vedas or Samanaism; from it stems
Buddhism (doctrine of Fo, Gotama, Shigemuni) and the Christianity of the New
Testament in the strictest sense: it has the Avatar; its character is knowledge of
the world as mere phenomenon, existence as an evil, salvation from it as goal,
total resignation as the way, and the avatar as master of the way. — They do not
have theism in the proper sense and allow images. This latter, according to my
view, is the religion of truth. (Schopenhauer 1985:3.308; cf. 1989:338).
Schopenhauer’s “religion of truth” is thus idealistic (“the world as a mere phenomenon”),
pessimistic (“existence as an evil”), atheistic (“the avatar as master of the way,” “not theistic in
the proper sense”), and mystic (“total resignation as the way”). The original home of this ideal
type is India, and two of its major expressions are the religion of the Vedas (which for
Schopenhauer then signified the religion of the Latin Upanishads) and Buddhism. Christianity
was for Schopenhauer also an Indian offshoot whose pessimistic essence is foreign to Judaism: a
religion whose world is a sea of sin and whose avatar shows the way through compassionate selfsacrifice. But now he saw, thanks to Deshauterayes’s translations and commentary, a type of
religion on the Eastern horizon that seemed to embody the Idealtypus: the inner doctrine of
Buddhism.
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7. THE CHINESE COSMOLOGY EXCERPTS (1828)

In the 1820s, Asia-related journals proliferated and the volume of information about Asia’s
religions was exploding. Schopenhauer was an avid reader of such publications and learned, for
example, to identify the cardinal virtues of the Chinese (1985:3.342–30). In volume 22 (1826) of
the Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India and its Dependencies, one of the most
important sources of orientalist information, he found an unsigned article entitled “Chinese
theory of the Creation” of which he made two excerpts in his 1828 notebook . For the
convenience of the reader I included this short article in Appendix 5 and highlighted the pertinent
passages. The unnamed author of the article accuses the Chinese of “vagueness of … notions
respecting the creation of the world” that is “demonstrated even by the terms they employ when
speaking of the various subjects and things connected therewith” (p. 41). What follows was
copied in the first excerpt by Schopenhauer:
In the Asiatic Journal, Vol. 22, anno 1826 pp. 41 & 42, article Chinese theory of
the Creation. The word Teen would seem to denote the highest of the great or
above all what is great on earth: but in practice its vagueness of signification is
beyond all comparison greater than that of the term Heaven in European
languages & s. p. (Schopenhauer 1985:3.389; 1989:424)
The author then deplores “the latitude in which the Chinese indulge” that makes it impossible to
decide whether tian 天 (heaven) signifies “a supreme intelligent being, or the material heavens,”
and he adds two quotations from “one of their most esteemed writers, Choo-foo-tze.”
Schopenhauer copied these quotations:
Choo-foo-tze tells us “that to affirm that heaven has a man (i.e. a sapient being)
there to judge & determine crimes, should not by any means be said; nor, on the
other hand, must it be affirm’d that there is nothing at all to exercise a supreme
control over these things.”
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The same author being asked about the heart of heaven, whether it was intelligent
or not, answered: “it must not be said that the mind of nature is unintelligent; but
does not resemble the cogitations of man.” — (Schopenhauer 1985:3.389;
1989:424)
The author of the Asiatic Journal article added two more passages from a Chinese text about
heaven (tian), followed by a remark underlined by Schopenhauer that became his pretext for the
Sinology essay. He wrote in his notebook:
According to one of their authorities “Teen is call’d ruler or sovereign (choo)
from the idea of the supreme control” & another expresses himself thus: “Had
heaven (Teen) no designing mind, then it must happen that the cow might bring
forth a horse, & on the peach-tree be produced the blossoms of the pear.” On the
other hand, it is said that the mind of heaven is deducible from what is the will of
mankind! — (Schopenhauer 1985:3.389; 1989:425)
Schopenhauer noticed that the anonymous author of the article repeatedly quoted the
entry on T’hëen from pp. 578–580 of the first volume of Morrison’s dictionary, but unfortunately
he had not taken note of this in his perusal of Morrison’s dictionary in 1822. Schopenhauer asked
his old acquaintance, the sinologist Julius Klaproth, about the underlined phrase but did not learn
much:
In reply to an inquiry about this Chinese dogma J. Klaproth replies: I have not
found in any of the Chinese philosophers known to me the sentence “that the
mind of Heaven is deducible of the will of man,” nor do I believe that it fits in
with the system of Tu-kiao [rujiao, Confucianism]. Just as little can it belong to
the school of Tao szü [daoshi, Daoists]; and I do not see how it could tally with
the fundamental principles of esoteric or exoteric Buddhism. It seems to me
probable that the above English phrase is nothing but a mistaken translation of the
Chinese proverb hominis voluntas superat coelum [man’s will prevails over
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heaven]. — There is no relying on English translations. — (Schopenhauer
1985:3.389–90; 1989:425; trans. Urs App)
The fact that Schopenhauer had so quickly inquired about the sentence “that the mind of
heaven is deducible from what is the will of mankind” and also looked for statements on heaven
by Jesuit China missionaries in the Lettres édifiantes et curieuses (Schopenhauer 1985:3.390)
shows that it had struck a nerve. Schopenhauer’s explanation is found in his Sinology essay: he
feared that he might be accused of having stolen the central doctrine of his philosophy from a
Chinese book. We will see that this was only a (not very convincing) pretext for the sinology
essay. But that does not diminish the impact this discovery must have made: did some Chinese
philosopher first discover that one can understand the essence of everything by using man’s will
as a lead? This was what Schopenhauer’s famous “Analogieschluss” was based on: our inner
urges, for example sexual desire or hunger, that we know more intimately than anything else, can
function as a guide to our understanding of the cosmic energy of which everything consists.
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8. THE SINOLOGY ESSAY (FIRST EDITION 1836)

Once Schopenhauer’s platonic idea of Buddhism’s core doctrine had taken form through
Deshauterayes’s translations from the Dazang yilan, his consumption of publications about
Buddhism rose by leaps and bounds. What he found did not always correspond to the ideal type
established in his mind, but even in publications of which he disapproved because of their
divergence from this type (such as Upham’s The History and Doctrine of Buddhism27) he found
evidence for some of the characteristics that he had discerned in the days when he took notes
from volume six of the Asiatick Researches: asceticism, the huge number of believers, atheism,
suffering as man’s normal state, an end of suffering (nirvana), an excellent system of morality
that does not discriminate against animals, and the view of the savior as an accomplished human
being rather than a god. Though translations of Buddhist texts were still rare around 1830, he
searched for portrayals of Buddhism that matched his ideal type. Around 1830 he already
collected information about Chinese Buddhism from Deshauterayes, Klaproth, and AbelRémusat; about Mongolian and Tibetan Buddhism from Isaak Jakob Schmidt; about Nepalese
Buddhism from Hodgson; and about Ceylonese Buddhism from Upham. By 1832 he saw his
own experience as a young man reflected in young Buddha’s realization of suffering and wrote:

Fig. 6: Detail from Schopenhauer’s Cholerabuch p. 89 (www.schopenhauersource.org)
27

Schopenhauer 1985:3.621–2; 1989:675–6.
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In meinem 17ten Jahre ohne alle

At age seventeen, without any advanced

gelehrte Schulbildung, wurde ich vom

schooling, I was as overwhelmed by the

Jammer des Lebens so ergriffen, wie

wretchedness of life as the Buddha in his

Buddha in seiner Jugend, als er

youth when he saw illness, old age,

Krankheit, Alter, Schmerz und Tod

pain, and death. Soon enough, the truth,

erblickte. Die Wahrheit, welche laut

proclaimed loudly and clearly by the

und deutlich aus der Welt sprach,

world, overcame the Jewish dogmas that

überwandt

mir

I had also been indoctrinated with, and

eingeprägten Jüdischen Dogmen, und

the result for me was that this world

mein Resultat war, daß diese Welt kein

cannot be the work of an all-good being

Werk eines allgütigen Wesens seyn

but rather of a devil who had brought

könnte, wohl aber das eines Teufels,

creatures into existence in order to gloat

der Geschöpfe ins Daseyn gerufen, um

over the sight of their anguish. This is

am Anblick ihrer Quaal sich zu

what the data indicated; and my belief

weiden: darauf deuteten die Data, und

that this is the case gained the upper

der Glaube, daß es so sei, gewann die

hand.

Oberhand.

Schopenhauer 1990:119)

bald

—

die

auch

(Schopenhauer

—

(trans.

Urs

App;

cf.

1985:4a.96)

This passage shows that he saw a “wonderful agreement” between his philosophy and
Buddhism not only in the conception of salvation (nirvana) but also in the view of life as
suffering: samsara or, as the Chinese render this Sanskrit concept, birth-death 生死. This short
note from 1822 explains concisely what Schopenhauer meant by the term “pessimism”: for him
it was nothing other than realism. He used the term as an antidote to Leibniz’s “optimism”
(Dörpinghaus 1997) and labeled religions as “pessimist” that acknowledge suffering, evil, and
sin as fundamental to the world.28

28

While one can argue about the history of the modern meaning of “pessimism” as well as the

judiciousness of Schopenhauer’s use of this term, the common assertion that Schopenhauer had a
“pessimistic” misunderstanding of Buddhism is proof of a mistaken notion of what Schopenhauer
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When Schopenhauer in 1836 published a small book titled The Will in Nature he intended
it to be, as the subtitle stated, “a discussion of the confirmations that the philosophy of the author
has since its publication received from the empirical sciences.” The chapter titles show what he
meant by “empirical sciences”: physiology and pathology, comparative anatomy, plant
physiology, physical astronomy, linguistics, animal magnetism and magic, and sinology. Though
sinology does not fit at all into the framework of “empirical sciences,” it fulfills an important
function in Schopenhauer’s book and is strategically positioned at the end to deliver the
knockout punch: Schopenhauer’s philosophy is not only confirmed by the empirical sciences but
also by the most populous nation on earth. To be precise: it is backed up by the vast majority of
China’s 361.5 million people according to the 1813 census (Schopenhauer 1836:126). And since
the largest population, according to Schopenhauer, implies “the most advanced civilization” (p.
126), he could invoke not only quantity but also quality.
In the first edition of the Sinology essay, Schopenhauer only mentions three religions of
China:
(1) a pre-Confucian doctrine of reason or the order of the world” that is said to have taught
“the great One, the lofty summit” as the world’s inherent principle but “seems now to
have receded to the background” with its teachers despised (p. 126). It is unclear what
Schopenhauer meant by this ur-doctrine centering on the great One (taiyi 太一) and the
“lofty summit” (taiji 太極), but in the second edition he used some of the same terms and
phrases for Daoism and mentions both the Classic of the Way and its Power (Daodejing
道徳經) and Daost priests (daoshi 道士). We must thus assume that this “religion of
reason,” in spite of its description as far older than Confucianism, is the teaching of Dao
(daojiao 道教).
(2) the “wisdom of Confucius” that teaches just “a trite moral philosophy not backed up by
metaphysics” and is only for “scholars and politicians” (pp. 126–7).
(3) the “lofty, loving teaching of Buddha, whose name is pronounced Fo in China” that
reigns with the “great mass of the nation” (p. 127).

understood by the terms “pessimist” and “pessimism.”
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Schopenhauer’s lack of knowledge about Daoism is quite astonishing. For at least two
centuries, virtually all descriptions of China’s religious landscape had included information about
it and its legendary founder Laozi. They also contained much information about China’s oldest
religion. While there were disagreements about the monotheistic, polytheistic, pantheistic, or
atheistic character of China’s most ancient religion, nobody thought that religion was Daoism.
Many encyclopedias, travel accounts, and of course well-known books about China such as Ricci
(1615, 1617) and du Halde (1736) contained descriptions of Daoism that made its legendary
founder Laozi roughly contemporary with Confucius. In the second edition of his Sinology essay,
Schopenhauer corrected his embarrassing faux-pas by adding an entirely different ancient
religion; but the fact remains that the first edition shows a surprising degree of ignorance for
someone who wanted to claim the support of 300 million Chinese. That was exactly
Schopenhauer’s aim in this essay. His strategy consisted in (1) emphasizing China’s huge
population and high level of civilization; (2) showing that Buddhism is China’s only dominant
religion with whose core teaching even the other two religions agree; and (3) portraying his idea
of the “inner doctrine” of Buddhism as the ideal type in which not only Chinese Buddhists
participate but the majority of Asian peoples and therefore of humanity.
After less than one page, Schopenhauer has already almost reached at that goal: Not only
a handful of scientists from Europe confirm his philosophy, but it is backed by the majority of
humanity since the ideal type of Buddhism “rules in the greatest part of Asia,” has “more than
300 million faithful,” and is thus “of all religions on this planet probably the largest” (p. 12).
Schopenhauer’s Sinology essay is reproduced in synoptic form in Appendix 8 and the reader can
easily see how much of Asia is now summoned to confirm Schopenhauer’s Platonic idea. The
continent seems to be filled with pessimists, idealists, and animal-loving atheists.
In 1836 Schopenhauer was able to recommend only three publications to his readers “for
the general study of the life and teaching of the Buddha”:
For general knowledge about his [the Buddha’s] life and teaching I especially
recommend the beautiful biography of him, as it were the evangile of the
Buddhists, by Deshauterayes in French in vol. 7 of the Journal Asiatique Par[is]
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1825. — Likewise one finds much valuable information about Buddhaism in the
Mélanges Asiatiques by Abel-Rémusat Vol. 1 1825 — as well as in J. J.
Schmidt’s History of the East Mongols 1829. — And now that the Asiatic Society
of Paris finally has taken possession of the Gandschur or Kaghiour we can with
joyful expectation look forward to a presentation of Buddhaism on the basis of
these canonical books themselves. (Schopenhauer 1836:127; trans. Urs App)
The only translation of a Buddhist text was by Deshauterayes. Schmidt translated a historical text
but included some notes about Buddhist doctrine that Schopenhauer appreciated, for example a
characterization of nirvana as “gänzliche Reinigung von allem irdischen Wollen” (total
elimination of all earthly willing; Schmidt 1985:325). Abel-Rémusat’s Mélanges Asiatiques
contained mostly details about the history and texts of Buddhism, and Schopenhauer eliminated
this reference in the second edition of his Sinology essay. In 1836 Schopenhauer thus had very
few publications to recommend beyond Deshauterayes’s translations from the Dazang yilan. The
Chinese text that had in 1828 triggered his love affair with Buddhism’s inner doctrine was still
the only Buddhist text he could summon as confirmation of his philosophy.
The rest of the Sinology essay, which is devoted to excerpts from the Chinese cosmology
article we discussed in Chapter 7, is presented by Schopenhauer as the essay’s raison d’être.
However, it offers so little confirmation of his philosophy that it looks more like a pretext for the
presentation of the real confirmation, namely, the inner doctrine of Buddhism that under
Schopenhauer’s hands had grown into the creed reigning over most of Asia. Compared to such
an enormous mass of supporters, the views of a small minority of Chinese literati and a handful
of missionaries about the meaning of tian 天 (heaven) would seem to be of no import. If
Buddhism is as prevalent in China as Schopenhauer claimed: why bother with the term “heaven”?
In the best case, the quotations adduced by Schopenhauer could show that tian signifies not God
but physical heaven or some kind of a universal force; but what would be the good of that? Even
if one were to translate the Chinese tian into Schopenhauer’s will or into will of nature, the
Chinese message would not be exactly earth-shattering: this will of nature is neither intelligent
nor unintelligent, does not resemble a personal God, and produces peach blossoms on peach trees.
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But what about the plagiarism charge against which Schopenhauer sought to defend
himself? Noone except Schopenhauer ever thought of raising such an accusation. Why would
anyone think that a German philosopher, who published his system in 1818, had stolen his
central thought from an obscure article on Chinese cosmology published in 1826? It was easy to
convince the readers of the absurdity of such a charge. But it is harder to explain Schopenhauer’s
passivity. As his notes from 1828 show, he knew very well that the cosmology article drew much
of its information from Morrison’s dictionary (published in 1815), and he had already leafed
through that very dictionary volume in 1822. Since he resided in Berlin for several years after
reading the article on Chinese cosmology in 1828 the question arises: why did he not go to the
library and look up the word “tëen” (tian) if this worried or interested him so much? After
moving to Mannheim and Frankfurt he did not have access to Morrison’s work. Thus we must
assume that he first considered the possibility of a possible plagiarism accusation after 1832, that
is, no less than four years after reading the article. The article’s statement about the deductibility
of the mind of heaven from the will of man struck him enough to ask Klaproth about it, but
apparently not enough to go to the Berlin library to check its probable source in Morrison. The
potential plagiarism accusation thus seems to be a ploy that allowed Schopenhauer to present
information about Buddhism which he saw as the real confirmation but could not quite subsume
under the label “sinology.”
Be this as it may: in the second part of his Sinology essay, Schopenhauer focused on the
phrase of the 1826 Chinese cosmology article “On the other hand it is said, that the mind of
Heaven is deducible from what is the Will of mankind” (Schopenhauer 1836:134). He asserted
that he searched in vain in all available China-related sources and asked a famous sinologist
(Klaproth) who could not help him either. Thus, in the end, no conclusion about this phrase is
reached and everything is left hanging in the air. “Sinology” and its mere handful of Western
representatives seem to have nothing to offer in this respect, and “confirmation” of
Schopenhauer’s philosophy along this line—if any was to be expected and if it mattered at all—
seemed a remote prospect. After a strong beginning where millions of Chinese and the entire
Buddhist world are called upon as witnesses, Schopenhauer’s essay thus fizzles out with a
statement about the West’s fragmentary knowledge of China, the small number of sinologists,
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and the prospect that it could take many years until the mind-of-Heaven = will-of-mankind
“dogma” is clarified (p. 135).
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9. THE SINOLOGY ESSAY (SECOND EDITION 1854)

In 1844, when the second edition of The World as Will and Representation finally appeared,
Schopenhauer wrote in the volume of explanatory essays:
Were I to take the results of my philosophy as the measure of truth, I would have
to prefer Buddhism to all other [religions]. At any rate, I cannot but be pleased to
see such great agreement between my teaching and the majority religion on earth,
the religion that counts more adherents than any other. This accord
[Uebereinstimmung] must be all the more pleasing to me as in my philosophizing
I have certainly not been under its influence. Until 1818, when my work appeared,
only very few, highly imperfect and poor reports about Buddhism were to be
found in Europe; they were almost entirely limited to a few papers in the earlier
volumes of the Asiatick Researches and dealt mainly with the Buddhism of the
Burmese. Since then, more knowledge about this religion has gradually reached
us, mainly in form of the well-founded and instructive treatises of the meritorious
academician of St. Petersburg, J. J. Schmidt, in the Denkschriften of his academy.
May this great specialist of Central Asian languages soon communicate from the
treasure trove of the complete Buddhist libraries that are available to him, and
whose content is open to his understanding, some chosen translations from the
original texts themselves. (Schopenhauer 1844:2.168–69; trans. Urs App)
By this time, Schopenhauer’s focus had already moved from China to Tibet. Especially the
publications of Schmidt and of Csoma de Körös had drawn his attention to the philosophy of
Tibetan Mahayana whose teachings resembled what he knew from Deshauterayes’s translations.
Because Csoma had died, Schopenhauer hoped to get translations of original texts from Schmidt
in St. Petersburg whose essays about the fundamental teachings of Buddhism had impressed him.
When he published the second edition of About the Will in Nature a decade later in 1854, the
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Sinology essay featured a newly minted oldest religion of China. Schopenhauer’s description of
Daoism did not change all too much even though a reference to Stanislas Julien’s translation of
the Daodejing 道徳經 was now included. According to Schopenhauer, this translation shows
“that the meaning and spirit of the doctrine of Dao is identical with that of Buddhism”
(Schopenhauer 1854:1.118). He still claims that this sect “seems now to have very much receded
to the background,” and he has nothing new to say about Confucianism (p. 118). The situation is
different with Buddhism which, as we have seen, was the true focus of Schopenhauer’s Sinology
essay. In the second edition this section is proportionally even larger, and the list of
recommended literature exploded from three references in 1836 to twenty-three in 1854. Ten of
twenty-three sources are related to South and Southeast Asian Buddhism (Burmese Buddhism,
Ceylonese Buddhism, etc.); two to Chinese Buddhism (Dehauterayes and Abel-Rémusat 1836);
one to Indian Buddhism and Buddhist history in general (Burnouf 1844); and the entire rest of
eleven publications plus several additional papers to Tibet. I have described the development of
Schopenhauer’s interest in Tibet elsewhere (App 2008a), and the synoptic layout of the Sinology
essay in Appendix 8 makes it easy to see what Schopenhauer added to the Buddhism section. In
this second edition, his ideal type of Buddhist teaching gained even more participants and a
substantially broader textual basis, and the essay’s title “Sinology” would seem increasingly out
of place if we did not know about the Dazang yilan love affair that shaped Schopenhauer’s
platonic idea of a near-perfect religion, that is, a religion that—though with some mythical
elements and a certain lack of clarity—in essence offers exactly what Schopenhauer was looking
for in his Sinology essay as well as the entire book: a striking confirmation of his philosophy. It
was a new kind of consensus gentium: the consensus of the majority of the world’s population
about Schopenhauer’s ideal type of religion.
The second section of the Sinology essay was a bit harder to revise because the subject
matter had in the meantime become less rather than more clear. Schopenhauer had read an article
by the sinologist Carl Friedrich NEUMANN (1793–1870), a German Jew who had converted to the
Protestant faith. In 1830 Neumann spent a few months in Macao where he studied a little
Cantonese and bought, in part with funds from the Royal Prussian library in Berlin, a huge
collection of six thousand Chinese books. In exchange for the donation of part of this collection
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to the Bavarian royal library he later became professor at the University of Munich where he
taught until 1852. Neumann is the author of various books about Chinese history, religion, and
philosophy, and Schopenhauer had in a theological journal (Neumann 1837) read the sinologist’s
article “Die Natur-und Religionsphilosophie der Chinesen. Nach dem Werke des Chinesischen
Weltweisen Tschuhi, Fürst der Wissenschaft genannt” (The philosophy of nature and religion of
the Chinese. Based on the work of Zhu Xi, called the lord of science).

Fig. 7: The philosopher Zhu Xi (Neumann 1837:1)
In Neumann’s long article about the philosophy of ZHU XI 朱 熹 (1130–1200),
Schopenhauer first learned of this twelfth-century Chinese philosopher—the “Choo-foo-tse” of
the 1826 Chinese cosmology article whom he had in the first edition of his Sinology essay
mistaken for Confucius. When he revised the essay for the second edition he corrected this
mistake and added some information about this “most famous of all Chinese scholars” who
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“collected and systematized the totality of wisdom of the elders,” whose work “is the basis of
present-day Chinese instruction,” and whose authority “is of the greatest importance”
(Schopenhauer 1854:125). After quoting, as in the first edition, the excerpts from the Chinese
cosmology article including the phrase “that the mind of Heaven is deducible from what is the
Will of mankind” in both German and English, Schopenhauer addresses the plagiarism charge
once again. Though he had already in 1828 written in his notebook that the author of the
cosmology article “cites several times Morrison’s Chinese Dictionary, in voce T’hëen”
(Schopenhauer 1985:3.389), he now asserted that “further research” since 1836 brought him to
the realisation “that the quoted phrase very probably and almost certainly is taken from
Morrison’s Chinese Dictionary where it will be found under the character Tien” and laments that
he “lacks the opportunity to verify this” (Schopenhauer 1854:126–7).
In his new conclusion to the Sinology essay, Schopenhauer refers to Neumann’s article
about Zhu Xi. He points out that pages 60–63 of that article contain passages that “apparently
have an identical source with those I quoted from the Asiatic Journal” (Schopenhauer 1854:127)
and adds:
However, they [these passages] are translated with a haziness of expression that is
so common in Germany and prevents a precise understanding. Furthermore, one
notices that this translator of Zhu Xi does not wholly understand his text — but he
is not to be reproached for this in view of the very great difficulty of the language
for Europeans and the inadequacy of available aids. (p. 127; trans. Urs App)
What gave Schopenhauer the right to judge a translation from Chinese, a language that he did not
understand and could not read? The answer is: the utter confusion of Neumann’s translations
from the Topically Arranged Conversations of Master Zhu (Zhuzi yulei 朱子語類). This is a
collection of conversations with Zhu Xi, recorded between 1170 and 1200 and arranged by topics
in 1219–20 (Gardner 1990:85). From age seventeen, Zhu Xi had for a decade been very
interested in Buddhism, but later in life he criticized the popular Zen practices particularly
harshly:
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In their method, before anything else, they place a large ban on reading books and
probing principle. They forever want their students to fix their minds on some
unclear, unknown place and one day, by chance, suddenly to become enlightened.
(p. 21)
The influence of Zen can also be felt in the format of the Topically Arranged
Conversations which, exactly like the Zen records (yulu 語録) of the tenth and eleventh centuries,
were written in a concise question-and-answer style in a characteristic mixture of literary
Chinese and colloquialisms. Zhu Xi held that the world has a single principle that manifests itself
in manifold ways. This principle (li 理) “should be understood as something like a blueprint or
pattern for the cosmos, a blueprint or pattern that underlies everything and every affair in that
cosmos” (p. 49). But it also has other aspects, as Song Yong-bae pointed out:
The concept of li posited by Zhu Xi contains three different aspects: 1) the
ontological basis of things (pattern by which something is so), 2) their appropriate
laws of being (pattern by which something should be so), and 3) their innate
necessity, excluding each thing’s arbitrary nature. Zhu Xi distinguishes in the
abstract between empirical objects in the actual world, and their ontological basis
and appropriate laws—the laws of being for all living creatures, including man.
He then defines this ontological basic principle, i.e. li, as the raison d’être of all
things, and gives it primary philosophical significance. As a result, the li of Zhu
Xi’s system may be understood as the philosophical category of ideal reality,
ideelle Realität, similar to the Platonic concept of “idea.” (Song 1999:229)
In man, this principle of course is also present; it is identical with man’s nature (xing 性)
and housed in man’s mind (xin 心). Though Neumann was proud of being the proprietor of a
complete set of Zhu Xi’s collected works, of which at the time only two copies existed in Europe,
his translations show that he was utterly unable to understand these texts. These translations,
which—as Schopenhauer noted—are characterized by a “haziness of expression,” confused the
readers in part because Neumann kept using different words for the same Chinese term. For
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example, on two pages where Schopenhauer detected some similarity with passages of the
Chinese cosmology article and with Morrison, Neumann translates the single term xin (mind) in
seven different ways: “wirkende Kraft” (active force), “wirkende Ursache” (efficient cause),
“Geist” (spirit), “Herz” (heart), “Herz, angeborener Trieb” (heart, inborn drive), “Herz,
angeborenes Gesetz” (heart, inborn law), and “Herz, Norm” (heart, norm) (Neumann 1837:60–
61). Other frequently occurring terms such as li (principle) are treated in like manner, and the
result is an impenetrable jungle of words that even a sharp mind such as Schopenhauer’s could
not penetrate. I will give just one example:
Zhuzi yulei
1.1

Neumann’s translation
(1837:60) as read by
Schopenhauer

English translation of
Neumann’s German
(Urs App)

English translation of
Chinese text (Wing-tsit
Chan 1989:188)

問：「天地
之心、天地
之理。理是
道理、心是
主宰底意
否？」

Frage. Das Herz des
Himmels und der Erde ist
wohl die Urkraft des
Himmels und der Erde, die
Urkraft ist wohl die
Normalurkraft und das
Herz der herrschende,
gebietende
Fundamentalwille, oder
nicht?

Question: Is the heart
of heaven and earth
indeed the ur-force of
heaven and earth, and is
the ur-force indeed the
normal ur-force, and
[is] the heart the
reigning, commanding
fundamental will or
not?

A pupil asked, “With
reference to the mind of
Heaven and Earth and
the principle of Heaven
and Earth, principle is
moral principle. Is the
mind the will of the
master?”

曰：「心固
是主宰底意
、然所謂主
宰者，即是
理也，

Antwort. Das Herz ist
sicherlich der herrschende,
gebietende
Fundamentalwille, und
das, welches man das
Herrschende und
Gebietende nennt, stammt
aus der Urkraft.

Answer. The heart
certainly is the reigning,
commanding
fundamental will; and
what is called the
reigning and
commanding [power]
originates from the urforce.

Answer: “The mind is
the will of a master, it is
true, but what is called
master is precisely
principle itself.

不是心外別
有箇理、理
外別有箇
心。」

Die Urkraft ist aber; ehe
noch das Herz
heraustretend sich
zertheilt, zertheilt sich die
Urkraft heraustretend,
dann entsteht das Herz.

But the ur-force is; even
before the emerging
heart separates, the
emerging ur-force
separates, and then the
heart arises.

It is not true that outside
the mind there is
principle, or that
outside principle there
is a mind.”
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Schopenhauer correctly guessed, on the basis of some similarities, that Neumann had used the
same source as the author of the Chinese cosmology article and as Morrison; and this source was
thanks to Neumann’s description and translation now identifed as Zhu Xi. But the more
Schopenhauer found out about this, the less this kind of “sinology” seemed useful for confirming
his philosophy. So the essay that began with a resounding bang ends in a resigned whisper:
In the meantime, we cannot cull from [Neumann’s translation] the explanations
we would like to have. We thus have to console ourselves with the hope that,
given the increased freedom of contact with China, some Englishman shall one
day give us more pertinent and thorough explanations about the above-mentioned
dogma that has been communicated in such deplorable brevity. (Schopenhauer
1854:127; trans. Urs App)
After the publication of the second edition of the Sinology essay, a devoted young friend
of Schopenhauer, Adam von Doß, in 1857 questioned Professor Neumann in Munich and also
looked up the Morrison entry on heaven (“t’hëen” or tian 天). The posthumous third edition of
the book and essay contained some footnotes by editor Julius Frauenstädt that are based on
Schopenhauer’s late notes. The one that interests us here reads:
Note by the editor [Frauenstädt]: A note by Schopenhauer related to this issue
says: “According to letters by v. Doß” (a friend of Schopenhauer) “of February 26
and June 8, 1857, Morrison’s Chinese Dictionary, Macao 1815, Vol. 1, pag. 576,
features under 天 T’hëen the passages cited here, in a somewhat different
sequence but with approximately the same wording. Only the important passage
at the end diverges and reads: Heaven makes the mind of mankind its mind: in
most ancient discussions repecting heaven, its mind, or will, was divined (that’s
what it says, not derived) from what was the will of mankind. — Neumann has
translated the passage for Doß anew, independently of Morrison; and the end
reads “Through the heart of the people, heaven is usually revealed.”
(Schopenhauer 1867:139; trans. Urs App)
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In Morrison, the last phrase featured the “mind or will” of heaven and “the will of mankind”
(Morrison 1815:567), but in Neumann’s version this intriguing “will” seemed to have vanished.
This was not exactly an annihilation of will in Schopenhauer’s sense; but with Neumann’s
translation, Schopenhauer’s purported raison d’être of the sinology essay took another hit. On
one hand, some deluded soul might actually think of raising the plagiarism accusation because
the putative source would now be Morrison and not the Chinese cosmology article, and the
secure 1826 date (eight years after the publication of Schopenhauer’s main work) would now be
moved back to 1815, that is, three years before the publication. On the other hand the “mind of
heaven” was now no more “deducible from what is the will of mankind,” as in the 1826 Chinese
cosmology essay, but could—according to Morrison—only be “divined.” Furthermore, Morrison
clearly used these passages as support for a “supreme Ruler” argument and reduced the mind-ofHeaven = will-of-mankind “dogma” to the rather trite meaning of vox populi, vox Dei (p. 576):
the voice of the people is the voice of God. That was something both Schopenhauer and the
editor of the posthumous third edition of the Sinology essay (1867), Frauenstädt, preferred to
leave unmentioned.
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10. HEAVEN’S MIND AND MAN’S WILL

Schopenhauer’s hope that “a stroke of luck” (first edition 1836:135) or “some Englishman”
(second edition 1854:135; see the end of Appendix 8) would enlighten him about the “dogma”
linking heaven’s mind to man’s will is unfulfilled to this day. To commemorate the 150th
anniversary of the philosopher’s death, I will here supply what neither luck nor Englishmen have
so far produced. It may help to first review the history of Schopenhauer’s Sinology essay in form
of a chart in order to understand the somewhat complex flow of information.

Fig. 8: Genealogy of Schopenhauer’s Sinology essay (Urs App)
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It must be kept in mind that when Schopenhauer ostensibly began to worry about a
possible plagiarism charge in the early 1830s, all he had at his disposition was the Asiatic
Journal version of the mind-of-Heaven = will-of-mankind “dogma”:
Thus, according to one of their authorities, “Teen is called ruler, or sovereign
(choo), from the idea of supreme control,” and another expresses himself thus:
“Had heaven (teen) no designing mind, then it must happen that the cow might
bring forth a horse, and on the peach-tree be produced the blossoms of the pear.”
On the other hand, it is said, that the mind of heaven is deducible from what is the
will of mankind. (Chinese cosmology article in Asiatic Journal; see Appendix 5)
Schopenhauer guessed on the basis of several references in this article that the three statements
(1. Heaven as ruler; 2. ox and horse; 3. mind of heaven and will of mankind) stem from
Morrison’s dictionary, but he never verified this with his own eyes. Schopenhauer’s only source
for these three statements during the redaction of the first edition of his Sinology essay was thus
the Chinese cosmology article of 1826 that he had read and excerpted in 1828.
Between 1837 and the publication of the second edition of the Sinology essay in 1854
Schopenhauer read Neumann’s 1837 article and correctly guessed that Zhu Xi must be the source
of the “ox and horse” statement because it resembled the following passage in Neumann’s Zhu
Xi translation:
Zhuzi yulei
1.18

Neumann’s translation
(1837:61) as read by
Schopenhauer

English translation of
Neumann’s German
(Urs App)

English translation of
Chinese text (Urs App)

若果無心、

Wenn z.B. das Thier oder
die Frucht kein Herz (kein
angeborenes Gesetz)
hätten, so müsste der Ochs
ein Pferd hervorbringen
können und der
Apfelbaum
Pflaumenblüthe tragen.

If, for example, the
animal or the fruit were
to have no heart (no
inborn law), then the ox
would have to give
birth to a horse, and the
apple tree to bear plum
blossoms.

If [heaven and earth]
had indeed no mind,
then a cow would have
to give birth to a foal,
and plum blossoms
would sprout from a
peach tree.

則須牛生出
馬、桃樹上
發李花。
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Only in 1857, three years before his death, did Schopenhauer learn from Doß’s letters
Morrison’s precise wording of the “Heaven as ruler” and “ox and horse” passages. In his
explanations about Heaven (tian 天), Morrison interprets them in a manner that is diametrically
opposed to Schopenhauer’s reading. The first part of Morrison’s explanation is the source of the
Asiatic Journal article’s “Teen is called ruler, or sovereign (choo), from the idea of supreme
control,” and the second part is the source of its “ox and horse” statement:
E-chuen shwo, tëen e choo tsae wei che te 義川説天以主宰謂之帝 E-chuen said,
heaven is styled Ruler or sovereign from the idea of supreme controul. A Chinese
writer thus argues against chance, and in favor of an intelligent and designing
First Cause. 天無心則須牛生出馬桃樹上發李花 had Heaven no designing mind,
then it must happen that the cow might bring forth a horse, and on the peach tree
be produced the blossoms of a pear. (Morrison 1815:1.577; see Appendix 6)
The Chinese cosmology article in the Asiatic Journal attributes these two statements to no
particular author (“according to one of their authorities …”, “and another”). Schopenhauer
correctly guessed on the basis of Neumann’s article that Zhu Xi is the author of the second, and
now we can also identify the author of the first. The man Morrison calls E-chuen is the younger
of the famous Cheng brothers who are among the founders of Neo-Confucianism: Cheng Yi 程
頤 (1033–1107) who often is called Yichuan 伊川 which, at least in pronunciation, corresponds
to Morrison’s E-chuen. The “heaven as ruler” statement stems from Cheng Yi’s most famous
book: his commentary on the Classic of Change or Yijing titled Zhouyi Chengshi chuan 周易程
氏傳. In Cheng Yi’s commentary to the first hexagram of the Yijing, “heaven” (qian 乾), we find
the following explanation:
Zhouyi Chengshi chuan ch. 1
夫天、專言之則道也。…

English translation (Urs App)
Spoken of singly, Heaven (tian) is called the Way
(dao 道). …

分而言之、以形体言之謂之
天、

Spoken of separately, with respect to its physical
embodiment it is called “Heaven” (tian 天);
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以主宰言之謂之帝、

with respect to its supremacy it is called “Lord”
(di 帝);

以功用言之謂之鬼神、

with respect to its effective function it is called
“good and evil spirits” (guishen 鬼神);

以妙用言之謂之神、

with respect to its wondrous function it is called
“the numinous” (shen 神);

以性情言之謂之乾 。

and with respect to its nature and feeling it is called
[by the name of the first hexagram,] “heaven”
(qian 乾).

The phrase set in bold is the one used by Morrison. As happened here, it sometimes is stripped of
its context and given a monotheistic interpretation; but the entire passage ought to show that this
is hardly adequate. Rather, it fits in with Cheng Yi’s overall doctrine that everything has the same
li 理 or principle as the entire universe. It is misguided to call this reigning principle, in the
manner of Neumann and some interpreters of Neo-Confucianism, “God.” Even the Jesuit
missionaries, who since the days of Matteo Ricci consistently accused the Neo-Confucians of
atheism and materialism, knew better. But it is equally problematic to speak of a fundamental
similarity between Schopenhauer’s metaphysics of will and the Neo-Confucian metaphysics of li.
The best proof of this is the pièce de résistance of Schopenhauer’s reception of Chinese
thought: the mind-of-Heaven = will-of-mankind “dogma.” Our analysis and the genealogy chart
of the Sinology essay (Fig. 8) have shown that Schopenhauer’s so-called “study of Zhuxi”
(Berger 2008:114) was limited to a few phrases cited out of context by the anonymous author of
the Chinese cosmology article, a few (mostly unattributed) phrases in Morrison’s dictionary
(read in 1822), and Neumann’s “translations” that are, as Schopenhauer noticed in dismay, a pile
of nonsense. I traced the source of the “dogma” that so intrigued Schopenhauer to the collected
works of another patriarch of Neo-Confucian philosophy: Zhang Zai 張載 (1020–1077).
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Fig. 9: Neo-Confucian sources in Schopenhauer’s Sinology essay (Urs App)
Recall that Schopenhauer first read about this “dogma” in the Asiatic Journal and
focused on the phrase “On the other hand, it is said, that the mind of heaven is deducible from
what is the will of mankind.” This was the only formulation of the “dogma” that he knew when
redacting both editions of his Sinology essay. Only in 1857 Schopenhauer finally found out
about Morrison’s different wording:
天以天下之心爲心。古之論天者多以民心卜天 Heaven makes the mind of
mankind its mind; in most ancient discussions respecting heaven, its mind or will
was divined from what was the will of mankind; vox populi; vox Dei.” (Morrison
1815:1.577)
Morrison gives no specific source for this saying, but it is clearly based on a passage from Zhang
Zai’s collected works (Zhangzi quanshu) that in Wing-tsit Chan’s translation reads:
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Chang Tsai said, “Heaven has no mind. Its mind is in man’s mind. One man’s
private opinion cannot represent fully the mind of Heaven, but when the minds of
all people agree, that will be a moral principle, and that is Heaven. Therefore what
we call Heaven or the Lord is completely the feeling of the people.” 29 (Chan
1989:192)
This is exactly what Morrison’s passage signifies: one cannot divine the mind or will of heaven
based on one man, but one can find out about it from what everybody agrees on. This is
analogous to the consensus gentium (consensus of all peoples) argument that was frequently used
by Europeans to “prove” the existence of one God. The consensus here is based on the core NeoConfucian idea of the fundamental goodness of the principle of Heaven or li 理. Though
Schopenhauer might have agreed with some aspects of Neo-Confucianism (if he had known
more about them), his fundamental outlook is diametrically opposed to Neo-Confucian
philosophy. Akin to Leibniz whose optimism Schopenhauer disdained, Neo-Confucianism rests
on a fundamentally optimistic basis. If for Schopenhauer human desire is a window to the
understanding of the principle of everything, the Neo-Confucians regard human desire as
opposed to the Principle of Heaven:
Chu Hsi said, “There are only two paths for man, namely, the Principle of Heaven
and human desires. If something is not the Principle of Heaven, it is a human
desire. … The Principle of Heaven and human desires are always opposed … As
the Principle of Heaven prevails, human desires will disappear, and as human
desires win out, the Principle of Heaven will be destroyed. There has never been a

29

In this passage from the Zhangzi quanshu 張子全書 (4:7b), Zhang Zai alludes to a passage of Mencius

孟子 (5:A5). There the problem of the will of Heaven is raised when Wan Zhang 萬章 asks Mencius how
Heaven gave the empire to Shun. Did it issue a series of commands and instructions? No, but it revealed
its will through acts and deeds. In this context Mencius quotes from a lost chapter of the Book of History
(Shujing 書經 11.10a) the famous phrase 天視自我民視、天聽自我民聽: “Heaven sees with the eyes of
its people; Heaven hears with the ears of its people” (Lau 2003:206–7).
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case where the Principle of Heaven and human desires have been mixed. (Chan
1989:202–3)
In case Schopenhauer indeed worried that the Chinese “dogma” was in any way similar to his
philosophy and that one might accuse him of having stolen his philosophy from Neo-Confucians,
he can now relax. Conversely, Zhu Xi would hardly have been inspired by Schopenhauer’s
concept of will (Berger 2008:114) but would certainly have condemned him even more harshly
than he criticized Master Hu:
The defect of Master Hu lies in his theory that human nature is neither good nor
evil. In substance there is only the Principle of Heaven, not [selfish] human
desires. It is wrong to say that they are the same in substance. (p. 206)
For Zhu Xi and his fellow Neo-Confucians, selfishness is the very opposite of the Principle of
Heaven, whereas for Schopenhauer the inverse is true: the universe’s basic principle is a blind,
selfish drive that only wills and desires its perpetuation by all means, as is apparent from the
phenomena adduced by Schopenhauer in About the Will in Nature as confirmations of his
philosophy. The confirmation he sought from China was not the kind of fundamental optimism
he found in Mencius, whose Latin translation by Stanislas Julien he owned and regarded as a
monotonous stream of “pedantic and nauseous platitudes” (see Appendix 7, first photograph).
Though even German researchers (May 2001, Meisig 2008) fail to take it into account,
Schopenhauer’s markup in that book—which after all is the only extant book from
Schopenhauer’s library that is related to Chinese thought—shows that his interest focused on
Mencius’s view of compassion which presupposes the suffering of others, and that his interest in
Confucianism was very limited. This is not only shown by the scarcity of references in
Schopenhauer’s work but, once more, by his Sinology essay where his true interests are on
display.
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11. VIRTUAL BUDDHISM

From 1845 Schopenhauer occasionally called himself a Buddhist, and he may well be the first
Westerner to have done so. But he did not light incense and sit cross-legged in his apartment in
Frankfurt, as some modern Buddhist critics wish he had. Instead he continued collecting
information and found his idea confirmed in the publications of Schmidt whose portrayal of
Buddhist philosophy and translations from the Kanjur canon he now regarded as the best
expression of genuine Buddhist teaching. In Schmidt he had found a specialist who, unlike
Neumann, seemed to understand the philosophy of the texts he was translating. For example,
Schmidt’s preface to The Wise and the Fool—which Schopenhauer found “very apt as a first
introduction” to Buddhism (1854:119)—describes the Mahayana conception of non-duality as
follows:
Since in this ‘beyond’ [Jenseits] all that has name is regarded as void and nonbeing [nichtig und nichtseyend], it follows that all concepts and relations bound to
name are equally void, without meaning,30 and empty [nichtig, bedeutungslos und
leer]. This extends to all objects and concepts, be they high or low and noble or
base, simply because they have a name. Thus, for example, because Buddha is
named Buddha he is not Buddha; because virtue is called virtue it is not virtue,
and vice for the same reason is not vice; yes even Sansâra—i.e., the entire world
as it appears to our cognition and perception in its ceaseless change and infinite
variety of physical, organic, physiological, and moral characteristics—and
Nirwâna, i.e. the egress and complete release from this boundless and endless

30

This is exactly the (positive) meaning of the same word “bedeutungsleer” in Schopenhauer’s final

passage of The World as Will and Representation that some researchers like Nicholls (1999)
misunderstood as a critique of nirvana and Buddhism: “[…] like the Indians through myths and words
that are void of meaning [bedeutungsleere Worte] such as absorption into Brahm or the Nirwana of the
Buddhists” (Schopenhauer 1977:1.508)
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change and from these ceaseless transfigurations, are not-two [unverschieden]
since they have names and therewith relationships. (Schmidt 1843:XXXIV; trans.
Urs App)
Toward the end of his life Schopenhauer’s admiration for Buddhism found expression not
only in a steadily increasing stream of notes and remarks. Three decades had passed since he first
noted the “marvelous agreement” (wundervolle Übereinstimmung) of the Buddha’s “inner”
teaching in the Dazang yilan with his own philosophy, and now his platonic idea became
embodied. In 1856 he asked the Prussian diplomat Eduard Crüger to purchase a genuine Buddha
statue for him in Paris and gave him a precise description of what he wanted (Hübscher
1971:196). Afraid of getting a fat Chinese Buddha of the kind he had searched for in Amsterdam
as a boy, the philosopher was elated to find a slim bronze figure in Crüger’s parcel. He quickly
had the black coating of the statue removed and was so pleased with what he saw that he forgot
his famous parsimony and had it gilded (Hübscher 1987:197). At the time little was known about
Buddhist art, but Schopenhauer’s idea of Tibetan orthodoxy made him conclude:
It is totally genuine and presented entirely in the orthodox manner: I guess that it
comes from the great foundry in Tibet; but it is already old. It will grace a console
in the corner of my living room, and visitors—who at any rate enter the room with
holy shivers and considerably dressed up—will immediately know where they are,
in these hallowed halls. If only Reverend Kalb from Sachsenhausen showed up,
he who panted from the pulpit ‘that even Buddhism gets introduced in Christian
lands’! (Hübscher 1987:391; trans. Urs App)
Some weeks later it was already “probable” that the statue “stems from the great foundry
in Tibet” and Schopenhauer remarked with satisfaction that it “fulfilled a long-held desire”: “it
has all the canonical characteristics, and there it sits: ready for private worship” (p. 391). It only
took one more month for Schopenhauer to reach certainty about the statue’s origin:
My Buddha is now galvanically gilded and will gleam splendidly on his console
in the corner. The Burmese, according to the Times, have recently gold-plated an
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entire pagoda: there I must not be trumped. Another Buddha is here [in Frankfurt],
the property of a rich Englishman. I have made a pilgrimage there in order to offer
my Satu. Though of life-size, it is not made of bronze like mine but of papier
maché, a cast probably from China, entirely gilded and similar to mine to a T. I
prefer mine: it is genuine, Tibetan! The other statue only differs by its flat nose
and shorter, fatter limbs—Chinese! Mine is skinny and long-armed, but otherwise
identical. Both have exactly the same orthodox, famous, gentle smile. The
position, habit, hairdo, lotus: all are exactly the same! Reverend Kalb! Look over
here! Hum, Mani, Padma, Oum! (Stollberg 2006:167–8; trans. Urs App)
No doubt: Schopenhauer’s ideal type of religion had now moved to Tibet. Though
Schopenhauer’s statue is lost, a single photograph that might represent it is stored at the
Schopenhauer Archive in Frankfurt (Stollberg 2008:163–72).

Fig. 10: Schopenhauer’s Buddha? (Photo in Schopenhauer-Archiv, Frankfurt)
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Hugo Busch pointed out that this photograph shows a statue of Thai origin (p. 172),
which is probably correct but is no argument against it being a depiction of Schopenhauer’s
statue. The statue embodied Schopenhauer’s idea of Buddhism, and had he received it in the
1820s or 1830s, he would without doubt have traced it to a “famous Chinese foundry.” But this
statue was not the only participant in Schopenhauer’s platonic idea. In 1857, three years after the
publication of the second edition of the Sinology essay and one year after Schopenhauer’s
purchase of his Buddha statue, the first comprehensive book about Buddhism and its history
appeared in Europe. It was by Carl Friedrich KOEPPEN (1818–1863), a close friend of Karl Marx.
Schopenhauer’s note about this book was posthumously added to the list of recommendations in
the third edition of the Sinology essay:
C. F. Köppen, the religion of Buddha, 1857, a complete compendium of
Buddhaismus that contains everything essential about it. Its data is drawn with
great erudition and earnest diligence, but also with intelligence and insight, from
all the publications listed above and also numerous others. (Schopenhauer
1867:131; trans. Urs App)
Schopenhauer’s extant copy of this book shows that in private he also found much to criticize in
this book. Its margins are peppered with remarks like “Esel!” (dumb ass!), “Hegel” (which for
Schopenhauer meant the same thing), and exclamation marks that express Schopenhauer’s
disapproval. But there are also pages that Schopenhauer considered important and that he
emphasized with thick pencil lines. They were apparently responsible for the attribution of
intelligence and insight to “Esel” Koeppen. One of Koeppen’s explanations shows particularly
well to what extent this pioneering work about Buddhism embodied Schopenhauer’s platonic
idea of Buddhism (words underlined by Schopenhauer in his copy of Koeppen are also
underlined in my English translation):
The objective is to avoid rebirth in order to destroy the cycle of metempsychosis.
This is achieved through the purification of the soul of all desire and passion, of
all attachment to the world, that is to say: of all stirring of one’s own will and of
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any feeling of selfhood and personality. Thereby exactly that principle of egoity
[Ichheit] and the illusion of particularity and individuality are eliminated
[aufgehoben]. Once the thirst for existence is completely extinguished, the “total
negation of the will to life is achieved” and simultaneously the “illusion of the
principle of individuation” is exterminated; thus the links of existence are severed,
the source of transmigration is at an end, and the liberation from the cycle of birth
and death is achieved. The I [das Ich] vanishes, like a plant that is no more
watered or whose roots are exposed; it is extinguished like a lamp whose supply
of oil has finished. The law of Buddha shows the path to this goal and teaches the
means by which you can achieve it. (Koeppen 1857:220)
Though Koeppen does not mention Schopenhauer’s name, the quotation marks around the words
underlined by Schopenhauer show that he did not want to disguise his indebtedness to the man
who built his philosophy around them. Koeppen and Richard Wagner (App 1997) were among
the first influential Westerners to see Buddhism through Schopenhauer’s lens, but many more
were to follow. Indeed, almost all early European Buddhists and even some of the pioneer
Japanese researchers of Buddhism (Shioya 1972) were avid readers of Schopenhauer: children of
the love affair whose beginnings were so exquisitely sino-platonic.
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MATERIALS

The eight appendixes of this book have the aim of presenting chronologically arranged source
material that is helpful for the study of Schopenhauer’s relationship with China.
APPENDIX 1: SCHOPENHAUER’S LECTURE NOTES ON CHINA AND ADJACENT REGIONS (1811). This
is the first bilingual edition of Schopenhauer’s China-related notes from Prof. Heeren’s
ethnography lectures, summer semester 1811, Göttingen University. For my transcription of
almost all Asia-related notes from 1811 (German only) see App 2003 and 2006a. Literature
references at the bottom of pages were added for the convenience of the reader.
APPENDIX 2: SCHOPENHAUER’S NOTES

AND

EXCERPTS

FROM

ASIATICK RESEARCHES VOLS 1–9

(1815-16). This is a reproduction / translation of Schopenhauer’s Buddhism-related notes and
excerpts from Asiatick Researches vols. 1–9 from his notebooks of 1815 and 1816.
Information about the source and characteristics of this edition that seeks to replicate
Schopenhauer’s manuscript but adds English translations for all German text is found in the
introduction to this appendix.
APPENDIX 3: MORRISON’S DICTIONARY PASSAGES

IN

SCHOPENHAUER’S 1822 EXCERPTS (1822).

This is a reproduction of the pages from Morrison’s Chinese Dictionary on which
Schopenhauer’s excerpts and notes from the year 1822 are based. Relevant dictionary
paragraphs are highlighted. The corresponding notes and excerpts by Schopenhauer are found
in Der handschriftliche Nachlaß vol. 3, pp. 55–56 and Manuscript Remains vol. 3, pp. 60–62
(Reisebuch no. 132). These two works are listed in the bibliography under Schopenhauer 1985
and 1989.
APPENDIX 4: SCHOPENHAUER’S NOTES AND EXCERPTS FROM DESHAUTERAYES (1826). These are
the notes and excerpts Schopenhauer took in 1826 from the articles by Deshauterayes in no. 7
of the Journal Asiatique (Deshauterayes 1825). This bilingual edition features Schopenhauer’s
notes in the original German or French along with my English translation. For the original
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text see Der handschriftliche Nachlaß vol. 3, pp. 305–6 and Manuscript Remains vol. 3, pp.
336–7 (Foliant II no. 161). In the Manuscript Remains the French text is not translated.
APPENDIX 5: THE CHINESE COSMOLOGY ARTICLE (ASIATIC JOURNAL

NO.

22, 1826). This is a

reproduction of the article on Chinese cosmology by an unknown author in the Asiatic
Journal No. 22, 1826, pp. 41–44. Schopenhauer based a core argument of his Sinology essay
on this article. Passages used by Schopenhauer in his 1828 notes / excerpts and later in his
essay on Sinology (1836 and 1854 editions) are highlighted.
APPENDIX 6: MORRISON PASSAGES

IN THE

CHINESE COSMOLOGY ARTICLE (1826). This is a

reproduction of those pages in Morrison’s Chinese Dictionary that were used by the
anonymous author of the article on Chinese cosmology (see Appendix 5). Relevant passages
are highlighted.
APPENDIX 7: SCHOPENHAUER’S MARKS IN HIS COPY OF THE LATIN MENCIUS TRANSLATION (date
unclear). Photographs of all marked-up pages in the only extant Chinese philosophy-related
book from Schopenhauer’s library: vol. 1 of Stanislas Julien’s Mencius translation titled Meng
Tseu vel Mencium inter sinenses philosophos, ingenio, doctrina, nominisque claritate
Confucio proximum (Paris: Dondey-Dupré: 1824). Like many other precious books that are
now stored in the Schopenhauer Archiv in Frankfurt’s university library, this work shows
numerous traces of Schopenhauer’s interest that are habitually ignored even by German
researchers. Hübscher (1985:5.337) only mentioned the Latin phrase on the cover page of the
book and the presence of “Striche (Bl.)”: “lines (pencil).” All pages with pencil marks by
Schopenhauer are reproduced here in a size that is sufficient to identify Schopenhauer’s traces
of usage, and Schopenhauer’s written remarks are transcribed. Julien’s Meng Tseu itself is
available for free download at books.google.com and archive.org. All photos were taken by
Urs App in the fall of 2009 at the Schopenhauer Archive in Frankfurt am Main.
APPENDIX 8: SYNOPTIC EDITION

OF

SCHOPENHAUER’S SINOLOGY ESSAY (1836 & 1854): This

appendix contains my English translations of the first and second editions of Schopenhauer’s
Sinology essay. The synoptic arrangement aims at facilitating the identification of additions,
omissions, and changes. Original pagination is shown in angular brackets; changes of content
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by a different typeface. This is the first synoptic edition of the Sinology essay and the first
English translation of the original texts before interference by Schopenhauer’s editors.
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APPENDIX 1: SCHOPENHAUER’S LECTURE NOTES ON CHINA (1811)

Notizen Schopenhauers zu
China

Notes by Schopenhauer
about China

(Universität Göttingen, Ethnographievorlesung von
Prof. A.H.L. Heeren, Sommersemester 1811
Schopenhauer-Archiv HN III, S. 93-111)

(Göttingen University, Ethnography lectures by
Prof. A.H.L. Heeren, summer semester 1811
Schopenhauer Archive HN III, pp. 93-111)

Transkription und Herausgabe von Urs App

Transcription, edition, and translation
by Urs App

China.

China.

Das chinesische Reich wird im Norden
durch das Rußische Asien im Süden durch
Indien im Osten durch den Ocean im Westen v. der gr. Bucharey begränzt. Außer
China gehört dazu Tibet, die kl. Bucharey,
die große Mongoley, das Tungusen od:
Amurland u. Korea.

The Chinese empire is bordered toward
the north by Russian Asia, toward the south
by India, toward the East by the ocean, and
toward the west by the greater Buchary.
Apart from China it comprises Tibet, the
smaller Buchary, greater Mongolia, Tunguska or the land of the Amur, and Korea.

China im engern Sinn.

China in the stricter sense.

Der östl. Theil ist am besten bekannt.

The eastern part is best known.

Seit 1550 haben die Jesuiten Missionäre
hingeschickt die sich bis jezt in dauerndem
Ansehen erhalten haben, da sie mancherley
mechanisch astronomisch u. a. Kenntniße
hatten: sie kamen derwegen in Gunst des
Kaiser’s, sahen die Hauptstadt u. manche
Provinzen.

Since 1550 the Jesuits sent missionaries
there. Up to the present they have enjoyed
permanent respect because they had various mechanical, astronomical, and other
knowledge, which is why they were in
the favor of the emperor and saw both the
capital and various provinces.

Hauptquelle über China ist des Jesuiten The main source about China is DuDuhalde Description de la Chine: 1734, 4 halde’s Description de la Chine: 1734, 4
Bde in 4˚.1 Hiedurch wurde China zuerst vols. in quarto.1 Through this work China
eigentlich bekannt.
really became known.
1 Jean-Baptiste du Halde SJ, Description géographique, historique, chronologique,
politique et physique de l’empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie chinoise, La Haye:
Henri Scheurleer, 1736.
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DeGigne wollte entdeckt haben daß die
chinesische Schrift aus den Hieroglyphen
der Aegypter hervorgegangen sey u. China
Aegyptische Kolonie.2 Dies beförderte die
Untersuchung Chinas. Es entstand das 2te
Hauptwerk:

De Guignes claimed to have discovered
that the Chinese writing system originated
from the Egyptian hieroglyphs and that
China is an Egyptian colony. 2 This stimulated research on China. The second major
work became:

Mémoires concernant la Chine 14 Bde Mémoires concernant la Chine 14 vols
in 4˚.3
in quarto.3
Der Pater Maillat studierte die chinesischen Annalen, von ihm ist die Histoire
de la Chine 12 Bde in 4˚ 4 u. vom père
Le Compte Mémoires sur la Chine5, alles
aus dem 18ten Jhrhdt. Eine Gegenpartey
beschuldigte diese Verfasser <S. 98> der
Übertreib[un]g; ihr Haupt ist DeBaub,
schrieb recherches sur les Chinois & les
Egyptiens.6

Father Mailla studied the Chinese annals;
by him is the Histoire de la Chine in 12 vols
in quarto 4 and by Father Lecomte the Mémoires sur la Chine,5 all of them from the
18th century. A counter-party accused these
authors <p. 98> of exaggeration; their head
is de Pauw who wrote recherches sur les
Chinois & les Egyptiens.6

Neuerlich sind 2 Gesandschaften hinge- Recently, two embassies were sent there.
schickt. 1791 schickten die Engländer Lord In 1791 the English sent Lord Macartney.
Macartney hin. Account of an Ambassy to Account of an Ambassy to the emperor of

2 Joseph de Guignes, Mémoire dans lequel on prouve, que les Chinois sont une colonie
égyptienne, Paris: Desaint & Saillant, 1760.
3 C. Batteu (ed.), Mémoires concernant l’histoire, les sciences, les arts, les moeurs,
les usages etc. des Chinois: par les missionaires de Pékin (16 vols). Paris / Nyon:
1776–1814.
4 Joseph Anne Marie de Moyria de Mailla, Histoire générale de la Chine ou Annales
de cet empire; Traduites du Tong-Kien-Kang-Mou (12 vols), Paris: Pierres / Clousier,
1777 – 1783.
5 Louis Daniel Lecomte, Nouveaux Mémoires sur l’état présent de la Chine, Paris:
Imprimerie Royale, 1696.
6 Cornelius de Pauw, Recherches sur les Égyptiens et les Chinois, Berlin: G. J. Decker,
1773.
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the emperor of China by Stownton.7

China by Staunton.7

Hüttner d. Nachrichten von der Britischen Gesandschaft nach China.8

Hüttner, news of the British embassy
to China.8

Barrow travels in China 1804. 1 Bd.
in 4˚.9

Barrow travels in China 1804. 1 vol. in
quarto.9

Alle 3 Verfaßer waren in Macartney’s
Gefolge.

All three authors were escorts of Macartney’s embassy.

Die Holländer schickten eine Gesandschaft unter van Braam um dem Kaiser
zu seinem 60 Regierungsjahr zu gratuliren. De Gigne Sohn jenes obenerwähnten
Schriftstellers, war Dollmetscher, schrieb:
DeGigne, voyage en Chine.10

The Dutch sent an embassy under the
leadership of van Braam in order to congratulate the emperor on his sixtieth year
of reign. De Guignes, son of the abovementioned writer, was interpreter and
wrote: De Guignes, voyage en Chine.10

Diese Reisen haben die Jesuiten von
dem Verdacht absichtlicher Unwahrheit
befreyt, obwohl sie oft irrten.

These embassies have freed the Jesuits
from the suspicion of intentional untruth,
though they often erred.

Von der grossen Mongoley wird China
durch die große Mauer getrennt, sie ist
fast 300 Teutsch Meilen lang, geht über

China is separated from Greater Mongolia by the great Wall. It is almost 300
German miles long, traverses mountains

7 George Staunton, An authentic account of an embassy from the King of Great Britain
to the Emperor of China: including cursory observations made, and information obtained, in travelling through that ancient Empire, and a small part of Chinese Tartary:
together with a relation of the voyage undertaken on the occasion by His Majesty's
Ship The Lion, and the Ship Hindostan, in the East India Company’s service, to the
Yellow Sea, and Gulf of Pekin: as well as of their return to Europe [...] taken chiefly
from the papers of His Excellency the Earl of Macartney, London: W. Bulmer, 1797.
8 Johann Christian Huettner, Nachricht von der britischen Gesandtschaftsreise durch
China und einen Theil der Tartarei, Berlin: Voss, 1797.
9 John Barrow, Travels in China, Containing Descriptions, Observations, and Comparisons, Made and Collected in the Course of a Short Residence at the Imperial
Palace of Yuen-Min, London: T. Cadell & W. Davies, 1804.
10 Louis Joseph de Guignes, Voyages à Peking, Manille et l’île de France, Paris:
Imprimerie impériale, 1808 (3 vols).
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Berge die 5000 f. hoch sind, hat alle 300
Schritt einen Thurm: sie soll die Gränze
vor den Nomaden schüzzen, welche als
bloße Reiter nicht belagern können. Sie ist
im 3ten Jahrhundert vor Christus erbaut, u.
eins der größten Werke menschl. Fleißes.

over 5000 feet in height, and has a tower
every 300 steps. It must protect the frontier against nomads who, as pure cavalry,
cannot put siege. It was built in the third
century before Christ and is one of the
greatest works of human industriousness.

Main rivers are the Huangcho and the
Hiangsekiak. They are among the greatest
rivers of the earth. There are also many
other great rivers and countless small
ones. The declivity is toward the west, in
the south toward the south. The rivers do
Im Norden ist es ziemlich kalt, u. man- not form deltas.
chen Monat liegt Schnee: Der Süden sehr In the north it is fairly cold, and during
warm. Doch ist das Klima im ganzen sehr many months there is snow. The South is
very warm. But on the whole the climate
glückl.
Ein so großes Land muß fast alle seine is very advantageous.
Hauptströhme sind der Hoancho u. der
Hiangsekiak. Sie gehören zu den größten
Ströhmen der Erde. Es giebt noch viele
andre große u. unzählige kleine Flüße. Die
Abdachung ist westlich, im Süden südlich.
Die Flüße machen keine Delta’s.

Bedürfniße selbst hervorbringen, daher
ist der innere Handel sehr stark. Daher
müßen auch die Europäer fast alles mit
Gold bezahlen. Bengalen liefert indeßen
Opium hin; auch sollen neuerl. die Engl.
Waaren abgeben. <S. 99> Größtentheils
wird indeßen alles mit Silber bezahlt.
(Denn das Gold steht zu niedrig). Doch ist
für die Chinesen der Europäische Handel
unbedeutend, gegen den Inneren.

Such a great country must cover almost
all of its own needs, which is why trade is
very strong. This is also why the English
must pay almost everything in gold. Bengal furnishes opium; and lately the English
are said to furnish goods. <p. 99> For the
most part, however, everything is paid in
silver (because the gold is undervalued).
But for the Chinese the European trade is
trifling compared to domestic trade.

China ist in 15 Provinzen getheilt. 7
davon sind von Engländern u. Holländern
bereist. Von den übrigen haben wir keine
Beschreibung als die älteren der Jesuiten.
Es soll 1500 Städte geben, die durch Rang
sich unterscheiden, den ihre Endung bezeichnen: Die vom ersten enden auf fuh
die v. 2ten auf tschu, die v. 3ten auf kion.
Sie sind meist viereckig, ummauert, die

China is partitioned into 15 provinces.
In seven of them the English and Dutch
travel. Of the rest we have no other description than the old ones by the Jesuits.
There are said to be 1,500 cities. They are
distinguished by their suffix. The names of
those of the first rank end with fu, those
of the second with tschu, and of the third
with kion. They are mostly square, walled,
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Straßen grade meist ungepflastert, die
Häuser haben alle nur ein Stockwerk; in
den Städten sind noch hohe Thürme, mit
Bolwerk; die Läden sind um die Straße.

the streets are mostly unpaved, all houses
have only one floor, and in cities one also
finds tall towers with fortification. Shops
line the street.

Die Dörfer sind theils von Lehm, theils Villages are partly built with loam and
von Ziegeln erbaut, nach den verschiede- partly with bricks, depending on the provnen Provinzen. Im Norden ist Weizen, im ince. In the north wheat is the main staple,
in the south rice.
Süden Reis das Hauptprodukt.
Petscheli ist die erste Provinz weil seit
dem 15ten Jhrhdt die Residz hier liegt.
Sie ist ganz eben. Pekin heißt der Hof
im Norden, wie Nankin der Hof im Süden. Pekin ist zertheilt in die alte u. die
Tataren-Stadt. Erstere ist wüst u. wenig
bewohnt. Leztere die eigentl. Residenz,
von den erobernden Mongolen erbaut.
Nach Macartney hat die Tartarische Stadt
14 Engl. □ Meilen groß angegeben, also
1/3 mehr als London, u. die alte Stadt 9
Engl. □ Meilen. Die geringste Angabe der
Einwohner ist 2 Millionen, die höchste 6
Millionen. Die Häuser haben auch hier alle
nur ein Stockwerk; das Gewühl soll noch
größer als das in London seyn. In der Mitte
der Tartaren Stadt ist der kaiserl. Pallast,
nimmt 1 Engl. □ Meile ein, hat viele Thürme u.s.w. Peking ist weder Handel= noch
Manufaktur-Stadt, sondern blos Residz,
u. alles was da wohnt steht mit dem Hofe
in Verbindung, u. lebt von den Großen.
Nicht weit von der großen Mauer sind die
kaiserl. Gärten Cehol, wo der Hof sich oft
aufhält, auch <S. 100> hatte Macartney
dort Audienz.

Petscheli is the first province because
since the 15th century the [imperial]
residence is here. It is completely flat. The
court in the north is called Pekin, that in the
south Nankin. Pekin is divided into the old
and the Tatar city. The first is deserted and
little inhabited. The second is the residence
proper, built by the conquering Mongols.
According to Macartney the Tartar city has
a size of 14 English square miles, that is
one third more than London, and the old
city 9 English square miles. The minimum
reported number of inhabitants is 2 million,
the maximum 6 million. All houses here
have also only one floor; the hubbub is said
to be even greater than in London. The
imperial palace is in the center of the Tartar
city, has 1 English square mile, has many
towers etc. Peking is neither a trading nor
a manufacturing city, only residence, and
everybody living there is connected with
the court and lives off the powerful. Not
far from the great wall are the imperial
gardens Cehol, where the court often sojourns, and <p. 100> Macartney also had
audience there.
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Die Provinz Tschantong, enthält den
großen kaiserl. Kanal, auf dem die Gesandschaften gereist sind. Er geht nach Süden:
übertrifft alles ähnliche in Europa, u. sezt
fast alle Provinzen des Reichs in Verbindg.
Man transportiert nicht nur alle Waaren,
sondern reist auch meistentheils auf ihm.

die 3te Provinz, ist von den
* 2 Kiangnan,
großen Ströhmen durchfloßen: Ueber

einen geht eine Brücke von 91 Bögen.
Hier liegt Nankin: in der Gegend wächst
die gelbe Baumwolle aus der der Nanking
gemacht wird ohne daß sie gefärbt zu
werden braucht.
In der Provinz Tschekiang endigt der große Kanal in ein großes Baßin, bey Hangtschufuh, welches die erste Handelsstadt
ist, u. fast so viel Einwohner als Pekin hat.

The province Tschantong features the
great imperial canal on which the embassies travelled. It stretches toward the south
and surpasses anything similar in Europe,
connects almost all provinces. Not only are
all goods transported on it, but one also for
the most part travels on it.
Kiangnan, the 3rd province, is traversed
by two great rivers. One is crossed by a
bridge of 91 arches. Nankin is located
here. In this region, yellow cotton grows,
from which Nanking is made without the
need to dye it.
In the province of Tschekiang the
grand canal issues into a great basin near
Hangtschufuh, which is the most important trading city and has almost as many
inhabitants as Peking.

In der Provinz Kiangsi wird viel ZucIn the province of Kiangsi much sugar is
ker gebaut, auch sind hier die großen produced, the great porcelain manufacturPorzellan-Manufakturen: in einem Dorf ing plants are found here, too. In one vilsind dazu 3000 Oefen.
lage there are 3000 kilns for this purpose.
Huguangk hat sehr wundervolle Gegenden. Hier sind vorzügl. viele Bögen, die
zum Andenken verdienter od: geliebter
Verstorbenen an den Heerstraßen errichtet
werden. Auch sind hier Granit Gebirge.

Huguangk has very wonderful regions.
There are especially many arches here,
erected along the army roads in memory
of the meritorious or beloved deceased.
Granite mountains are also found here.

Canton, heißt bey den Chinesen anders,
endigt auf fuh: ist die einzige Stadt wohin
die Europäer kommen können: doch dürfen sie ohne ausdrückliche Erlaubniß nur
bis zur Insel Bamyen, wo alle ihre Schiffe

The Chinese call Canton differently,
with them it ends in fuh. It is the only city
that Europeans are allowed to visit; but
without special permission they can only
go the island of Bamyen where all their

Nankin als Pekin haben noch
*andreSowohl
* Both Nankin and Pekin also have other
Nahmen die auf fuh enden.
names that end in fuh.
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landen: an der Küste sind Europäische
Handlungscomptoirs. Canton soll so groß
als Paris seyn. Nicht weit von Canton liegt
die kleine Halb-Insel Makao die den Portugiesen gehört u. ehemals bedeutend war:
obgleich sie Portugiesischen Gouverneur
u. Besazzung hat, hängt es doch ganz von
China ab, durch den Proviant.

In den westlichen weniger bekannten
* Provinzen
wächst der meiste Thee u. wird

die meiste Seyden gewonnen: Leztere
hat sich wahrscheinlich von der Provinz
Schensi <S. 101> schon früh ins übrige
Asien verbreitet u. der Welt bekannt gemacht.

ships anchor; on the coast there are European trading posts. Canton is said to be as
large as Paris. Not far from Canton there
is the small peninsula of Makao which is
owned by the Portuguese and formerly was
important. Even though it has a Portuguese
governor and occupation force, it is totally
dependent from China for provisions.
In the western and less known provinces,
most of the tea grows and most of the silk
is produced. It was probably from the province of Schensi <p. 101> that silk was at an
early period exported to other regions of
Asia and made known to the world.

Im westl. Theil sollen meist Christl. In the western part there supposedly are
predominantly Christian converts.
Proselyten seyn.
Die Gebirge des Junnan sind mäßig die The mountains in Junnan are of moderate, at the frontier of very high elevation.
an der Grenze sehr hoch.
Mukden ist der Ort wo die jezzige Dyna- Mukden is the place where members of
the current dynasty get buried.
stie begraben wird.
Formosa u. Haynan sind 2 Inseln unweit
der Chinesischen Küsten, sollen beyde
Gold haben, sind der Chinesischen Herrschaft nicht ganz unterworfen, u. jezt der
Siz von Seeräubern die dem ganzen Reich
schädlich u. gefährlich sind.

Formosa and Haynan are 2 islands not
far from the Chinese coasts, both are said
to have gold. They are not completely
subdued by Chinese rule and now house
pirates who are dangerous and detrimental
to the whole empire.

Die Chinesen sind 2 Mal unterjocht: The Chinese have been conquered twice:
durch die Mongolen unter der Familie des by the Mongols under the family of TschinTschingis-Chan im 13t Jhrhdt: Dann darauf gis-Chan in the 13th century. Later by the
des missions orientales 3
Nouvelles des missions orientales 3
*Vol. inNouvelles
*
8º
Vol. in 8º
19

19

19 Nouvelles des missions orientales reçues au Séminaire des missions Étrangères, à
Paris 1785-86 / 1787-88, Amsterdam, n.d.
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die Manschu-Tataren die im 17t Jhrhdt
durch die große Mauer drangen. Sie sind
über China besonders den nördl. Theil verbreitet u. jezt noch eigentl. das herrschende
Volk. Dennoch haben die Chinesen ihre
Sitten behalten u. die Mongolei sich mehr
nach ihnen als sie nach jenem gerichtet,
doch bleibt noch immer der Zwiespalt,
u. neuerlich ist noch Empörung gewesen.

Manschu Tatars who in the 17th century
broke through the great wall. They are especially prevalent in the northern part and
are still the real dominating people. Nevertheless, the Chinese have maintained their
customs, and Mongolia has more adapted
to China than the other way around. But
there still remains the dissent, and recently
there have still been troubles.
They are of Mongol race.

Sie sind mongolischer Race.

Die Begünstigung der Natur mußte The favors of nature had to give to this
diesem großen Lande früh Kultur geben: great country culture at an early period;
sie scheuen Kommunikation, Originalität. they avoid communication, originality.
Polygamie ist erlaubt u. bey den großen
findet sie sich, aber Monogamie ist eigentlich herrschend. Die Familien halten eng
zusammen: denn nach der Chinesischen
Denkungsart ist Familienpflicht die erste.
Also sind die Familienbande hier umfaßender u. fester als bey uns.

Polygamy is permitted and is found with
the powerful, but monogamy is overall
prevalent. The families are tightly knit,
because according to Chinese thinking the
duty to the family comes first. Thus the
family bonds are much firmer and more
extensive than with us.

Die Herschaft ist ganz despotisch: Der
Räuber Herr des Landes. Es giebt aber
besondre Einrichtungen um Moralität des
Reiches zu befördern. Das Militär hat kein
Uebergewicht u. Despotismus ist nicht
militärisch, sondern politisch. Die Gouverneur der Provinzen <S. 102> verfahren
sehr gewaltthätig.

The government is entirely despotic,
the robber is lord of the land. But there
are special institutions to enhance the
morality of the empire. The military has
no predominance, and despotism is not
of a military but rather political kind. The
governors of provinces <p. 102> act extremely violently.

Die Angaben der Volksmenge sind
sehr verschieden; groß ist sie gewiß. Die
Jesuiten haben sie auf 300 Millionen angegeben; die Engl. Gesandschaft auf 330
Millionen, welches Angabe der Chinesen
u. vielleicht übertrieben ist: mäßige Angaben gehen auf 150 Millionen, welches
im Verhältniß zum Flächeninhalt eine

Population data are very divergent; it is
certain that it is large. The Jesuits gave it
as 300 million; the English embassy as 330
million, which is based on Chinese information and is possibly exaggerated. More
moderate estimates amount to 150 million,
which in proportion to the surface would
result in a population [density] that is not
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Bevölkerung nicht viel stärker als in much greater than in France. This can be
Frankreich wäre. Sie lässt sich erklären explained by the cheap price of foodstuffs
weil Lebensmittel wohlfeil, Kriege u. and the scarcity of wars and epidemics.
Seuchen sehr selten sind.
Blos die kaiserl. Würde ist erblich u. es
giebt also keinen Adel; desto schärfer ist
die Abstufung des Rangs u. das Ceremonial sehr streng. Daher endlose Komplimente, welche machen daß die Chinesen
Anfangs wenig zugängl. scheinen.

Only the imperial status is hereditary,
and thus there is no nobility. The hierarchy
of ranks is all the more important, and
ceremonial is very strict. This leads to
ceaseless compliments, which is why the
Chinese at the outset seem little accessible.

The nation is divided into three classes.
Die Nation ist in 3 Klassen getheilt, 1) der
Ackerbauenden, 2) der Gewerbtreibenden 1) the peasants, 2) the tradesmen and
u. Kaufleute, 3) der Mandarinen #, Koang. merchants, 3) the mandarins #, Koang.
The second is less esteemed than the
Die 2te ist weniger geachtet als die der
peasants.
Every year, the emperor in perAckerleute. Der Kaiser pflügt jährl. selbst.
Es gibt Kriegs u. Staatsmandarine, sie son ploughs the fields.

There are war and state mandarins, they
are subdivided into 9 classes that are
distinguished by the number of buttons
on their hat. They are a kind of personal
nobility. Anyone can become a mandarin,
but mainly scholarly education leads there;
one must also have received a kind of
Die jezzige Religion des Reiches ist die academic degrees.
The present religion of the empire is the
Lamaische denn dies ist die Religion der
Manschu-Tataren. Der Dalai Lama kam Lamaic because this is the religion of the
nach Pekin, fast zur selben Zeit als Pius Manschu-Tatars. The Dalai Lama came to
VI zu Joseph dem II: er starb zu Pekin an Pekin almost at the same time as Pius VI to
Joseph II; he died in Pekin from smallpox.
den Blattern.
haben wieder 9 Klaßen, die sich durch die
Zahl der Knöpfe an der Müzze auszeichnen. Sie sind eine Art persönl. Adels:
jeder kann Mandarin werden, vorzügl.
fürt einige gelehrte Bildung dazu, auch
muss man eine Art Akademischer Grade
erhalten haben.

The Chinese themselves have the reliDie Chinesen selbst haben die Religion
des Fo: ihr Kultus soll dem der Katholi- gion of Fo. Their cult is said to resemble
schen gleichen: dieser ist also am meisten that of the Catholics. It is therefore most
prevalent.
verbreitet.
# Dieser Namen ist Portugiesisch, Koang # This appellation is Portuguese, Koang
der Chinesische
is the Chinese equivalent
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Die Regierung ist gegen Religion im
Ganzen tolerant: die Mißionarien sind
zwar verfolgt, aber nur weil sie ohne
Erlaubniß in die Provinzen giengen, zur
selben Zeit lehrten sie in Pekin ungestöhrt
u. hatten sogar Aemter am Hof. <S. 103>

Overall, the government is tolerant. The
missionaries are persecuted, but only because they went to the provinces without
permission. At the same time they taught
in Pekin without being bothered and even
held posts at court. <p. 103>

Obgleich der Hauptverkehr zu Schiffe
ist, so sind doch sehr gute Landstraßen
angelegt. Seefarth verstehen die Chinesen
schlecht. Auch ist ihr auswärtiger Handel
unbedeutend. Es ist unrühmlich ins Ausland zu gehen.

Even though the main transportation
means are ships, they have very good
overland roads. The Chinese have little
knowledge of seafaring. Also, their foreign
trade is unimportant. It is considered a
blemish to go abroad.

Jährl. gehen 24 Millionen Pfund Thee
blos nach England: der Handel mit dem
Ausland wird von einer besonderen chinesischen Gesellschaft geführt die große
Abgaben bezahlt. Und doch kommt dieser
Handel im Vergleich mit dem inländischen
gar nicht in Betracht.

As many as 24 million pounds of tea
per year go to England alone. Trade with
foreign countries is controlled by a special
Chinese society, and high taxes are paid.
Nevertheless, trade with foreign countries
is totally negligible compared to internal
trade.

Die Ch. Sprache ist einsylbig; die vielsylbigen Wörter sind aus einsylbigen
zusammengesezt: Sie ist sehr reich u. hat
viele Synonymien; u. Wörter die sich in
10 Bedeutungen blos durch den Accent
unterscheiden: daher ist ihre Sprache
den Europäern sehr schwer, u. die Europäischen den Chinesen. Ihre Schrift hat
Zeichen für Wörter u. Sylben, die sich auf
200 Grundzeichen zurückführen lassen:
danach führt das Studium eines ganzen
Lebens dazu, um Alles lesen zu können. Zu
der Bequemlichkeit dieser Schrift gehört
daß man die Bedeutung der Zeichen wißen
u. sie also lesen kann, ohne Chinesisch zu

The Chinese language is monosyllabic.
The polysyllabic words are composed of
monosyllabic ones. It is very rich and has
many synonyms as well as words whose
ten meanings are only distinguished by the
accent. For this reason, their language is
very difficult for Europeans, and European
languages for the Chinese. Their writing
system has characters for words and syllables that can be reduced to 200 basic
elements. A whole life of study is needed
after that to be able to read everything. One
of the conveniences of this writing system
is that one can know the meaning of a sign
and thus read without knowing Chinese.
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*

können. # Man schreibt von Oben nach
Unten. Sie schreiben auf Papier aus der
dünnen Rinde des Bambus, mit Pinsel
u. Tusche. Auch drucken sie, u. haben
Druckerey lange vor uns gehabt: doch
nicht mit beweglichen Lettern, sondern mit
Holzformen in die die Zeichen geschnitten
sind. Von ihrer großen Literatur ist vieles
zu Grunde gegangen weil man sie verfolgte
u. verbrannte.

# One writes from top to bottom. They
write on paper made from the thin bark of
bamboo, using brush and ink. They also
print and have had printing long before us,
but not with moving types but with wood
blocks into which the signs are carved.
Much of their great literature has perished
because of persecution and book burning.

Con-fu-ce ist ihr hauptsächlicher Philosoph, lebte wahrscheinlich 600 J. v.
Chr. Der Tschu-king ist sein Hauptwerk,
besteht größtentheils aus Lebensregeln u.
Sittensprüchen: fortlaufendes philos. Räsonnement haben sie nicht; Konfuzius hat
viele Kommentatoren u. Schulen u. s. w.

Con-fu-ce is their principal philosopher,
lived probably 600 before Christ. The
Tschu-king is his main work. It consists
for the most part of rules of conduct and
moral maxims. They do not have coherent
philosophical reasoning. Confucius has
many commentators and schools, etc.

Höher hinauf kommen astronomische
Perioden: es sind nur Annalen, u. zwar
enthalten sie fast nur die Kriege. Was
die obenerwähnte Histoire de la Chine
bezeugt.

Astronomical records go back further;
they are only annals, and they contain
almost exclusively the wars. Which is
proven by the above-mentioned Histoire
de la Chine.

Ihre Poesie scheint in der Kindheit: epi- Their poetry seems to still be in childsche Gedichte von ihnen kennt man nicht. hood; one does not know epic poems by
Sie haben Schauspiele die hauptsächlich them. They have dramas that are for the
most part improvised.
extemporiert werden.
Ihre Geschichte geht mit Gewißheit bis Their history goes with certainty back to
3000 years before Christ. <p. 104>
3000 J. v. Chr. <S. 104>

# Jeder kann seine Sprache daraus her# Everyone can read their own language
auslesen.
out of it.
* Asiatisches Magazin v. Klaproth, hat * Asiatisches Magazin by Klaproth, has
only one volume. 20
nur Einen Band. 20
20 Julius H. Klaproth, ed., Asiatisches Magazin. Weimar: Industrie-Comptoir, 1802
(2 vols).
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Their painting is without perspective of
Ihre Mahlerey ist ohne Perspektive v.
light and shadow.
Licht u. Schatten.
Their architecture features great works
Ihre Baukunst zeigt große Werke die aber
which
are, however, old; and one doubts
alt sind u. man zweifelt, daß sie jezt ähnlich
that they could make anything similar now.
liefern könnten.
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APPENDIX 2: SCHOPENHAUER’S NOTES AND EXCERPTS FROM ASIATICK RESEARCHES VOLS 1–9

The transcription presented in this appendix is a slightly revised version of
Schopenhauer’s Asiatick Researches notes from 1815–1816 (see exact dates of library
borrowings in the header of the notes to each volume). My transcription as published in the
Schopenhauer Jahrbuch of 1998 (pp. 15–33) includes some introductory remarks (pp. 11–14).
The original pagination of the Schopenhauer Jahrbuch has been left as is to facilitate reference.
Schopenhauer’s handwritten notes are printed in a format that reproduces the original
manuscript as closely as possible. 1 Words underlined by Schopenhauer are underlined, terms
misspelled by Schopenhauer are misspelled, and no “sic’s” or “(!)” are used. The text was
thoroughly spell-checked and proofread; thus seeming “mistakes”, oversights, and variant
spellings stem from Schopenhauer’s hand. Mistakes such as “allmost universaly” instead of
“almost universally” (XXIX p. 213) or “devine” instead of “divine” are thus no misprints but
rather faithful reproductions of the original notes. Notes that are in the margins of
Schopenhauer’s manuscript are here printed in the margins, and Schopenhauer’s vertical lines
that emphasize text are reproduced in approximately the same thickness and length. The
languages are left as they are in the original: English passages were noted by Schopenhauer in
English, German ones in German. However, several features were added for the convenience of
the reader:
1. The page breaks of the original manuscript are marked; for example, the
marker <HN XXIX p. 206> points to the beginning of p. 206 of case 29 of the
manuscript remains.
2. Schopenhauer sometimes repeated the journal title and volume number at the
beginning of a new sheet of paper. In this printed edition I have chosen to use
a single title at the beginning of the notes to each volume. The date of

1

For an overall description of the manuscript and its discovery see App 1998b.
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Schopenhauer’s documented perusal as well as some additional information
underneath each title were added by me.
3. Schopenhauer’s indications of page numbers of the Asiatick Researches were
sometimes encircled, sometimes underlined, and sometimes left unmarked; for
easier reference, they are here all set in bold type.
4. All notes underneath the line at the bottom of the pages (and of course the
numbers that refer to them in the text) are added by the present editor. These
notes include my English translations of German passages. The reader can
thus rest assured that—with the exception of footnote numbers, page markers,
and the above-mentioned headers furnishing Asiatick Researches publication
data and library borrowing dates—all text above the bottom line stems from
Schopenhauer’s hand.
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Schopenhauer’s Notes to Asiatick Researches, vol. 1
HN XXIX, 205-207. Calcutta edition 1788; London 5th edition 1806.
Borrowed in Dresden from 1815/11/7 until 1815/11/21

p 223. Máyá: the word is explained by some Hindoo Scholars “the
first Inclination of the Godhead to diversify himself by creating
worlds”. She is feigned to be the mother of universal nature & of
all the inferior Gods; as a Cashmirian informed me, when I asked
him, why Cama or Love was represented as her son: but the word
Maya or delusion has a more subtle & recondite sense in the Vedanta
philosophy, where it signifies the system of perceptions.

p 243. The Vedantis, unable to form a distinct idea of brute matter
independent of mind, or to conceive that the work of supreme
Goodness was left a moment to itself, imagine that the Deity is ever
present to its work, and constantly supports a series of perceptions,
which, in one sense, they call illusory; though they cannot but admit
the reality of all created forms, as far as the happiness of creatures
can be affected by them. <HN XXIX p. 206>

p 410. The Hindu system of musick has, I believe, been formed on
truer principles than our own. Jones.

p 424. The six philosophical schools, whose principles are explained
in the Dersana Sástra — &ca — Jones.
p 425. Jones nimmt an daß Odin (!) Buddha u. Fo1 derselbe sei.

ibid. We may fix the time of Buddha or the ninth great incarnation
of Vishnu 1014 a. C. n.

426 Rama was a descendant from the Sun: the Peruvians, whose
Incas boasted of the same descent stiled their greatest festival
Ramasitoa.
429 The Vedas, as far as we can judge from that compendium of
them, which is call’d Upanishat, —— &ca —

430 The philosopher whose works are said to include a system of the
universe, founded on the principle of attraction & the central position
of the Sun, is named Yavan Acharya, because he had travell’d, we
are told, into Jonia. <HN XXIX p. 207> If this be true, he might have
been one of those who conversed with Pythagoras. This at least is
undeniable, that a book in Sanscrit bears the title of Yavana Jatica,
which may signify the Jonic sect. Nor is it improbable, that the

1

English translation: “Jones assumes that Odin (!), Buddha, and Fo are identical.” Urs App: Fo is
the reading for the Chinese character 佛 signifying Buddha. At the time, the word “Buddhism”
and its cousins were not yet in common use and confusion reigned about the connections between
various “heathen” cults of Asia. See also Schopenhauer’s notes to vol. 6 and App 2010.
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names of the Planets & Zodiacal Stars, which the Arabs borrow’d
from the Greeks, but which we find in the oldest Indian records,
were originally devised by the same ingenious & interprising race,
from whom both Greece & India were peopled. Jones.

Schopenhauer’s Notes to Asiatick Researches, vol. 2
HN XXIX, 207. Calcutta edition 1790; London 5th edition 1807.
Borrowed in Dresden from 1815/11/21 until 1816/1/16

p 121–127 Ueber Buddha und Fo.1

p 401. wichtige Stelle über Indische Chronologie, das Entstehen der
Veda’s; Uebereinstimmung Indischer und Mosaischer Chronologie.
Der ältere Manu ist Adam, der jüngere Noa: die 3 Ramas sind
Bakchus. Sichere Indische Geschichte erst 3–400 J. n. C. 2

p 305. Three of the Vedas I firmly believe, from internal & external
evidence to be more than 3000 years old. Jones. <HN XXIX p. 208>

Schopenhauer’s Notes to Asiatick Researches, vol. 4

HN XXIX, 208–215. Calcutta edition 1795; London 4th edition 1807.
Borrowed in Dresden from 1816/1/16 until remittance (probably mid-March 1816)

p XIV All our historical researches have confirmed the Mosaick
accounts of the primitive world. Jones.

† also nicht
im eigentlichen
Hindostan.4

p 161.3 The Metaphysics and Logic of the Brahmins, comprised in
their 6 philosophical Sastras & explained by numerous glosses &
comments, have never yet been accessible to Europeans: but, by
the help of the Sanskrit language we now may read the works of
the Saugatus, Bauddhas, Arhatas, Jainas, & others heterodox philosophers, whence we may gather the metaphysical tenets prevalent
in China & Japan, in the eastern peninsula of India, & in many
considerable nations of Tartary †. There are also some valuable
tracts on these branches of science in Persian & Arabic, partly copied
from the Greeks, & partly comprising the doctrines of the Súf’is,
which anciently prevailed & still prevail in a great measure over
this Oriental world, & which the Greeks themselves condescended
to borrow from eastern sages. — <HN XXIX p. 209>

English translation: “About Buddha and Fo.” Urs App: Schopenhauer refers to pages of the
article “On the Chronology of the Hindus” by the president of the Asiatic Society, William Jones
(AR 2, pp. 111–147).
2
English translation: “Important passage about Indian chronology, the origin of the Vedas; Indian
and Mosaic chronologies match. The older Manu is Adam, the younger one Noah: the 3 Ramas
are Bacchus. Certain Indian history only 300–400 A.D.”
3
Urs App: The following remarks are based on pp. 168–173 of Asiatick Researches 4.
4
English translation: “Thus not in India proper.”
1
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The little treatise in 4 chapters, ascribed to Vyasa †, is the only
philosophical Sastra the text of which I have perused, with a Bramin
of the Vedanta school; it is extremely obscure, & though composed
in sentences eloquently modulated, has more resemblance to a table
of contents, or an accurate summary, than to a regular systematical
tract: but all its obscurity has been cleared by Sancara, whose
commentary on the Vedanta not only elucidates every word of the
text, but exhibits a perspicuous account of all other Indian schools,
from that of Capila to those of the more modern hereticks. It is not
possible to speak with too much applause of so excellent a work,
& until an accurate translation of it shall appear, the general history
of philosophy must remain incomplete.

The oldest head of a sect, whose entire work is preserved, was
(according to some authors) Capila, a sage who invented the Sanchya
or numeral philosophy <HN XXIX p. 210> which Creeshna himself
appears to impugn in his conversation with Arjoona. His doctrines
were enforced & illustrated, with some additions by Patanjali, who
has also left us a fine comment on the grammatical rules of Panini,
which are more obscure without a gloss, than the darkest oracle.

The next founder, I believe, of a philosophical school, was Gotama,
if indeed he was not the most ancient of all. A sage of his name,
whom we have no reason to suppose different from him, is often
mentioned in the Vedas itself. To his rational doctrines those of
Canáda were in general conformable, & the philosophy of them
both is usually call’d Nyáya, or logical: a title aptly bestowed; for it
seems to be a system of Metaphysics & logic, better accommodated
than any other anciently known in India, to the natural reason
<HN XXIX p. 211> & common sense of mankind, admitting the actual
existence of material substance in the popular acceptation of the
word matter, & comprising not only a body of sublime dialectics,
but an artificial method of reasoning, with distinct names for the 3
parts of a proposition & even for those of regular syllogism. — A
singular tradition prevailed, according to the well-informed author
of the Dabistán, in the Panjab, & in several Persian provinces; that
“among other Indian curiosities which Callisthenes transmitted to
his uncle, was a technical system of Logic, which the Bramins had
communicated to the inquisitive Greek,” & which the Mahommedan
writer supposes to have been the ground-work to the famous
Aristotelean method. If this be true, it is one of the most interesting
facts I have met with in Asia; & if it be false, <HN XXIX p. 212> it is very
extraordinary that such a Story should have been fabricated either
by the candid Mohsani Fani or by the simple Parsis & Pandits, with
whom he had conversed. But not having had leisure to study the
1

† (der Dichter

zweier alter Puranas,
Sammler der Vedas, u.
Urheber der VedantaPhilosophie; von ihm u.
seinem Traktat weiter
unten ausführlich. 1

Vyasa &
Sancara

Capila &
Patanjali.
on Capila
see Vol. 6, p
473 seqq:

Gotama &
Canáda

English translation: “The poet of two old puranas, collector of the Vedas and originator of the
Vedanta philosophy; more detailed information about him and his tractate below.”
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Nyaya Sastra, I can only assert that I have frequently seen perfect
syllogisms in the philosophical writing of the Bramins, & have often
heard them used in their verbal controversies.

Vyasa,
Jaimini, &
Sancara.
† Vol. 8, p 482

Colebrooke
says: The object of the
Mimánsá is to establish
the cogency of precepts,
contained in scripture &
to furnish maxims for its
interpretation, & for the
same purpose rules of reasoning, from which a system of Logic is deducible.
The object of the Vedanta
is to illustrate the system
of mystical Theology taught
by the supposed revelation
& to show its application to
the enthusiastic pursuit of
unimpassioned perfection
& mystical intercourse with
the divinity. Both are closely
connected with the Vedas.

†† Vyasa
††† von welchem

Kommentator des
Vyasa oben die Rede
war 1

†††† (of the
Buddhaists)

Buddha
Band 6, p 136,
wird Buddha u.
Gotama als die
nämliche Person
angesehn. Vergl. Bd.
6, p 447. über die
Zeit des BuddhaGotama2

1
2

Whatever might have been the merit or age of Gotama, yet the most
celebrated Indian school is that, with which I began, founded by
Vyasa, & supported in most respects by his pupil Jaimini, whose
dissent on a few points is mention’d by his master with respectfull
moderation: their several systems are frequently distinguished by the
name of the first & the second Mimansa, a word which, like Nyaya,
denotes the operations & conclusions of reason but the tract of Vyasa
has in general the name of Vedanta †,or the scope <HN XXIX p. 213> &
end of the Veda, on the texts of which, as they were understood by
the philosopher who collected them††, his doctrines are principally
grounded. The fundamental tenet of the Vedanta school, to which
in a more modern age the incomparable Sancara††† was a firm &
illustrious adherent, consisted not in denying the existence of matter,
but in correcting the popular notion of it, & in contending that it
has no existence independent of mental perception; that existence
& perceptibility are convertible terms; that external appearences &
sensations are illusory, & would vanish into nothing if the divine
energy, which alone sustains them were suspended for a moment. —
But the Brahmins of this province follow allmost universaly the
system of Gotama.

The pupils of Buddha have an opinion diametrally opposite to the
<HN XXIX p. 214> Metaphysics of the Vedantis; for they are charged
with denying the existence of pure spirit, & with believing nothing
absolutely & really to exist but material substance. This accusation
ought only to have been made on incontestable proofs, especially
by the orthodox Brahmins, who, as Buddha dissented from their
ancestors in regard to bloody sacrifices, which the Veda certainly
prescribes, may not unjustly be suspected of malignity. I have only
read a few pages of a Saugata book, †††† which begins like other
Hindu books with the word O’m, which we know to be a symbol
of the devine attributes; then follows, indeed, a mysterious hymn
to the Goddess of Nature by the name Aryá, but with several other
titles which the Bramins constantly bestow on their Devi. Now the
Brahmins, who have no idea that such a personage exists as Devi,
or the Goddess, & only mean to express allegorically the power
of God exerted in creating, preserving & renovating the universe,
we cannot with justice infer that the dissenters admit no Deity but
visible <HN XXIX p. 215> Nature. — Jones.

English translation: “which commentator of Vyasa was mentioned above”.
English translation: “In volume 6, p. 136, Buddha and Gotama are seen as the same person. Cf.
also vol. 6, p 447 about the period of Buddha-Gotama”.
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Schopenhauer’s Notes to Asiatick Researches, vol. 5
HN XXIX, 215-217. Calcutta edition 1795; London 1st edition 1799.
Borrowed in Dresden from 1816/3/14 until 1816/4/13

p V. Jones in his preface to the ordinances of Menu, according to
the Gloss of Culluca, carries the highest age of the Yajur Veda †
1580 years a.C.n., which is 9 years before the birth of Moses, & 90
before Moses departed from Egypt. Culluca produced on the Vedas
the most perfect & luminous commentary that ever was composed
on any author, ancient or modern, European or Asatik, & it is this
work to which the learned generally apply. —

† (Djedjr Beid ?)

p 147.1 Swayambhuwa is the first Menu & the first of men, the
first male: his help-meet Pricriti, is Adima, the mother of the world:
she is Iva or like I, the female energy of nature; she is a form of, or
descended from I.—

Swayambhuva is Brahma in human shape, or the first Brahma : for
Brahma is man individually & also collectively mankind; <HN XXIX
p. 216> hence Brahma is said to be born & to die every day, as there
are men springing to life & dying every day. — Collectively he dies
every 100 years, this being the utmost limit of life in the Cali-yug,
according to the Puranas: at the end of the world Brahma or mankind
is said to die also, at the end of 100 divine years.
From the beginning to the end of things, there will be 5 Calpas. We
are now in the middle of the 4th Calpa: 50 years of Brahma being
elapsed, & of the remainder the first Calpa is begun.

p 322. Valmik & Vyasa lived in the year 2830, of the Creation. The
war of Mahabarat was at the time of Vyasa, who wrote the epic
poem Mahabarat.
p 349. The Gayatry (chief-prayer).

We meditate on the adorable light of the resplendent generator
<HN XXIX p. 217> which governs our intellects; which is water, lustre,
savour, immortal faculty of thought, Brahme, earth, sky, & heaven.

Gayatry.

Commentary to it, or reflections with which the text should be
inaudibly recited:
“On that effulgent power, which is Brahme himself, & is called the
light of the radiant sun, do I meditate; governed by the mysterious
light which resides within me, for the purpose of thought; that
very light is the earth, the subtle ether & all which exists within the
created sphere; it is the threefold world containing all which is fixed
or moveable; it exists internally in my heart, externally in the orb of
the Sun, being one & the same with that effulgent power. I myself
am an irradiated manifestation of the supreme Brahme.
1

Urs App: Related information is found on p. 247 of Asiatick Researches 5 rather than p. 147.
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Schopenhauer’s Notes to Asiatick Researches, vol. 6
HN XXIX, 218–221. Calcutta edition 1799; London 1st edition 1801.
Borrowed in Dresden from 1816/4/2 until 1816/4/13

p 179. The Burma (i.e. disciples of Gotama or Buddha) writers
alledge, that in death the soul perishes with the body, after whose
dissolution out of the same materials an other being arises, which,
according to the good or bad actions of the former life, becomes
either a man or an animal or a Nat or a Rupa &ca.

p 180. This doctrine of transmigration prevents not the belief in
ghosts or apparitions of the dead.
The Sect of Gotama esteem the belief of a divine being, who created
the universe, to be highly impious.

p 204. Die Brahmen haben denselben Thierkreis als wir, den auch die
Griechen u. die Chaldäer geglaubt haben. Ob aber die Brahmen, wie
sie selbst behaupten, od: die Chaldäer ihn erfunden haben ist strittig.1
† d. ist die
Lehre des
Buddha.2

p 256 u. f.f.
ausführlich über

Buddha3

p 255 The religion of the Burmas † exhibits a nation considerably
advanced from the rudeness of the savage nature <HN XXIX p. 219> & in
all the actions of life much under the influence of religious opinions,
& yet ignorant of a supreme Being the creator & preserver of the
Universe. The system of morals however recommanded by these
fables, is perhaps as good as that held forth by any of the religious
doctrines prevailing among mankind.

p 258 Godamas followers are, strictly speaking, Atheists, as they
suppose every thing to arise from fate: & their gods are merely men,
who by their virtue acquire supreme happiness.
Jones supposes Bouddha to have been the same with Sesostris,
king of Egypt, “who by conquest spread a new system of religion &
philosophy, from the Nile to the Ganges, about 1000 years a. C. n.”
p 261 I allow it to be a probable opinion, though not perfectly
establish’d, that Fo & Buddha (Gotama) are the same god. — I
must entirely dissent from Mr Chambers, when he supposes Budha
to be the same with the Woden of the Scandinavians. <HN XXIX p. 220>

Shakia Muni

p 260–263 Ueber die Religion der Chinesen. Der Gott Shaka der
Chinesen ist wahrscheinlich Buddha.4

English translation: “The Brahmans have the same animal zodiac as we do and that also the
Greeks and Chaldaeans believed in. However, whether the Brahmans invented it, as they assert,
or whether the Chaldaeans invented it, is a subject of debate.”
2
English translation: “This is the teaching of the Buddha.”
3
English: “pp. 256 ff. in more detail about Buddha.”
4
English: “About the religion of the Chinese. The god Shaka of the Chinese is probably Buddha.”
1
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p 180. The disciples of Buddha alledge that beings are continually
revolving in the Changes of Transmigration, until they have
performed such actions as entitle them to Nieban, the most perfect
of all states, consisting in a kind of annihilation.
p 266 When a person is no longer subject to any of the following
miseries, namely, to weight, old age, disease, & death, then he is
said to have obtained Nieban. No thing, no place, can give us an
adequate idea of Nieban: we can only say, that to be free from the
4 above mentioned miseries, & to obtain salvation, is Nieban. In
the same manner, as when any person labouring under a severe
disease, recovers by the assistence of medicine, we say he has
obtained health: but if any person whishes to know the manner, or
cause of his thus obtaining health, it can only be answer’d, that to
be restored to health signifies no more, than to be recover’d from
disease. In the same manner only can we speak of Nieban: & after
this manner Godama taught. <HN XXIX p. 221>
p 268 Der Theismus unter den Ketzereien angeführt.
Die Priester des Buddha heissen Rahans. 2

p 506 The great Lama is an incarnation of Vishnu.
p 507 seq: über Deo-Calyun i.e. Deukalion.3
p 513 Prometheus den Indiern bekannt.5

The followers of Buddha have many valuable books: it appears
also that they have Vedas & Puranas of their own.

p 265 The gods who
have appeared in
this present world &
have obtained Nieban
are 4, of whom the
latest is Godama.

p 267 Ueber die
Seelenwanderung 1

Chezy in seinem Aufsatz
über Indische Literat: im
Magazin encyclopédique,
Mars 1815. nennt
die 4 Vedas so: Ritch,
Yadjouch, Saman,
Atharvana. —
Colebrooke schreibt:
Rich, Yajush, Sáman,
At’harvana. —4

p 530 Buddha als Avatar.6

English translation: “About transmigration.”
English: “Theism mentioned among the heresies. The priests of Buddha are called Rahans.”
3
English: “p 507 ff. about Deo-Calyun, i.e., Deukalion”
4
English: “Chezy in his paper on Indian Literature in the Magazin encyclopédique, March 1815,
calls the 4 Vedas as follows: Ritch, Yadjouch, Saman, Atharvana. — Colebrooke writes: Rich,
Yajush, Sáman, At’harvana. —”
5
English: “Prometheus known to the Indians.”
6
English: “Buddha as avatar.”
1
2
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Schopenhauer’s Notes to Asiatick Researches, vol. 7
HN XXIX, 221-226. Calcutta edition 1801; London edition 1803.
Borrowed in Dresden from 1816/4/22 until 1816/4/26

p 32. Aufsatz über Buddha u. seine Lehren.1

p 202. Every Purana treats of 5 subjects: the creation of the universe,
its progress, & the renovation of the worlds; the genealogy of gods
& heroes; chronology, according to a fabulous system; & heroick
history, containing the achievements of demi-gods & heroes.
The Puranas may therefore be compared to the Grecian Theogonies.
Colebrooke. <HN XXIX p. 222>
p 233 Mantra signifies a prayer used at religious ceremonies.

Rhode, über Religion u.
Philosophie des Hindu
Bd. 2, p 405 giebt
Uebersetzung dieses
Gebets, von welchem
er behauptet daß es
bei jedem täglichen
Bade gebetet wird; wie
es scheint nach einem
Auffsatz v. Colebrook in
Asiat: res: Vol. 5, über
die Religiös: Ceremonien
d. Hindu. Er giebt an es
sei in Versen u. werde
gesungen. Es ist ein
Glaubensbekenntniß, ein
Credo.3

† See translation of
Menu: ch: 1, v. 32.

p 251 Eine Stelle aus den Vedas die gebetet wird nach einer
Mahlzeit der Priester bei der Todtenfeier:2

1. The embodied spirit which has a thousand heads, a thousand eyes,
a thousand feet, stands in the human breast, while he totally pervades
the earth. 2. That being is this universe, & all that has been, or will
be: he is that which grows by nourishment, & he is the distributor
of immortallity. 3. Such is his greatness, & therefore is he the most
excellent embodied spirit: the elements of the universe are one
portion of him; & 3 portions of him are immortallity in heaven. 4.
That threefold being rose above (this world); & the single portion of
him remained in this universe, which consists of what does & what
does not taste (the reward of good & bad actions): again he pervaded
the universe. 5. From him sprung Viraj †, from whom <HN XXIX p. 223>
(the first) man was produced: & he, being successively reproduced,
peopled the earth. 6. From that single portion, surnamed the universal
sacrifice, was the holy oblation of butter & curds produced; & this did
frame all cattle, wild & domestic, which are governed by instinct. 7.
From that universal sacrifice were produced the strains of the Rich &
Sáman; from him the sacred metres sprung; from him did the Yajush
proceed. 8. From him were produced horses & all beasts, that have 2
rows of teeth; from him sprung cows, from him proceeded goats &
sheep. 9. Him the gods, the demi-gods, named Sad’hya, & the holy
sages, immolated as a victime on sacred grass, & thus performed a

English translation: “Article about Buddha and his teaching.” Note by the editor: Schopenhauer
here refers to Captain Mahony’s “On Singhala, or Ceylon, and the Doctrines of Bhooddha, from
the Books of the Singhalais.” Asiatick Researches 7, pp. 32–56.
2
English translation: “A passage from the Vedas that is prayed after a meal of the priests at the
funeral.”
3
English translation: “Rhode, über Religion u. Philosophie der Inder, vol. 2, p. 405, provides
translation of this prayer, of which he asserts that it is offered at every daily bath, as seems to
follow from a paper by Colebrooke in Asiat. res. vol. 5, about the religious ceremonies of the
Hindu. He indicates that it is in verse and is sung. It is a proclamation of faith, a credo.”
Urs App: Since Rhode’s Über religiöse Bildung, Mythologie und Philosophie der Hindus was
published in 1827, this note must have been added by Schopenhauer after that date.
1
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solemn act of religion. 10. Into how many portions <HN XXIX p. 224>
did they divide this being, whom they immolated? What did his
mouth become? what are his arms, his thighs & his feet now called?
† 11. His mouth became a priest; his arm was made a soldier; his
thigh was transformed into a husbandman; from his feet sprung the
servile man. 12. The moon was produced from his mind; the sun
sprung from his eye; air & breath proceeded from his ear, & fire rose
from his mouth. 13. The subtle element rose from his navel; the sky
from his head, the earth from his feet, & space from his ear: thus
did he frame worlds. 14. In that solemn sacrifice, which the Gods
performed with him as a victim, spring was the butter, summer the
fuel & sultry weather the oblation.

† Vergleiche Seite
3 des vorigen
Bogens: Brahma is
man & mankind. 1

15. Seven were the moats (surrounding the altar) thrice 7 were the
logs of holy fuel, at that sacrifice, which the Gods
performed, immolating this being as the victim. 16. By that sacrifice
the gods worshipped this victim: such were primeval duties, & thus
did they obtain heaven, where former gods & demi-gods abide.

<HN XXIX p. 225>

p 256 Legal suicide was formerly common among the Hindus, & is
not now very rare; although instances of men burning themselves
have not perhaps lately occurred so often as their drowning
themselves in holy rivers. The blind father & mother of the young
anchorite, whom Dasaratha slew by mistake, burnt themselves with
the corpse of their son. The scholiast of Raghuwansa, in which poem,
as well as in Ramayana, this story is beautifully told, quotes a text of
law, to prove that suicide is in such instances legal. — Instances <HN
XXIX p. 226> are not unfrequent, when persons afflicted with loathsome
& incurable diseases have caused themselves to be buried alive. —
Among the lowest tribes of the inhabitants of Bera & Gondwana
suicide is not unfrequently vowed by such persons in return fro
boons sollicited from idols; & to fullfill this vow, the successfull
votary throws himself from a precipice named Calaibharawa. The
annual fair held near that spot at the beginning of spring, usually
witnesses 8 or 10 victimes of that superstition.
p 397 Abhandlung über die Buddhaisten auf Ceilon, mit einer Liste
ihrer Bücher.2

English translation: “Compare page 3 of the previous sheet: Brahma is man & mankind.”
Urs App: Schopenhauer here refers to the note to Asiatick Researches 5, p. 147 that is found at
the end of HN XXIX p. 216.
2
English translation: “Article about the Buddhaists of Ceylon, with a list of their books.” 		
Urs App: Schopenhauer refers to Mr. Joinville’s long article “On the Religion and Manners of
the People of Ceylon” found in AR 7, pp. 397–444. The list of books is on pp. 443–444 and
contains 17 works, including texts in Pali, Sanskrit and Singhalese, grammars, and dictionaries.
1
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Schopenhauer’s Notes to Asiatick Researches, vol. 8
HN XXIX, 227-249. Calcutta edition 1805; London edition 1808.
Borrowed in Dresden from 1816/4/26 until 1816/5/16

p 381. Rich, Yajush & Saman are the 3 principal portions of the
Vedas: Atharvana is commonly admitted as a fourth: & divers
mythological poems, entitled Itihása & Puránas are reckoned as a
supplement to the Scripture, & as such constitute a 5th Veda.
The mythological poems were only figuratively called a Veda.

Prayers employ’d at solemn rites called Yajnyas have been placed
in the 3 principal Vedas: those which are in prose are called Yajush;
such as are in metre are called Rich ; those intended to be chanted
are called Saman: & these names as distinguishing different portions
of the Vedas are anterior to their separation in Vyasas compilation.
But the Atharvana, not being used at the religious ceremonies
above mention’d, & containing prayers, employed at lustrations, at
rites conciliating the deities, <HN XXIX p. 228> & as imprecations on
ennemies, is essentially different of the other Vedas.

† i.e. the Vedas

p 387. Each Veda consists of 2 parts, denominated the Mantras &
the Brámanas, or prayers & precepts. the complete collection of the
hymns, prayers & invocations, belonging to one Veda, is entitled
its Sanhitá. Every other portion of the Veda is included under the
general head of divinity, Bráhmana. This comprises precepts, which
inculcate religious duties; maxims, which explain those precepts; &
arguments, which relate to Theology. But, in the present arrangement
of the Védas, the portion, which contains passages called Bráhmanas,
includes many, which are strictly prayers or Mantras. The Theology
of the Indian scripture†, comprehending the argumentative portion
called Vedanta, is contained in tracts, denominated Upanishads,
some of which are portions of the Bráhmana, properly so called;
others are found only in a detached form; and one is a part of a
Sanhitá itself. Colebrooke. <HN XXIX p. 229>
p 388 Rick-Veda, is called so because its Sanhita contains, for the
most part, encomiastick prayers in verses, & Rick signifies to laud.
p 391 The Rishi or Saint of a Mantra is “he by whom it is spoken”,
the inspired writer of the text.

The Dévatá is “that, which is therein mentioned”, generally the
Deity that is lauded or supplicated in the prayer, but also the Subject
treated in the Mantra.

If the Mantra is in form of a Dialogue, the discourses are alternately
considered as Rishi & Dévatá.
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p 392 The names of the respective authors of each passage are
preserved in the Anuncramani, or explanatory table of contents,
which has been handed down with the Veda itself, & of which the
authority is unquestionned. <HN XXIX p. 230>

p 395 The numerous names of deities invoked in the Vedas, are all
resolvable in different titles of 3 deities. The Nighanti or glossary
of the Vedas concludes with 3 lists of names of deities: the first
comprising such as are deemed synonymous with fire; the 2d with
air; the 3d with the Sun.

p 396: Passage out of the Niructa: “The deities are only 3, whose
places are the earth, the intermediate region & heaven: namely fire,
air & the Sun. They are pronounced to be the deities of the mysterious
names † severally: & Prajapati the Lord of Creatures is the deity of
them collectively. The syllable Om intends every deity: it belongs
to Paramesheti , him, who dwells in the supreme abode: to Brahme,
the vast one; to Deva, god; to Adhyátma, the superintending soul.
Other deities, belonging to the several regions, are portions of the 3
Gods: for they are variously named & described, on account of their
several operations: <HN XXIX p. 231> but in fact their is only one deity
the great soul, Mahán Átmá. He is called the Sun, for he is the soul
of all beings: & that is declared by the sage “the Sun is the Soul of
what moves & of that which is fixed”. Other deities are portions of
him: & that is expressely declared by the Sage: “The wise call fire
Indra, Mitra & Varuna &ca.

† Bhur, Bhurah,

Swar. See Menu
c2. v76

p 398 Every line of the Veda is replete with allusions to Mythology,
but not a mythology which avowedly exalts deified heroes, as in the
Puranas; but one which personifies the elements & planets; & which
peoples heaven & the region below with various orders of beings.
I observe however in many places the groundwork of Legend.
families in mythological poëms. But I do not remark any thing that
corresponds with the favorite legends of those sects, which worship
either the Linga or Sacti, or else Rama or Crishna.
<HN XXIX p. 232>

p 426 Asu is the unconscious volition, which occasions an act
necessary to the support of life, as breathing &ca.

472 The term Upanishad is in dictionnaries made equivalent to
Rehesya, which signifies mystery.† This last term is in fact frequently
employed by Menu & other ancient authors, where the commentators
understand Upanishad to be meant. But neither the etymology, nor
the acceptation of the word has any direct connection with the idea
of concealment, secrecy or mystery. Its proper meaning according
1

† Daher

Anquetil:
Secretum
tegendum 1

English translation: “Thus Anquetil: Secretum tegendum”. Urs App: Secretum tegendum (the
secret to be safeguarded) is A.-H. Anquetil-Duperron’s Latin rendering of the term “Upanishad”.
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to Sancara, Sayana & all the commentators is divine science or the
knowledge of god: & according to the same authorities, it is equally
applicable to Theology itself & to a book in which this science is
taught. Its derivation is from the verb sad (shad-lri) to destroy, to
move, or to weary, preceded by the prepositions upa near, & ni
continually, or nis certainly. <HN XXIX p. 233>
p 473 The whole of the Indian Theology is professedly founded on
the Upanishads: it is expressely so affirmed in the Vedanta Sára, v 3.
Those which have been before described (in this essay) have been
shown to be extracts from the Veda. The rest are also consider’d
as appartaining to the Indian Scripture: it does not however appear
whether they are detached essays, or have been extracted from a
Bráhmaná of the Atharva-Veda.
In the best copies of the 52 Upanishads the first 15 are stated to
have been taken from the AtharvaVeda. The remaining 37 appear
to be various Sac’has, mostly to that of the Paipaladis, but some
from other Vedas.

p 474 The Mundaca & Prasna are the 2 first Upanishads of the
Atharvana, & of great importance: each of them has 6 sections. The
9 succeeding Upanishads are of inferior importance. Then follows
the Manducya, consisting of 4 parts, each constituting a distinct
Upanishad. <HN XXIX p. 234> This abstruse treatise comprises the most
important doctrines of the Vedanta.

p 488 I think it probable, that the Vedas were composed by
Dwapayana, the person who is said to have collected them, & who
is thence surnamed Vyasa, or the compiler. (Colebrooke.)

Vol. IX, p 293
Colebrook says: “The
mere mention of
Rama & Crishna in a
passage of the Vedas,
without any indication
of peculiar reverence,
would not authorize a
presumption against
the genuineness
of that passage.

p 494 Liable to suspicion of being spurious are the remaining
detached Upanishads of the AtharvanaVeda, which are not
received in the best collection of 52 theological tracts belonging to
the AtharvaVeda; & even some of those which are there inserted,
particularly 2: one entitled Rama Tapanya, consisting of 2 parts
Purva & Uttara: & the other called Gopala Tapanya, also comprising
2 parts, of which one is named Crishna Upanishad. The suspicion
on these latter is chiefly grounded on the opinion, that the sects
which now worship Rama & Crishna as incarnations of Vishnu, are
comparatively new. I have not found in any other part of <HN XXIX p.
235> the Vedas the least trace of such a worship. The real doctrine
of the whole Indian scripture is the unity of the deity, in whom the
universe is comprehended: & the seeming polytheism which it
exhibits, offers the elements, & the stars & planets as gods. The
3 principal manifestations of the divinity, with other personified
attributes & energies, & most of the other Gods of the Hindu
mythology, are indeed mentioned, or at least indicated, in the Vedas.
But the worship of deified heroes is no part of that system: nor are
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the incarnations of the deities suggested in any other portion of the
text, which I have seen.

According to the notions which I entertain of the real history of the
Hindu religion, the worship of Rama & Crishna by the Vaishanavas,
& that of Mahadeva & Bavani by the Saivas & Sactas have been
generally introduced since the persecution of the Baudd’has &
Jainas. The institutions of the Vedas are anterior to Budd’ha <HN
XXIX p. 236> whose Theology seems to have been borrowed from the
system of Capila, & whose most conspicuous practical doctrine is
stated to have been the unlawfullness of Killing animals, which in
his opinion were to frequently slain for the purpose of eating their
flesh, under the pretence of performing a sacrifice of Yajnya. The
overthrow of the sect of Buddha in India has not effected the full
revival of the religious system inculcated in the Vedas. Most of
what is there taught is now obsolete; & in its stead new orders of
religious devotees have been instituted, & new forms of religious
ceremonies have been establish’d. Rituals founded on the Puranas,
& observances borrowed from a worse source the Tantras, have, in
great measure, antiquated the institutions of the Vedas. The adoration
of Rama & Crishna has succeeded to that of the elements & planets.
If this opinion be well founded it follows, that the Upanishads in
question have been probably composed in later times, since the
introduction of the worship of Rama & Gopala. <HN XXIX p. 237>

I suppose both heroes
to have been known
caracters in ancient
fabulous history; but
conjecture, that, on the
same basis, new fables
have been erected, etc.
voting those personages
to the rank of gods.
So Chrishna, son of
Devacy, is mentiond in an
Upanishad as receiving
theological information
from Gna.

p 497. The ancient
dialect, in which the
Vedas, especially the
3 first, are composed,
is extremely difficult
& obscure, & is the
parent of a more
polite & refined
language, the
classical Sanskrit .

Colebrookes Abhandlung† pp 377–497 dieses Bandes, aus der † on the Vedas
mehrere Stellen auf dem vorigen Bogen stehn, enthält mehrere
Auszüge aus den Vedas, davon ich das Vorzüglichste hersetze.1

p 421. Aitareya Upanishad; from Rig Veda.

Conf: Oupnek’hat,
§ 4. Originally this universe was indeed Soul only: nothing else Vol 2, p 57 seqq

whatsoever existed, active or inactive. He thought: “ I will create
worlds.” Thus he created these various worlds; water, light, mortal
beings & the waters. That “water” is the region above heaven, which
heaven upholds; the atmosphere comprises light; & the regions
below are “the waters.”
He thought: “These are indeed worlds. I will create guardians of
worlds.” Thus he drew from the waters, & framed an embodied
being. † He viewed him, & of that being, so contemplated, the mouth
opened as an egg: from the mouth speech issued, from speech fire
proceeded. The nostrils spread; from the nostrils breath passed; from
breath, air was propagated. <HN XXIX p. 238> The eyes opened: from
the eyes a glance sprung; from that glance the sun was produced.

† Purusha, a
human form.

Abhängigkeit
des Objekts
vom Subjekt2

English translation: “Colebrooke’s treatise [margin note: ‘on the Vedas’] p. 377–497 of this
volume, of which several passages are found on the preceding sheet, contains several excerpts
from the Vedas, of which I put the most excellent here”.
2
English translation: “Dependance of the object from the subject”
1
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The ears dilated: from the ears came hearkening: & from that the
regions of space. The skin expanded; from the skin hair rose; from
that grew herbs & trees. The breast opened; from the breast mind
issued: & from mind, the moon. The navel burst; from the navel
came deglutition; from that, death. The generative organ burst;
thence flowed productive seed: whence waters drew their origin.

These deities being thus framed, fell into this vast ocean: & to Him
they came with thirst & hunger: & him they thus addressed: “Grant
Der Makrokosmus us a smaller size, wherein abiding we may eat food”. He offered to
fordert den
them the form of a cow: they said: “That is not sufficient for us.”
Mikrokosmus.1
He exhibited to them the form of a horse: they say: “neither that is
sufficient for us”. He showed them the human form: they exclaimed:
“Well done, ah, wonderfull!” Therefore man alone is pronounced
to be “well formed”. <HN XXIX p. 239>
Abhängigkeit des
Subjekts vom
Objekt.2

He bade them occupy their respective places. Fire becoming speech,
entered the mouth. Air becoming breath, proceeded to the nostrils.
The sun becoming sight, penetrated the eyes. Space became hearing
& occupied the ears. Herbs & trees became hair & filled the skin.
The moon becoming mind, entered the breast. Death becoming
deglutition penetrated the navel; & water became productive seed
& occupied the generative organ.
Hunger & thirst addressed him, saying: “Assign us our places”.
He replied: “You I distribute among these deities: & I make you
participant with them.” Therefore is it that to whatever deity an
oblation is offered, hunger & thirst participate with them.
He reflected: “These are worlds, & regents of worlds: for them I will

Feuchtigkeit ist
frame food”. He viewed the waters: from waters, thus contemplated,
die Bedingung alles form issued; & food is form, which was so produced.
Lebens.3

<HN XXIX p. 240> Being thus framed, it turn’d away & sought to flee.
The primeval man endeavoured to seeze it by speech; but could not
attain it by his voice: had he by his voice taken it, hunger would be
satisfied by naming food.
breathing;
smelling food
in vain;
Even so he
a glance;
seeing food
else
attempted
hearing;
hearing food
hunger
by
touch;
touching food
would
thinking;
meditating on
be
the
food
satisfied
generative
by
emission.
organ;

English translation: “The macrocosm requires the microcosm.”
English translation: “Dependance of the subject from the object.”
3
English translation: “Humidity is the condition for all life.”
1
2
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Lastly he endeavord to catch it by deglutition, & thus he did swallow
it: that air, which is so drawn in, seizes food; & that very air is the
band of life.
He (the universal soul) reflected: “how can this body exist without
me?” He considered by which extremity he should penetrate. He
thought: “if without me speech discourse, breath inhale & sight view;
if hearing hear, skin feel & mind meditate; if deglutition swallow
& the organ of generation perform its functions; then who am I?”

Parting the suture, He penetrated by <HN XXIX p. 241> this route. That
opening is called the suture (vidriti) & is the road to beatitude.
Of that soul the places of recreation are 3, & the modes of sleep as
many: the right eye, the throat & the heart.

Thus born (as the animating spirit) he discriminated the elements,
remarking: “what else but him can I here affirm to exist”. And he
contemplated this thinking person (Purusha), the vast expanse
(Brahme, or the great one), exclaiming: “It have I seen”. Therefore
is he named It–seeing (Idam-dra): It–seeing is indeed his name: &
him, being It–seeing, they call by a remote appellation Indra. For
the Gods delight in concealment of their name & privacy.

§ 5 This living principle is first, in man, a fetus, or productive seed,
which is the essence drawn from all the members of his body: thus
the man nourishes himself within himself. But when he emits it into
woman, he procreates that fetus: & such is its first birth. <HN XXIX p.
242> It becomes indentified with the woman; & being such, as is her
own body, it does not destroy her. She cherishes his† own self, thus
received within her; & as nurturing him, she ought to be cherished by
him.†† The woman nourishes that fetus: but he previously cherishes
the child, & further does so after its birth. Since he supports the child
before & after birth, he cherishes himself: & that, for the perpetual
succession of persons; for thus are these persons perpetuated. Such
is his second birth.
This second self becomes his representative for holy acts of religion:
& that other self, having fulfilled its obligations, & completed its
period of life deceases. Departing hence, he is born again (in some
other shape) & such is his third birth.

This was declared by the holy sage: “Within the womb I have
recognized all the successive births of these deities. A hundred
bodies, like iron chains, hold me down: yet, like a falcon, I swiftly
rise.” Thus spoke Vamadeva, reposing in the womb: & possessing
this intuitive <HN XXIX p. 243> knowledge, he rose, after bursting that
corporal confinement; & ascending to the blissfull region of heaven,
Swarga) he attained every wish & became immortal. He became
immortal.
1

English translation: “Only for the subject of cognition the world exists.”
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† Asu, the

unconscious
volition, which
occasions an act
necessary to the
support of life, as
breathing &ca.

††

Brahma, (in the
masculine gender) here
denotes, according to
the commentators,
the intelligent spirit,
whose birth was in the
mundane egg: from
which [illegible remark
between lines] is named
Hiranyagarbha. Indra
is the chief of the
gods, or subordinate
deities; meaning the
elements & planets.
Prajápati is the first
embodied spirit, called
Viraj & described in
the preceding part of
this extract. The gods
are fire & the rest, as
stated.
p 438. Viraj is the
primeval & universal
manifested being: a
horse is its emblem,
whose head being
morning, whose eye
the Sun, whose breath
air, whose ear the
moon &ca. Also the
609 various animals,
whose assemblage
constitutes an
imaginary victim at an
Aswamedha (sacrifice)
represents the
universal being Viraj.

††† bráhmana
Conf: Oupnek’hat, Vol 1,
p 121.

Scheint nicht
herzugehören2

1
2

§ 6 What is this soul? that we may worship him. Which is the soul?
is it that by which man sees? by which he hears? by which he smells
odours? by which he utters speech? by which he discriminates a
pleasant or unpleasant taste? Is it the heart (or understanding) or
the mind (or will)? Is it sensation? or power? or discrimination?
or comprehension? perception? retention? attention? application?
haste (or pain)? or memory? assent? determination? animal action?†
wish? desire?

All those are only various names of apprehension. But this (soul,
consisting in the faculty of apprehension) is Brahma; he is Indra;
he is (Prajapati) the Lord of creatures: these gods are he, & so are
the 5 primary elements, earth, air, the ethereal fluid, water & light.
†† These & the same joined with <HN XXIX p. 244> minute objects &
other seeds (of existence) & again other beings produced from eggs,
& born in wombs, or originating in hot moisture, or springing from
plants, whether horses, or kine, or men, or elephants, whatever lives,
or walks, or flies, or whatever is immovable (as herbs & trees) all
that is the eye of intelligence (Maltauyi). On intellect every thing is
founded: the world is the eye of intellect: & intellect is its foundation.
Intelligence is (Brahme) the great one.
By this (intuitively) intelligent Soul, that sage ascended from the
present world to the blissfull region of heaven: & obtaining all his
wishes became immortal. He became immortal.
folgt ein Gebet.1 —

p 439. At the beginning of Vrihadaranyaca (Upanishad)

Nothing existed in this world before the production of mind: this
universe was encircled by death eager to devour: for death is the
devourer. He framed mind, being desirous to become himself endued
with a soul. Conf: Oupnek’hat. Vol. I. P 101. <HN XXIX p. 245>
Out of an Upanishad of the YajurVeda the 4th article ††† of the 3d
lecture of the Vrihad aranyaca, is the following description of Viraj.

This variety of forms was, before the production of body, soul,
bearing a human shape. Next, looking around, that primeval being
saw none but himself: & he first said: “I am I”. Therefore his name
was “I”: & thence even now, a man, when called first answers: “It
is I”, & then declares any other name, which appertains to him.

Since he, being anterior to all this (which seeks supremacy) did
consume by fire all sinful (obstacles to his own supremacy) therefore
does the man, who knows (this truth) overcome him, who seeks to
be before him.

English translation: “there follows a prayer”
English translation: “Does not seem to belong here”
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He felt dread: & therefore man fears, when alone. But he reflected:
“Since nothing exists besides myself, why should I fear?” Thus his
terror departed from him: for why should he dread, since terror
must be of another?

He felt not delight; & therefore man delights not, when alone.
He <HN XXIX p. 246> wished the existence of another: & instantly he
became such as is man & woman in mutual embrace. He caused
this his own self to fall in twain, & thus became a husband & a
wife. Therefore was this body so separated, as it were an imperfect
moiety of himself: for so Yajnyawalcya has pronounced it. This
blanc therefore is completed by woman. He approached her, &
thence were human beings produced.

She reflected doubtingly: “how can he, heaving produced me from
himself, (incestuously) approach me? I will now assume a disguise.”
She became a cow, & the other became a bull, & approached her,
& the issue were kind. She was changed into a mare, & he into a
stallion: one was turned into a female ass, & the other into a male
one: thus did he again approach her, & the one hoofed kind was the
offspring. She became a female goat, & he a male one: she was an
ewe, & he a ram: thus he approached her, & goats & sheep were the
progeny. In this manner <HN XXIX p. 247> did he create every existing
pair whatsovever, even to the ants & minutest insects.
Out of the 2d Taittiryaca Upanishad.
YajurVeda.

That, whence all beings are produced: that, by which they live, when
born: that, towards which they tend; & that, into which they pass;
do thou seek, for that is Brahme.

He thought deeply, & having thus meditated, he knew Ananda (or
felicity) to be Brahme: for all these beings are indeed produced from
pleasure; when born they live by joy; they tend towards happiness;
they pass into felicity.

Der Wille zum
Leben ist die
Quelle und das
Wesen der
Dinge.1

Out of the AtharvaVeda: the Mundaca Upanishad. 1st section.

Two sorts of science must be distinguish’d: the supreme science
& another. This other is the Rig-Veda, the Yajur Veda, Sama Veda,
Atharva Veda, the rules of accentuation, the rites of religion,
grammar, prosody, astronomy, also the Itihasa & Purana & logic,
& the system of moral duties. <HN XXIX p. 248>
1

English translation: “The will to live is the source and the essence of things.”
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Das Beste lässt
sich nicht lehren.1

Die Idee erscheint
vielfach in den
Individuen.2

But the supreme science is that, by which this unperishable (nature)
is apprehended: invisible (or imperceptible, as is that nature): not to
be seized, nor to be deduced: devoid of colour; destitute of eyes &
ears: without hands or feet; yet ever variously pervading all: minute
unalterable, & contemplated by the wise for the source of beings.

— As the spider spins, & gathers back (its thread); as plants sprout
on the earth; as hairs grow on a living person: so is this universe
here produced from the unperishable nature. By contemplation,
the vast one germinates; from him food, (or body) is produced;
& thence successively breath, mind, real (elements), worlds, &
immortality, arrising from (good) deeds. The omniscient is profound
contemplation, consisting in the knowledge of him, who knows all:
& from that, the (manifested) vast one, as well as names, forms,
food, proceed: & this is truth. <HN XXIX p. 249>

p 530. The Singalese put Goutama Buddha’s death, 542 a.C.n.: &
it may be esteem’d deserving credit.

Schopenhauer’s Notes to Asiatick Researches, vol. 9
HN XXIX, 249-250. Calcutta edition 1807; London 1st edition 1809.
Borrowed in Dresden from 1816/5/14 until 1816/5/20

p 88. Dharma Raja, the subordinate Menu of his Calpa, was really the
Minos of the Greeks: & Crishna or Radhamohana was Rhadamantus:
Minos lived 1320 a.C.n.

p 244–322. Mehrere ausführliche Berichte über die heretische
Sekte der Jainas.3
p 289. The followers of the Vedas, according to the Theology
explained in the Vedanta, considering the human soul as a portion
of the devine & universal mind, believe, that it is capable of perfect
union with the divine essence: & the writers of the Vedanta not only
affirm, that this union & identity are attained through a knowledge,
as by them taught; but have hinted that by such means the particular
soul becomes God, even to the actual attainment of supremacy.
Vrihad Aranyaca Upanishad.
Colebrooke. <HN XXIX, p. 250>

English translation: “The best can not be taught.”
English translation: “The idea appears manyfold in individuals.”
3
English translation: “Several detailed accounts about the heretical sect of the Jainas.”
1
2
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p 291 According to the doctrine of the Jainas the soul is never
completely separated from matter, until it obtain a final release
from corporeal sufferance, by deification, through a perfect disengagement from good & evil, in the person of a beatified Saint.
Intermediately it receives retribution for the benefits or injuries
ascribable to it in its actual or precedent state, according to a strict
principle of retaliation, receiving pleasure & pain from the same
individual, who, in a present or former state, was either benefited
or aggrieved.
p 296–300 Nachrichten der Griechen von Indien, zusammengestellt.2

Mythische
Darstellung meiner
Lehre, daß der Peiniger
u. der Gepeinigte nur
in der Erscheinung,
durch das princ.
individuationis,
verschieden sind, an
sich aber Eins.1

Rudra u. Mahadew sind Beinamen des Schiwa. Siehe Oupnekhat
p 440 & 411, 412.3

English translation: “Mythical presentation of my teaching that the torturer and the tortured are
only different in appearance, through the principium individuationis; in themselves they are one.”
2
English translation: “Information about the Greeks of India, arranged.”
3
English translation: “Rudra and Mahadew are alternative names of Shiwa. See Oupnek’hat p.
440 & 411, 412.”
1
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APPENDIX 3: MORRISON’S DICTIONARY PASSAGES IN SCHOPENHAUER’S 1822 EXCERPTS
Robert Morrison: Dictionary of the Chinese Language. Macao: East India Company, 1815, vol. 1, part 1
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APPENDIX 4: NOTES AND EXCERPTS FROM DESHAUTERAYES (1826)
Schopenhauer’s notes in the Foliant II
notebook (Schopenhauer 1985:3.305-6)

English translation (Urs App)

Im 7ten Band des Journal Asiatique Paris

In the seventh volume of the Journal Asia-

1825 steht eine ziemlich ausführliche und

tique Paris 1825 there is a fairly detailed

überaus schöne Darstellung des Lebens und

and exceedingly beautiful description of the

der esoterischen Lehre des Fo oder Budda,

life and esoteric doctrine of Fo or Buddha,

oder Schige-Muni, Schakia-Muni, welche

or Shige-Muni, Shakia-Muni, which agrees

wundervoll übereinstimmt mit meinem

wonderfully with my system. The eighth

System. Im 8ten Band steht als Fortsetzung

volume features as a continuation the ex-

die exoterische Lehre, die aber ganz

oteric doctrine, but this is wholly mytho-

mythologisch und viel weniger interessant

logical and much less interesting. Both are

ist. Beides von Deshauterayes gestorben

by Deshauterayes who died in 1795.

1795.

z. B. Vol: 7. p. 171

E. g. Vol. 7. p. 171

De mes yeux de Fo je considère tous les

With my Buddha-eyes I consider all per-

êtres intelligibles des 3 mondes: la nature

ceptible beings of the three worlds; nature

est en moi, & par elle-même libre & déga-

is in me, and it is by itself unencumbered

gée de tous liens : je cherche quelque chose

and free of all bonds: I look for something

de réel parmi tous les mondes, mais je n’y

real in all three worlds but cannot find any-

peux rien trouver : & comme j’ai posé la

thing; and because I have put my root into

1

racine dans le néant , aussi le tronc, les

nothing, 2 also the trunk, the branches and

branches & les feuilles sont entièrement

the leaves are totally annihilated: so as soon

anéantis : ainsi lorsque quelqu’un est déli-

as someone is freed or liberated from ig-

vré ou dégagé de l’ignorance, dès-lors il est

norance, he is also liberated from old age

1

(Schopenhauer’s note in the margins:) Ich hab meine Wurzel ins Nichts geschlagen.

2

Urs App: In this note Schopenhauer simply adds his German translation of Deshauterayes’s j’ai posé la

racine dans le néant, which he regarded as important and underlined.
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délivré de la vieillesse et de la mort.

and death.

p. 233. De toute éternité, l’inclination au

From all eternity, the inclination to good as

bien, ainsi que l’amour, la cupidité & la

well as love, cupidity and concupiscence

concupiscence (Fleischeslust), se trouvent

are found naturally in everything that is

naturellement dans tout ce qui prend nais-

born. From this comes the transmigration

sance. De là vient la transmigration des

of souls. Everything that

âmes. Tout ce qui

naît, de quelque

whatever way this happens—from an egg, a

manière qu’il naisse, soit de l’uf, on du

mother’s bosom, from rot, or from trans-

sein maternel, ou de la pourriture, ou par

formation—takes its nature and its life from

transformation, tire sa nature & sa vie de la

the concupiscence to which cupidity leads

concupiscence, à laquelle la cupidité porte

love; so it is in love that the transmigration

l’amour : ainsi c’est de l’amour que la

of souls has its origin.

<305>

<305>

is born, in

transmigration des âmes tire son origine.
L’amour, excité par les cupidités de tout

Excited by cupidities of all kinds that lead

genre qui l’induisent à concupiscence, est la

it to concupiscence, love is the cause of the

cause de ce que la vie et la mort se succè-

continuous succession of life and death by

dent tour à tour par la voie de la transmigra-

way of transmigration. From love comes

tion. De l’amour vient la concupiscence, et

concupiscence, and from concupiscence

de la concupiscence la vie. Tous les êtres

comes life. All living beings, by loving life,

vivants, en aimant la vie, en aiment aussi

also love its origin. Love induced to concu-

l’origine. L’amour induit à concupiscence

piscence is the cause of life; love of life is

est la cause de la vie : l’amour de la vie en

its effect, etc. —

est l’effet, etc. —

3

pag: 242 . . . Ces trois sectes3 s’accordent

pag: 242 . . . These three sects 5 all agree

toutes en ce principe que toutes choses ne

about the principle that all things are but

(Schopenhauer’s note in the margins:) En Chine, savoir les bonces Hochang, (sectateurs de Fo), les bon-

ces Taossee & les philosophes. —
5

(Schopenhauer’s note in the margins:) In China, that is to say, the hochang bonzes (sectarians of Fo), the
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sont qu’un, c’est à dire que comme la ma-

one, that is to say, that as with primary mat-

tière première, de même leurs formes ne

ter, their forms are only parts of the univer-

sont que des parties de l’âme universelle,

sal soul which makes up nature and which

qui fait la nature, & qui au fond n’est point

at bottom is not at all truly distinct from

réellement distincte de la matière.4

matter.6

Taoist bonzes, and the philosophers.
4

(Schopenhauer’s note in the margins:) Viel sehr Lesenswerthes über den Buddhaismus hat Abel-Rémusat,

Mélanges Asiatiques Vol: 1. 1825.
6

(Schopenhauer’s note in the margins:) Much that is worth reading about Buddhism is found in Abel-

Rémusat, Mélanges Asiatiques Vol: 1. 1825. —
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APPENDIX 5: THE CHINESE COSMOLOGY ARTICLE (ASIATIC JOURNAL, 1826)
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APPENDIX 6: MORRISON PASSAGES IN THE CHINESE COSMOLOGY ARTICLE OF 1826
Robert Morrison: Dictionary of the Chinese Language. Macao: East India Company, 1815, vol. 1, part 1
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APPENDIX 7: SCHOPENHAUER’S MARKS IN HIS COPY OF THE LATIN MENCIUS TRANSLATION

Cover page: “Philosophia politica, constans locis communibus putidis & nauseosis”
(political philosophy, monotony of pedantic and nauseous platitudes)

Title page (no markings; for reference)
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Pages vi and vii. Pencil marks sometimes smudge opposite pages.

Pages x and xi. “Confucius” in right margin of p. xi.
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Pages xii and xiii: Question mark in margin of line 7 on p. xii

Pages xvi and xvii. What seem lines on p. xvii are smudges
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Pages xx and xxi: Tchu-hi on p. xx underlined; only smudge on p. xxi.

Pages xxviii & xxvix (should be xxix): four words underlined on p. xxix
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Pages xxx & xxxi: line in margin of p. xxxi; on page xxx only smudge

Pages 10 & 11: only “semicani” underlined on p. 10; four words on p. 11
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Pages 14 & 15: lines only on p. 14; on p. 15 only smudges

Pages 34 & 35: lines only on p. 34
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Pages 38 & 39: “fugere” in margin of p. 39; lines only on p. 39

Pages 40 & 41: lines only on p. 40
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Pages 42 & 43: “non” struck out on p. 43; smudge only on p. 42

Pages 46 & 47: line only in margin of p. 47
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Pages 48 & 49: lines only on p. 49

Pages 50 & 51: “qui” struck out on p. 51; lines only on p. 51
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Pages 52 & 53: underlines only on p. 52

Pages 58 & 59: lines only on p. 59
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Pages 62 & 63: only one line in right margin of p. 63

Pages 118 & 119: only one line in left margin of p. 118
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Pages 122 & 123: on p. 122 underlined “non patiendi homines animum” and “misericordiae”;
short lines in left margin of p. 122 only where underlined words are. On p. 123 are underlined:
“non patiendi homines animum”, “miserescendi animum”, “misericordiae”

Pages 124 & 125: “laedat” underlined twice; “laedantur” in margin; “Confucius” underlined
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Pages 128 & 129: line in margin only on p. 129

Pages 130 & 131: lines in margin and underlines only on p. 130; smudges on p. 131
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Page 132 (last page of translation) & page 64 (last page of Chinese text that begins in back)

Pages 42 & 43 of the Chinese text (sample; no markings by Schopenhauer in Chinese text part)
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Last page of Julien’s Meng tseu; title page of Chinese text which begins from back
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APPENDIX 8: SYNOPTIC EDITION OF SCHOPENHAUER’S SINOLOGY ESSAY (1836 & 1854)
1st ed. (1836)

2nd ed. (1854)

Sinology.

Sinology.

Nothing may be more telling an indicator
of the high standard of China’s civilization than the almost unbelievable number
of its inhabitants that, according to an official census of 1813, amounted to 361
1
/2 million. Indeed, if we compare different
periods and countries, we notice that, on
the whole, the level of civilization and
the number of inhabitants move in step.

Nothing may be more telling an indicator
of the high standard of China’s civilization than the almost unbelievable number
of its inhabitants. According to Gützlaff, it
is now estimated at 367 million. Indeed,
if we compare different periods and
countries, we notice that, on the whole,
the level of civilization and the number
of inhabitants move in step.

Because of their pushy eagerness
to teach the ancient Chinese people their
own, comparatively recent beliefs,

Because of their pushy eagerness
to teach the ancient Chinese people their
own comparatively recent beliefs, and
because of their vanity-driven effort to
look for earlier traces in China, the Jesuit
missions of the 17th and the 18th centuries did not manage to thoroughly inform
themselves about the beliefs that reign
there. Thus Europe has only in the present age gained some knowledge of the
religious landscape of China. We do know
that there is, first of all, a national cult
of nature that is common to all and that
stems from the most ancient times—reportedly even from the times before man
had discovered the use of fire, which is
why the animal sacrifices were offered
uncooked. To this cult belong the sacrifices
that the emperor and the grand dignitaries publicly perform at set times or after
great events. They are especially directed
to the blue heavens and the earth—to the
former at the winter and to the latter at

<126>

the Jesuit missions
of the 17th and the 18th centuries did
not manage to inform themselves about
the beliefs that reign there. Thus Europe
has only in the present age gained some
knowledge of the religious landscape of
China, and we know that there are three
faiths. [First,] the ancient teaching of
reason or world-order that was treated
by the philosophers long before Confucius,
the teaching of the principle inherent in all
things, the great One, the lofty peak. It
now seems to have receded very much to
the background and its teachers appear
to have fallen into discredit.
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1st ed. (1836)

2nd ed. (1854)

the summer solstice—and furthermore to
all possible powers of nature such as the
sea, mountains, rivers, winds, thunder, rain, <118>
fire, etc., each of which is presided over by a
genius to which numerous sanctuaries are
dedicated. On the other hand, sanctuaries
are also dedicated to the genii that are
in charge of each province, town, village,
street, and even family funeral and sometimes a shop; but these latter only receive
a private cult. But the official cult is also
rendered to the great former emperors,
the founders of dynasties, and to heroes,
i.e. to all those who have by their teachings
or deeds become benefactors of (Chinese)
mankind. These also have sanctuaries; Confucius alone has 1,650. Hence the great
number of small sanctuaries all over China.
Linked to this cult of heroes is that which
every proper family dedicates to its ancestors on their graves.— Apart from this
general cult of nature and heroes there
are, from a more dogmatic point of view,
three religious doctrines in China. First,
that of the Taossee, founded by Laotse,
the older contemporary of Confucius. It is
the doctrine of reason, as the inner world
order or inherent principle of all things, the
great One, the lofty gable beam (Taiki) that
carries all rafters of the roof yet hovers
above them (properly the all-pervading
world soul), and the Tao, i.e. the Way, namely
to salvation, i.e. to deliverance from the
world and its misery. A description of
this teaching was given to us in 1842
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1st ed. (1836)

<127>

2nd ed. (1854)

Second, the wisdom of Confucius, which is especially popular with
the scholars and politicians and which
resembles a broad, somewhat commonplace moral philosophy without a basis in
metaphysics.
Finally, for the great mass of the nation, there is the solemn and loving teaching of the Buddha whose name in China
is pronounced Fo, whereas in Tartary he
is called Schakia-Muni, also BurkhanBakschi, but in India often Gotama.*

* For the general acquaintance with his life
and his teaching I recommend especially a
beautiful biography of his, as it were the
gospel of the Buddhists, by Deshauterayes, in French in volume 7 of the Journal
Asiatique, Paris 1825. — Likewise, one
finds much valuable information about
Buddhism in the Mélanges Asiatiques

by Stanislas Julien in the translation of
Laotseu Taote-king, wherein we see that
the meaning and spirit of the doctrine of
Tao are wholly congruent with those of
Buddhism. Nevertheless, this sect seems
now to have very much receded to the
background and its teachers, the Taossee,
fallen into discredit. —Second, we have the
wisdom of Confucius, which is especially
popular with the scholars and politicians.
To judge from the translations, this is a
broad, common-place, and for the most
part political moral philosophy without
any basis in metaphysics; it appears quite
specifically insipid and boring. —Finally
there is, for the great mass of the nation,
the solemn and loving teaching of the
Buddha whose name (or rather title) is in
China pronounced as Fo or Fuh, whereas
in Tartary the Victorious-Perfected One
is called after his family name SchakiaMuni but also Burkhan-Bakschi, by the <119>
Burmese and in Ceylon mostly Gotama,
also Tatágata, while he originally was called
#
Prince Siddharta.
# For the benefit of those who want to
get closer acquaintance with Buddhism I
will here list from the relevant literature
in European languages those publications
which I, on account of my ownership and
familiarity with them, can truly recommend; some others, for example by Hodgson and A. Rémusat, I omit on purpose.
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1st ed. (1836)

2nd ed. (1854)

par Abel-Rémusat Vol. 1. 1825 — and
also in J. J. Schmidt’s Geschichte der
Ost-Mongolen [History of the Eastern
Mongols] 1829. — And now that the
Asiatic Society of Paris is finally in possession of the Gandschur or Kaghiour, we
can look forward with joyful confidence to
a presentation of Buddhism based on its
own canonical books.

I) Dsanglun, or the Wise and the Fool, in
Tibetan and German, by J. J. Schmidt,
Petersb. 1843, 2 vols, 4., contains in the
preface to the first (i.e. Tibetan) volume
from pp. XXXI to XXXVIII a very short but
excellent summary of the entire teaching, very useful for a first acquaintance
with it; also, the entire book is to be recommended as a part of the Kandschur
(canonical books). —2) By the same excellent author, several German lectures
about Buddhism that were held between
1829 and 1832 and later in the Academy of St. Petersburg are to be found
in the relevant volumes of the Academy
Proceedings. As they are exceedingly
valuable for the knowledge of this religion,
it is very desirable that they be printed
together and be published in Germany.
— 3) By the same author: Researches
about the Tibetans and Mongols, Petersb. 1824. — 4) By the same author:
about the kinship of gnostic-theosophical teachings with Buddhism. 1828. —
5) By the same author: History of the
East-Mongols, 1829. — 6) Two papers
by Schiefner, in German, in the Melanges
Asiat. tirés du Bulletin historico-philol. de
l’acad. de St. Petersb. Tom. I. 1851. — 7)
Samuel Turner’s Journey to the court of
the Teshoo Lama, a. d. E., 1801. — 8)
Bochinger, la vie ascétique chez les Indous
et les Bouddhistes, Strasb. 1831. — 9)
In vol. 7 of the Journal Asiatique, 1825,
there is an very beautiful biography of
the Buddha by Deshauterayes. — 10)
Burnouf, Introd. à I’hist. du Buddhisme,
Vol. 1, 4. 1844. — 11) Rgya Tsher Rolpa, transI. from the Tibetan by Foucaux.
1848, 4. This is the Lalitavistara, i.e. the
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life of the Buddha, the gospel of the Buddhists. — 12) Foe Koue Ki, relation des
royaumes Bouddhiques, transI. from the
Chinese by Abel Rémusat. 1836. 4. —
13) Déscription du Tubet, transI. from
the Chinese into Russian by Bitchourin
and from Russian into French by Klaproth.
1831. —14) Klaproth, fragmens Bouddhiques, offprint from the nouveau Journ.
Asiat. March 1831. — 15) Spiegel, de
officiis sacerdotum Buddhicorum, Palice
et latine. 1841. — 16) By the same author, anecdota Palica, 1845. — 17) Asiatic researches, Vol. 6. Buchanan, on the
religion of the Burmas; and Vol. 20, Calcutta 1839, part 2, contains three very
important papers by Csoma Körösi that
contain analyses of books of the Kandschur. — 18) Sangermano, the Burmese <120>
Empire; Rome, 1833. — 19) Turnour, the
Mahawanzo, Ceylon, 1836. — 20) Upham, the Mahavansi, Raja Ratnacari and
Rajavali. 3 Vol. 1833. — 21) The same
author’s doctrine of Buddhism. 1829.
fol. — 22) Spence Hardy, Eastern monachism, 1850. — 23) The same author’s
Manual of Budhism. 1853. These two excellent books that were written by its author after a twenty-year stay in Ceylon
and oral instruction by its priests, have
given me more insight into the innermost
heart of Buddhist doctrine than any others. They merit being translated into German, but unabbreviated, as otherwise the
best could easily be omitted.
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His teaching reigns in
the largest portion of Asia and counts
according to Upham, the latest researcher,
300 million faithful, which probably constitutes the greatest number among all
faiths of this planet. These three religions
of China—of which the most widely adopted Buddhism, very much to its credit,
subsists entirely without state protection
and solely by its own power, are not in
the least hostile toward each other; rather,
they exist calmly side by side. They even
have, possibly through mutual influence,
a certain conformity with each other,
which is why there is even an adage that
“the three teachings are just one.”

<128>

		
All of these three
religions are neither monotheistic nor
polytheistic and, at least in the case of
Buddhism, also not pantheistic because
the Buddha did not regard as theophany
a world that is submerged in sin and suffering and whose beings, all destined to
die, subsist for a short while by eating
one another. Anyhow, the word pantheism essentially contains a contradiction

This religion which, on account of its <120>
inherent excellence and truth as well as its
majority of adherents, is to be regarded as
the most noble on earth, reigns in the largest portion of Asia and counts according
to Spence Hardy, the latest researcher,
369 million faithful, which is , far more than
any other religion. —
These three religions of China,
of which the most widely adopted Buddhism, very much to its credit, subsists
entirely without state protection and

solely by its own power, are not in the
least hostile toward each other; rather,
they exist calmly side by side. They even
have, possibly through mutual influence,
a certain conformity with each other,
which is why there is even an adage that
“the three teachings are just one”. The
emperor, for his part, professes all three;
but many emperors until most recent
times have been especially fond of Buddhism; evidence of this is found in their
deep respect of the Dalai-Lama and the
Teschu-Lama to which they unconditionally accord preeminence. — All of these
three religions are neither monotheistic
nor polytheistic and, at least in the case
of Buddhism, also not pantheistic because
the Buddha did not regard as theophany
a world that is submerged in sin and suffering and whose beings, all destined to
die, subsist for a short while by eating
one another. Anyhow, the word pantheism essentially contains a contradiction
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and is a concept that cancels itself; thus
it has never been regarded as more than a
courteous expression by those who understand serious business. Thus the brilliant
and sharp-witted philosophers of the past
century never thought of not regarding
Spinoza as an atheist because he called
the world Deus: rather, this discovery was
reserved for the clown philosophers of
our times who know nothing but words
and are even proud of this.

and is a concept that cancels itself; thus
it has never been regarded as more than
a courteous expression by those who
understand serious business. Thus the
brilliant and sharp-witted philosophers
of the past century never thought of not
regarding Spinoza as an atheist because
he called the world Deus: rather, this
discovery was reserved for the clown <121>
philosophers of our times who know nothing but words, are even proud of this and
speak of “acosmism”: these jokers! As for
me, I would like to give them the free advice
to leave to the words their meanings, and
to use a different word where one means a
different thing - and thus to call the world
“world” and the gods “gods”.

The Europeans who made efforts
to gain knowledge about the religious
scene of China were at first, as is usual,
aiming at similarities with their own indigenous religion.

The Europeans who made efforts
to gain knowledge about the religious
scene of China were at first, as is usual
and as formerly also the Greeks and Romans in similar circumstances had done,
aiming at similarities with their own indigenous religion. Because in their mind
the concept of religion was almost identical with that of theism or at least so
tightly fused that separation was not an
easy task, and because before the arrival
of more detailed information about
Asia—for the purpose of the argument e
consensu gentium—the very wrong opinion

		
Because in their mind
the concept of religion was almost identical with that of theism, or at least so
tightly fused that separation was not an
easy task, and because before the arrival
of more detailed information about Asia
			
the opinion
was current in Europe that all peoples of
the globe venerate a sole God or at least

was current in Europe that all peoples of
the globe venerate a sole God or at least
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a supreme God
and because they were in a country where
they the saw many temples, priests and
monasteries as well as frequently performed religious customs: all of this
contributed to their firm presupposition
that they were bound to find theism also
there, even though its form might be very
strange. After this expectation was disappointed it was, in view of the course that
their inquiry had taken, only

<129>

		
natural that their first
news of those religions consisted more
of what they did not contain than of their
positive content—the understanding of
which must for various reasons be difficult for Europeans, for instance already
because they have been brought up in
optimism, whereas in those regions existence itself is seen as an ill and the world
as a stage of misery on which one had
better not be; then because of the decisive
idealism that is essential to Buddhism
as well as Hinduism—a view which is
known in Europe only as a paradox that
can hardly be seriously considered and
is held by some abnormal philosophers,
whereas in Asia it is integrated into the
faith of the people. In Hindustan it is
generally accepted as the teaching of
Maya, and in Tibet, the headquarter of the
Buddhist church, it is even presented in

a supreme God and creator of the world,
and because they were in a country where
they the saw many temples, priests and
monasteries as well as frequently performed religious customs: all of this
contributed to their firm presupposition
that they were bound to find theism also
there, even though its form might be very
strange. After this expectation was disappointed and they had found that there was
no conception of such things and no words
to express them, it was, in accordance with
the spirit in which they had performed
their investigations, natural that their first
news of those religions consisted more of
what they did not contain than of their
positive content—the understanding of
which must for various reasons be difficult for Europeans, for instance already
because they have been brought up in
optimism, whereas in those regions existence itself is seen as an ill and the world
as a stage of misery on which one had
better not be; then because of the decisive
idealism that is essential to Buddhism as
well as Hinduism—a view which is
known in Europe only as a paradox that
can hardly be seriously considered and is
held by some abnormal philosophers,
whereas in Asia it is integrated into the
faith of the people. In Hindustan it is
generally accepted as the teaching of <122>
Maya, and in Tibet, the headquarter of the
Buddhist church, it is even presented in
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very popular form in a religious comedy
performed at important festivities. In this
comedy, the Dalai-Lama is shown in a
dispute with the chief devil. The former
represents idealism, the latter realism.
The latter says among other things: “What
is cognized through the five sources of all
cognition (the senses) is no illusion, and
what you teach is not true.” After long
disputes, the matter is finally decided by
throwing dice: the realist, i.e. the devil,
loses and is chased away with general
mockery. (according to a description of
Tibet translated from the Chinese, found
in Asiatic Journal, new series, Vol. 1. p. 15).
If one keeps in mind these fundamental
differences in the whole way of thinking,
one will find it excusable, and even natural that the Europeans in their research on
Asia’s religions first stuck to the negative
standpoint that is in fact foreign to the
matter at hand. This is why we find a lot
of negative utterances about them that do
not advance positive knowledge at all.
			
For instance
in the Lettres édifiantes (1819 edition,
Vol. 8, p. 46) it is said: “The Buddhists,
whose idea of transmigration was generally accepted, are accused of atheism,”

very popular form in a religious comedy
performed at important festivities. In this
comedy, the Dalai-Lama is shown in a
dispute with the chief devil. The former
represents idealism, the latter realism.
The latter says among other things: “What
is cognized through the five sources of all
cognition (the senses) is no illusion, and
what you teach is not true.” After long
disputes, the matter is finally decided by
throwing dice: the realist, i.e. the devil,
loses and is chased away with general
mockery.# If one keeps in mind these
fundamental differences in the whole way
of thinking, one will find it excusable and
even natural that the Europeans in their
research on Asia’s religions first stuck to
the negative standpoint that is foreign to
the matter at hand. This is why we find a
lot of negative utterances about them that
do not advance positive knowledge at all.
They all have the aim of showing that the
Buddhists and the Chinese in general are
unfamiliar with monotheism—which indeed
is an exclusively Jewish doctrine. For instance in the Lettres édifiantes (1819 edition, Vol. 8, p. 46) it is said: “The Buddhists, whose idea of transmigration was
generally accepted, are accused of atheism,”
# Déscription du Tubet, transl. from the
Chinese into Russian by Bitchourin, and from
Russian into French by Klaproth, Paris 1831,
p. 65. — Also in Asiatic Journal, new series,
Vol. I, p. 15.
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and in Asiatic Researches Vol. 6, p. 255,
“The religion of the Burmese (i.e. Buddhism) shows a nation far advanced from
the crudeness of savage nature and is in all
actions of life much under the influence
of religious opinions; yet it is ignorant
of a Supreme Being, the creator and
preserver of the universe. However, the
system of morality recommended by their
fables is perhaps as good as any among
the religious doctrines prevailing among
mankind. — Ibid., p. 258: “Gotama’s (i.e.,
Buddha’s) followers are, strictly speaking, atheists.” — Ibid., p. 180. “The sect
of Godama regards the faith in a divine
being, who created the universe, to be
highly impious.” —
Ibid., on p. 268,
Buchanan mentions that the Zarado or
high priest of the Buddhists in Ava, Atuli,
in an essay about his religion that he
handed over to a Catholic bishop, counted
among the six damnable heresies also the
doctrine that “there exists a being who
created the world and all things therein,
and that this being alone is worthy of
worship.”

and in Asiatic Researches Vol. 6, p. 255,
“The religion of the Burmese (i .e. Buddhism) shows a nation far advanced from
the crudeness of savage nature and is in all
actions of life much under the influence
of religious opinions; yet it is ignorant of
a Supreme Being, the creator and preserver of the universe. However, the
system of morality recommended by their
fables is perhaps as good as any among
the religious doctrines prevailing among
mankind. — Ibid., p. 258: “Gotama’s (i.e.,
Buddha’s) followers are, strictly speaking, atheists.” — Ibid., p. 180. “The sect
if Godama regards the faith in a divine
being, who created the universe, to be
highly impious.” — Ibid., on p. 268, <123>
Buchanan mentions that the Zarado or
high priest of the Buddhists in Ava, Atuli, in an essay about his religion that he
handed over to a Catholic bishop, counted among the six damnable heresies also
the doctrine that “there exists a being who
created the world and all things therein,
and that this being alone is worthy of
worship.” The very same is reported by
Sangermano in his description of the Burmese empire, Rome 1833, p. 81, where he
concludes the listing of the six major heresies with the words: “the last of these
impostors taught that there exists a
Supreme Being, the Creator of the world
and all things in it, and that he alone is
worthy of adoration.” In Colebrooke’s Essay
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— No less do we see the learned

sinologist Morrison in his Chinese Dictionary, Macao 1815 ff., Vol. 1, p. 217,
labor to find in the Chinese dogmas the
traces of a God, ready to interpret anything that seems to point in that direction
<131> most favorably. However, in the end he
has to acknowledge that nothing like that
can be distinctly identified. In the same
volume, p. 268 ff., where he explains
the words Thung and Tsing, i.e., rest and
movement, on which Chinese cosmogony
is based, he closes with the words: “It may
be impossible to absolve this system from
the accusation of atheism.” — Recently,
Upham also says in his History and Doctrine of Buddhism, Lond. 1829, p. 102:
“Buddhism presents us a world without
a moral ruler, steerer, or creator.” — and

on the philosophy of the Hindus in the Transactions of the R. Asiat. Society, Vol. I (which
is also reprinted in his Miscellaneous essays
he says on p. 236: “The sects of Jain and
Buddha are indeed atheistic, as they do
not recognize any creator of the world or
supreme reigning providence.” — On the
same line, J. J. Schmidt in his “Forschungen
über Mongolen und Tibeter,” p. 180, states
that “the system of Buddhism does not
know an eternal, uncreated, singular divine
being which existed before all time and created all visible and invisible things: this idea
is entirely foreign to it, and in Buddhist
books one does not find the slightest trace
of it.” — No less do we see the learned
sinologist Morrison in his Chinese Dictionary, Macao 1815 ff., Vol. 1, p. 217,
labor to find in the Chinese dogmas the
traces of a God, ready to interpret anything that seems to point in that direction
most favorably. However, in the end he
has to acknowledge that nothing like that
can be distinctly identified. In the same
volume, p. 268 ff., where he explains the
words Thung and Tsing, i.e., rest and
movement, on which Chinese cosmogony
is based, he closes with the words: “It may
be impossible to absolve this system from
the accusation of atheism.” — Recently,
Upham also says in his History and Doctrine of Buddhism, Lond. 1829, p. 102: <124>
“Buddhism presents us a world without
a moral ruler, steerer, or creator.” Likewise,
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p. 2: “Buddhism is accused of having completely excluded a creator and governor
of the world from its system; and even
though it can be positively proved that
this is the true meaning of its teaching, it
still admits the efficacy of fate (Damata),
whereby much of the necessary procedure
of maintenance and governance is introduced into the system.”

By these explications and quotations, I
only wanted to introduce the very noteworthy passage whose presentation is
the aim of the present section and make
it easier to understand by recalling the
standpoint from which such research
was carried out and thereby clarifying its
relation to its object of study. When the
Europeans in China did their research in
the above-mentioned way and attitude,
always aiming their questions at the highest principle of all things, the power that
reigns the world, etc., they had often been
told about what is referred to by the word
<132> Tien (Engl. T’hëen). The literal meaning
of this word is “Heaven,” as Morrison

the German sinologist Neumann says on
pp. 10 & 11 of the treatise mentioned
below: “In China, in whose language neither
Muslims nor Christians found a word to
represent the theological concept of Godhead.” ——— “The words God, soul, spirit
as something that is independent of matter and governs it at will, are unknown in
the Chinese language.” ——— “This train
of thought is so intimately fused with
language that it is impossible to render the
first verse of Genesis into real Chinese
without a lengthy commentary.” — Just
because of this, Sir George Staunton
published in 1848 a book entitled An
inquiry into the proper mode of rendering
the word God in translating the Sacred
Scriptures into the Chinese language).
By these explications and quotations, I
only wanted to introduce the very noteworthy passage whose presentation is the
aim of the present section and make it
easier to understand by recalling the
standpoint from which such research was
carried out and thereby clarifying its relation to its object of study. When the Europeans in China did their research in the
above-mentioned way and attitude, always aiming their questions at the highest
principle of all things, the power that
reigns the world, etc., they had often
been told about what is referred to by the
word Tien (Engl. T’hëen). The literal meaning of this word is “Heaven,” as Morrison
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also indicates in his dictionary. But it is
sufficiently well known that this word is
also used figuratively and thus has a metaphysical meaning. Already in the Lettres
édifiantes (edit. of 1819, Vol 11, p. 461)
we find the following explanation about
this: “Hing-tien is the material and visible
heaven, Chin-tien the spiritual and invisible one.” Sonnerat, too, in his Journey to
East India and China, vol. 4, chapter 1,
says: “When the Jesuits quarreled with
the other missionaries whether the word
Tien means heaven or God, the Chinese
regarded these foreigners as an unruly
people and chased them to Macao.” At
any rate, with this word the Europeans
could first hope to be on the trail of the
analogy of Chinese metaphysics and their
own creed that they had sought with so
much insistence. Research of this kind led
to the result presented in a paper entitled
“Chinese Theory of the Creation” that is
found in Asiatic Journal, Vol. 22. Anno
1826.

At the said place, pp. 41 & 42, it is thus

also indicates in his dictionary. But it is
sufficiently well known that this word is
also used figuratively and thus has a metaphysical meaning. Already in the Lettres
édifiantes (edit. of 1819, Vol. 11, p. 461)
we find the following explanation about
this: “Hing-tien is the material and visible
heaven, Chin-tien the spiritual and invisible one.” Sonnerat, too, in his Journey to
East India and China, vol. 4, chapter 1,
says: “When the Jesuits quarreled with
the other missionaries whether the word
Tien means heaven or God, the Chinese <125>
regarded these foreigners as an unruly
people and chased them to Macao.” At
any rate, with this word the Europeans
could first hope to be on the trail of the
analogy of Chinese metaphysics and their
own creed that they had sought with so
much insistence. Research of this kind
led to the result presented in a paper entitled “Chinese Theory of the Creation”
that is found in Asiatic Journal, Vol. 22.
Anno 1826. About the figure of Tschufu-tze, (also called Tschu-hi), who is
mentioned there, I add that he lived in
the twelfth century according to our
chronology and is the most famous of
all Chinese scholars because he synthesized and systematized the complete
wisdom of the ancients. His work is the
basis of present-day Chinese schooling,
and his authority has the greatest weight.
At the said place, pp. 41 & 42, it is thus
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said: “The word Tien would seem to denote
“the highest of the great” or “above all
that is great on earth”: but in practice its
vagueness of signification is beyond all
comparison greater, than that of the term
Heaven in European languages. — — —

said: “The word Tien would seem to denote
“the highest of the great” or “above all that
is great on earth”: but in practice its vagueness of signification is beyond all comparison greater, than that of the term
Heaven in European languages. — — —

Confucius says that “to affirm,
that heaven has a man (i. e. a sapient being) that is there to judge and determine
crimes, should not by any means be said;
nor, on the other hand, should it be affirmed that there is nothing at all to exercise a supreme control over these things.”

Choo-foo-tze says that “to affirm,
that heaven has a man (i. e. a sapient being) that is there to judge and determine
crimes, should not by any means be said;
nor, on the other hand, should it be affirmed that there is nothing at all to exercise a supreme control over these things.”

“The same author was asked about
the heart of heaven, whether it was intelligent or not, and answered: ‘one must
not say that the mind of nature is unintelligent; but it has no resemblance to the
cogitations of man’.” ———

“The same author was asked about
the heart of heaven, whether it was intelligent or not, and answered: ‘one must
not say that the mind of nature is unintelligent; but it has no resemblance to the
cogitations of man’.” ———

“According to one of their authorities, Tien is called ruler or sovereign (Tschu), because of the concept of
supreme power, and another expresses
himself in the following way about it:
“if heaven (Tien) had no designing mind,
then it would have to happen that a horse
gets born from a cow and that the peachtree produces the blossom of the pear.”
— On the other hand it is said that the
mind of Heaven is deducible from what
is the will of mankind!” (By the exclamation mark, the English translator wanted
to express his amazement.) I furnish the

“According to one of their authorities, Tien is called ruler or sovereign (Tschu), because of the concept of
supreme power, and another expresses
himself in the following way about it:
“if heaven (Tien) had no designing mind,
then it would have to happen that a horse
gets born from a cow and that the peachtree produces the blossom of the pear.”
— On the other hand it is said that the <126>
mind of Heaven is deducible from what
is the will of mankind!” (By the exclamation mark, the English translator wanted
to express his amazement.) I furnish the
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[English] text:
The word Teen would seem to
denote “the highest of the great” or
“above all what is great on earth”: but
in practise its vagueness of signification
is beyond all comparison greater, than
that of the term Heaven in European
languages. ——— Choo foo-tze tells us
that “to affirm, that heaven has a man
(i.e. a sapient being) there to judge and
determine crimes, should not by any
means be said; nor, on the other hand,
must it be affirmed, that there is nothing
at all to exercise a supreme control over
these things.”
The same author being ask’d
about the heart of heaven, whether it
was intelligent or not, answer’d: it must
not be said that the mind of nature is unintelligent, but it does not resemble the
cogitations of man. —————
According to one of their authorities, Teen is call’d ruler or sovereign
(choo), from the idea of the supreme
control, and another expresses himself
thus: “had heaven (Teen) no designing
mind, then it must happen, that the cow
might bring forth a horse, and on the
peach-tree be produced the blossom of
the pear”. On the other hand it is said,
that the mind of Heaven is deducible
from what is the Will of mankind!”

[English] text:
The word Teen would seem to
denote “the highest of the great” or
“above all what is great on earth”: but
in practise its vagueness of signification
is beyond all comparison greater, than
that of the term Heaven in European
languages. ——— Choo foo-tze tells us
that “to affirm, that heaven has a man
(i.e. a sapient being) there to judge and
determine crimes, should not by any
means be said; nor, on the other hand,
must it be affirmed, that there is nothing
at all to exercise a supreme control over
these things.”
The same author being ask’d
about the heart of heaven, whether it
was intelligent or not, answer’d: it must
not be said that the mind of nature is unintelligent, but it does not resemble the
cogitations of man. —————
According to one of their authorities, Teen is call’d ruler or sovereign
(choo), from the idea of the supreme
control, and another expresses himself
thus: “had heaven (Teen) no designing
mind, then it must happen, that the cow
might bring forth a horse, and on the
peach-tree be produced the blossom of
the pear”. On the other hand it is said,
that the mind of Heaven is deducible
from what is the Will of mankind!”
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The agreement of this last statement with my teaching is so conspicuous
and surprising that, had it not been printed
fully eight years after the appearance of
my work, one would surely claim that I
had taken my fundamental idea from it.
For it is known that against new thoughts
there are three main bulwarks: Refusing
to take notice, refusing to admit its validity, and claiming that it is old hat. However,
with regard to the memorable passage
just cited, it is not just that my priority
(in Europe) is certain, but I have also in
vain searched in all materials about China
accessible to me for a confirmation and
further elucidation of the Chinese dogma
in question. Finally, I have also asked a famous sinologist about this, but he could
not enlighten me further. One will, I hope,
believe me that, ignorant of the Chinese
language as I am, I was not in a position
to adopt thoughts for my own use from
Chinese original texts that are unknown to
<135> others—considering that the opposite is
exceedingly rare and, where it occurs, does
not remain unknown.

The agreement of this last statement with my teaching is so conspicuous
and surprising that, had it not been printed
fully eight years after the appearance of
my work, one would surely claim that I
had taken my fundamental idea from it.
For it is known that against new thoughts
there are three main bulwarks: Refusing to take notice, refusing to admit its
validity, and claiming that it is old hat.
However, the independence of my fundamental idea from this Chinese authority is
clear because of the given reasons: for one
will, I hope, believe me that, being ignorant
of the Chinese language, I am thus unable
to take thoughts for my use from Chinese
original works that are unknown to others.
Through further research I have learned
that the cited passage very probably <127>
and almost surely has been taken from
Morrison’s Chinese Dictionary where it
should be found under the character Tien:
however, I lack the opportunity to verify
this. — Illgen’s Zeitschrift für historische
Theologie (Journal for historical Theology)
vol. 7, 1837, contains an article by Neumann entitled “Die Natur- und ReligionsPhilosophie der Chinesen, nach dem Werke
des Tschu-hi” (“The Chinese philosophy of
nature and religion according to the work
of Tschu-hi”) in which, on pp. 60 to 63,
there are passages that apparently have
an identical source with those from the
Asiatic Journal. However, they are trans-
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1st ed. (1836)

2nd ed. (1854)

Our knowledge of China is still so
insufficient and fragmentary and the number of sinologists so small that, without a
stroke of luck, it may take many years until
we learn more about the above-mentioned
dogma that has been communicated in
such deplorable brevity.

lated with a haziness of expression that
is so common in Germany and prevents a
precise understanding. Furthermore, one
notices that this translator of Tschu-hi
does not fully understand his text — but
he is not to be reproached for that in view
of the very great difficulty of the language
for Europeans and the inadequacy of available aids. In the meantime, we cannot cull
from it the explanations we would like to
have. We thus must seek consolation in the
hope that, given the increased freedom of
contact with China, some Englishman shall
one day give us closer and more thorough
explanations about the above-mentioned
dogma that has been communicated in
such deplorable brevity.
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